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PREFACE

The first edition of the “General Handbook for Radi-
ation Monitoring” was prepared by Robert F. Barker
in 1952 as an attempt to provide the members of the
Monitoring Group at the Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
ratory with the basic data which it was felt should be
available to them at all times. It rapidly became ap-
parent that many others had felt the same need for a
concise, pocket-size compilation of this sort, both for
training and reference, and the demand very promptly
exceeded the supply.

As might have been expected, the original edition
contained some mistakes and in 1954 a second edition
was prepared, again under the competent editorship of
Robert F. Barker. In the second edition about the
only changes were to eliminate the errors that had ap-
peared previously ad to remove a few local references
that were cryptic to the larger audience the booklet
now commanded.

This, the third edition, has been almost entirely
rewritten m-d its publication was delayed to permit
inclusion of the most up-to-date data for permissible
exposures and permissible body burdens. The format
remains unchanged, however, and the handbook is still
designed to serve the puI poses of the Los Alamos Scien-
tific Laboratory.

Not all of the quantities given have official sanction;
there are some instances where oflicial numbers do not
exist, but it is necessary to estnblish some level which
can serve as a guide in local work. Organizations out-

iii
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side Los Alamos may not agree with all the rules and 1’
policies set forth, but again it is emphasized that they ‘1
were adopted for local use. N(fention of any commercial ~
product does not constitute an endorsement; for certain
purposes no instruments are completely satisfactory. i

The editor of this handbook, Jerome E. Dummer,
I

1
I

has been aided by many members of the Health Divi- :
sion. Suggestions for improvement of a future edition ~
will always be appreciated. ,i

)
THOMAS L. SHIPMAN, M.D.
Health Division Leader

j
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1. MONITOR’S CHECK LIST
This is a reminder list of some equipment and opera-

tions that may be required to accomplish a monitoring
job. Be sure you have what you need. Additional T

check lists are given at the conclusion of the various I
sections on specific types of monitoring.

A, Equipment

(1) Protective clothing (proper type of respirator .
protection).

(!2) Film badges (body and/or wrist).
(3) Pocket dosimeters and charger.
(4) Survey meters (type and directions for using).
(5) Tolerance tables, tolerance times, neutron survey

data sheets.
(6) Signs (radiation), tags, rope, source tongs.
(7) Air samplers and filters.
(8) Miscellaneous: paper, pencil, cardbo~rd boxes,

masking tape, chnlk, grease pencil.
(9) Vehicle (gas, trip ticket).

B. Operations

(1) Check for contamination on surfaces, equipment,
ancl personnel.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Limit spread of contamination,
Decontaminate (agents and facilities).
Dispose of contaminated waste.
Take nose swipes.
Collect urine

pletely filled out).
(7) Summarize in

specimens (containers-tag com-

writ ten report.

1
I
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1o-o
1o-1
10–2
10-3
10-4

10–5
10-6
10-7
10-8

10–9
lo–lo

10-19
10-20
1o–21
10-36
10-95
10-97
10-98
10-99
5-7

—.- —.

2. RADIO CODE

Operations normal at this location or operation.
Receiving poorly.
Receiving well.
Stop transmitting.
O.K. Roger. lNfessage received and under-

stood .
Relay,
Busy.
Out of service.
In service (Give name of operator with first 10-8

call, e.g., “Station Hickory 3 to Station 7,
10-8, Doakes”).

Repeat.
Out of service subject to call (Give telephone

number or location).
Return to your station; come to this location.
What is your location? or, My location is . . . .
Call this station or location by telephone.
Correct time.
Radio check (Answer with 10-1 or 10-2).
Arrived at scene.
Finished with last assignment.
Emergency within section or area.
Fire at....

The word Broadcast repeated three times means a
general or extreme emergency.

1
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3. EMERGENCY MONITORING

A. Emergency Equipment

The emergency vehicle, radio call Station Hickory 3,
is equipped with respirators, air samplers, protective
clothing, signs, blankets, first-aid kit, etc. Survey
instruments can be obtained in the lMonitoring Office.
With the instrument supplement, the vehicle should
provide a self-sufficient operations base in a wide
variety of radiation emergencies. Film
be picked up from the Photodosimetry
needed.

B. Philosophy and Procedures

Fil~t! Obtain all readily available

badges may
Darkroom if

information
before proceeding on any emergency. Be certain it is
an emel gency, then proceed, using mature judgment,
common sense, knowledge of the hazards, and all
available equipment to limit the number of personnel,
and their exposure, to a working minimum.

Emergencies will probably be of the following types:
(1) Spill of radioactive material.
(2) Explosion (chemical or nuclear).
(3) Fire.
(4) Dispersal of radioactive materials by fire or

explosion.

Of the above, in general, (1) and (2) will probably be
local, but (3) and (4) may affect the community. In
cases reaching
responsible and

——

disaster proportions,
the LASL position will

.-

ALOO will be
be only that of a

3
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technical assistant. (Definitions of abbreviations will
be found in Appendix D and a glossary of technical
terms in Appendix Q.)

The monitor should be a self-sufficient unit, able and
equipped to step into any situation and take over the
necessary monitoring duties. He must have a knowl-
edge of the materials being used, their usual location,
and an active imagination in deducing just what sort of
accidents may occur in the use of these materials.

C, Remember!

(1) Assume all types of hazard are present until
proven otherwise.

(2) Gamma radiation should be the first and easiest
to detect.

(3) Explosives, chemicals, or other toxic materials
may be a problem.

(4) Make qualitative check on Gast pump air sample
with PeeWee and/or G–M instrument.

(5) Protect, monitor, decontaminate, and list names
of all personnel involved.

(6) Notify an H-1 supervisor as soon as possible.

4
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4. PROTECTIVE METHODS

Radiation hazards are usually divided into two
classes, external and internal, the terms referring to the
location of the source of radiation with respect to the
person being exposed. Methods have been devised for
protecting the radiation worker against both ~pes of ~
radiation.

A. Internal Radiation

Internal radiation refers to radiation from radioactive
material that enters and irradiates the body from the
inside until it is eliminated or decays radioactively.
Protective methods for this type of radiation obviously
are prevention of entry into the body and elimination
of any material that has entered. Except in a very few
cases, elimintition by means other than biological turn-
over or radioactive decay is impossible. For this
reason, radionuclides with long half-lives that remain
in the body for long periods of time (e.g., PU239,SrW) are
considered especially hazardous. Entry of radioactive
materials to the body may be gained by inhalation,
ingestion, injection, or absorption through the skin.

A variety of respiratory protective devices is available
to attempt to control inhalation of radioactive particles.
These devices are illustrated in Section 11 and their
uses are described in Section 19. Methods are in use
to evaluate airborne hazards by air sampling (Sec. 18).
Nose swipes (Sec. 7) taken at the end of a working period
give an indication whether material has been inhaled.

5
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Prevention of entry by ingestion is mainly a matter of
good housekeeping and observance of the rules prohibit-
ing eating, drinking, or smoking in contaminated areas.
Washing and monitoring the hands routinely before
eating or leaving the contaminated area is mandatory.
Entry through open cuts or abrasions or accidental in-
jections allows deposition directly into the blood stream
and is therefore extremely hazardous. When open cuts
or sores exist, handling of contaminated material should
be avoided. Absorption through the skin is an entry
method of some radioactive gaaes or vapors, e.g., tritium
(Sec. 15). Exposures of this type can be prevented
only by utilizing closed systems, hoods, or, in emer-
gencies, whole-body plastic air-line suits.

Second only to prevention of internal radiation by
assuring cleanliness through constant monitoring and
the use-of entry-preventing devices is the determination
of the amount of radioactive material entering and
remaining in the body and the subsequent evaluation
of this information in terms of radiation dose. This is
accomplished primarily by radiological examination of
the body excreta, usually the urine (Sec. 17). Other
methods, such as whole-body counting, specific organ
counting, and breath sampling, havi their specific appli-
cations. As a general rule, the above procedures are
most accurate if made as soon as possible after the intake
occurs. Specific procedures for tritium urine assay are
given in Section 15–D.

B. External Radiation

External radiation is radiation that comes directly
from a radiation source or from contamination of equip-
ment, clothing, or the person himself. External expo-

6
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sure can be received from /3, X or ~, and neutron
1 radiation. Natural a particles do not constitute an

external hazard as they cannot penetrate the outer
layer of skin. Contamination is controlled by pre-
venting its occurrence or by promptly removing it
(Sec. 8). Removal is much easier if surfaces have been
first furnished with protective coverings or coatings.
Kraft paper or strippable paint can be used on floors

1’ or benches; protective coveralls, gloves, and caps should
be used by personnel in potentially contaminated areas.

I Where complete removal of contamination or the
source of radiation is not possible, three general methods
of protection— time, distance, and shielding—are used.
The methods will be discussed separately, but in,
practice judicious use of all three is advisable.

1. Time. Radiation exposure can be kept below the
maximum permissible limits by restricting the time
spent in the radiation area. The “safe” or permissible!
exposure time (Sec. 9–C) in terms of hours or minutes

I per week is a convenient method of expressing the
extent of a radiation hazard. .$s any unnecessary radia-
tion exposure is considered too much, every effort

I

~,i should be made to reduce the time spent in a radiation
/

I
I

i

I.

area even below that deemed “permissible” by
monitoring measurements.

2. Distance. The intensity of radiation from a
source of radiation decreases with the distance from
the source. For a point source, this &ecrease is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance,
hence the term “inverse square law.” For monitoring
purposes, point source conditions are met when the
dose measurement is made at 2 ft or more from a source

7
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whose largest dimension is no more than 4 in. Ex-
pressed m-a formuln.,

where D k the dose rate at a distance R from a point
source, and d is the dose rate at a different distance r.
Dose rates and distances must be expressed in the same
units. Two exnmples are given as demonstration of
the inverse square law:

Example 1: 45 mr/hr is measured at 100 cm. What
is the dose rate at 10 cm from the same source?

a?=45x~2=45)( 10f~j=4500 mr/hr

Example 2: 800 mr/hr is measured at 20 cm. At
what distance is the dose rate 200 mr/hr?

‘2=Dx:;’=+x:=4800’%=Jm=4
In simple language, doubIe the distance, get one-fourth
the dose rate; halve the distance, get four times the
dose rate.

Note: The inverse square law is accurate only when
the distance is large compared to the source and detec-
tor size, and also when negligible scattering or absorp-
tion occurs in the medium in which the distances am
measured. When these conditions do not exist, the
inverse square law is, at best, a rough approximation.

3. Shielding. Shielding is the interposition of suit-
able material between the source of radiation and the
position where dosage must be reduced. The shielding

8
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methods of ~, ~, and neutrons are very different and
will be discussed separately.

a. /shielding. B particles react with matter mainly
by scattering of nuclei, radiative inelastic collisions,
and ionization. Despite the complexity of ~ absorp-
tion, it is approximately exponential; i.e., for each
increment of added shielding, the same reduction factor
is obtained. This permits @ shielding to be expressed
in terms of half-thicknesses, or the thickness of material
which must be interposed to reduce the number of
particles passing the shield to one-half the original
number striking the shield. Although the half-thick-
ness concept is usable, the thicknesses required to
reduce the intensity of even energetic @ particles by
one-half are so small that it is more convenient to
express ~ shielding by the amount of material required
to stop all the P particles of a certain energy (Appendix
I). Note that since the maximum energy is plotted
and the average energy of a p spectrum is about one-
third the maximum, the thicknesses given in Appendix I
are conservative or “safe.”

One &absorption process, radiative collision, pro-
duces electromagnetic radiation called “bremsstrah- ‘
lung.” These are similar to ordinary X rays, exhibiting
an energy spectrum from zero to the maximum B
energy, with average energy roughly one-third the
maximum. The production of bremsstrahlung is pro-
portional to the square of the @ energy and to the atomic
number of the absorber, making the use of light ma-
terials for f? shields ndvisable. This practice is usually
practical since a few millimeters of lucite or aluminum
is sufficient to stop @ particles of around 2 Mev. The
creation of bremsstrahlung in light materials such as

9
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these is rather inefficient, on the order of 10% [Ap-
pendix C).

b. X and ~ Rays. X and Y rays are absorbed by
three main processes:

(1) The photoelectric effect, which is an interaction
between a ~ photon and a bound electron in which the
~ ray disappears and an electron is ejected. This
process becomes more effective for higher atomic num-
ber absorbers and low photon energy.

(2) The Compton effect, in which a photon inter-
action with a free electron produces a lower energy
scattered photon and recoil electron.

(3) Pair production, in which the photon energy is
entirely used up in the creation of a positron and an
electron in the presence of nuclei. The energy re-

i

1

quired by a photon to create an electron-positron pair I
is 1.02 Mev or more, and the process is most effective
for high atomic number nuclei. .,.’

The complexity of these processes make it con-
venient to classify shielding methods as narrow beam t

o (good geometry) and broad beam (poor geometry).
In the narrow beam case, none of the Compton- i

scattered photons reach the detector and attenuation
I

is truly exponential. The use of HVL’S and TVL’S I

(Appendix G) is permitted with good geomctrv. In ,.
broad beam geometry, the case in most practical appli-
cations, some Compton-scattered photons are detected I

and add to the total intensity. This increase in in-
tensity caused by scattering is called “buildup,” and Q
the amount of buildup increases with thickness, Broad
beam ~ attenuation for several y emitters in several ~
materials is given in Appendix H.

.:
!
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When large ~ sources are handled behind open top
shields, ~ rays scattered fmm the air or other material
above the source will contribute considerably to the
dose. There is no object in reducing the intensity
transmit ted through the shield to a level much lower
than will be produced by scatter. The. effect of scatter
may be reduced by the addition of a top shield, the
thickness necessary being considernbl-y less than the
side shield. Open top shields are not practical for
greater than about 25 curies of a ~ emitter.

c. Neutron Shielding. The attenuation of neutrons
is accomplished by elastic and inelastic scattering and
radiative capture. The general procedure for neutron

1 attenuation is to slow down the energetic neutrons by
successive collisions with nuclei to energies where the
probability of radiative capture is higher. All capture
processes proceed more easily at lower neutron energies
and almost all result in the emission of hig?~ energy ~
radiation. The attenuation of these rays must be
considered in the shield design.

In shielding large neutron fluxes such as are found
near reactors, the general procedure is as outlined
above; i.e., slow the fast neutrons with hydrogenous
material such as water or concrete (elastic scattering)
or heavier nuclei (inelastic scattering); capture the
slowed neutrons using HL(n,~) H* or similar reaction;
capture thermalized neutrons with cadpiurn (n,~) or

i similar reaction; shield against ~ rays with external
shielding or add loading (iron shot) to the hydrogenous

\ material. It must be emphasized that neutron capture
~ rays me often very energetic, the 2.2-Mev ~ rays
from the proton reaction being one of the lower. A
variety of reactor shielding materials have been de-

11
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veloped including an alloy of aluminum and boron
(Boral) and special loaded concretes. As in the case
of ~ shielding, open top shields must be examined
carefully for air scatter, often called sky-shine.

For shipping or laboratory purposes, paraffin is a
suitable neutron ‘attenuating material. It is con-
venient to use the concept of HVLJS for rough design
of paraffin shields for small neutron sources. Paraffin
IIVL’S for 4 to 5 Mev (e.g., Po-Be, Ra-Be, or Pu-Be)
and for 1-~Mev neutrons (fission or mock fission) are
6.93 and 3.2 cm, respectively. By use of the semilog
plot of Appendix J, the amount of paraffin needed for
a certain reduction in flux or the effectiveness of a
certain amount of paraffin can be determined.

Example: If it is desired to reduce the fast neutron
flux from a Po-Be source to 10~0 of its unshielded value
(e.g., from 100 to 10 n/cm2-see) using paraffin,
read from the semilog plot of AppendL~ J the number of
HVL’S necessary to reduce the intensity to 10% as 3.3
HVL’S. 3.3 X6.93=22.9 \cm, or about 9 in. of paraffin.
If the effectiveness of 6 in. of paraffin for a Po-Be shield
is desired, 6 in .=15.2 cm; 15.2 cm/(6.93 cm/HVL) =
2.2 HVL’S which, on the curve, indicates a reduction
to 22%.

This method will give unsafe answers for shields less
than 2 HVL’S thick. The flux attenuated is the fast
flux and there will remain considerable thermal neu-
trons. These can be absorbed in cadmium if necessary.

4. Waste Disposal and Leak Testing. Two other
protective measures taken to protect personnel are the
disposal of radioactive w-astes anti the testing of radi-
ation sources for leaks. Wastes of short-lived isotopes
can be stored to await decay. Other wastes must be

12
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packaged, labeled with
buried in a segregated
approximate location in

I

isotope, origin, and date, ancl
pit. Records are kept as to
the event reco~-ery is necessary

orreuseof thesiteispkmned. Incases oflarge amounts
of slightly contaminated combustible waste, burning
with proper checks on airborne activity is advantageous.

Radioactive sources should be leak-tested whenever
damage or deterioration of the capsule is suspected, or
at least once each 6 months. This routine check also
serves as an inventory and assures that the proper
authorities are aware of the location of sources. The
testing of radium (or Ra-Be) sources is accomplished by
testing for radon (actually Rn daughters). The source
is placed in a small sealed jar with a 2 or 3 in. diameter
filter paper (not in contact with the source) for 12 to
24 hr. A count in excess of 50 c/m fl+~ with a less than
10~o efficient, well-shielded, glass-wall G-M counter is
considered to be a dirty or leaking source. A high
count on a recheck after the source has been scrubbed
with trichloroethylene indicates that the source is leak-
ing and must be resealed. Plutonium and SrW sources
and neutron sources containing a emitters (Po-Be, mock
fission) should be checked frequently for leaks using the’
swipe technique (Sec. 7). Any source that swipes
positive is cleaned and rechecked.

13
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5. LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY
RADIATION SAFETY POLICIES

A. Individual

Individuals at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
who have any contact with radioactive materials or
radiation are responsible for:

(1) Keeping their own exposures to radiation and ‘
also those of others as low as possible and, specifically,
below the maximum permissible levels recommended
in Section 9. Exceptions are exposures received in
medical examinations and treatments and, with prior
approval by the Health Division, in cases where
urgent situations require exposures in excess of the
recommended levels.

(2) Wearing the prescribed monitoring equipment
(pocket dosimeters, filrr
Requesting that neutron
to 0.1 rem is suspected.

(3) Surveying hands,
activity and removing

badges) in radiation areas.
films be read when exposure

shoes, and body for radio-
loose contamiriation to the

tolerance levels before leaving the area, in accordance ~
with the recommended decontamination procedures. 1

(4) Wearing appropriate protective clothing when- i
ever clothing contamination is possible, and not wearing ,
such clothing outside the Laboratory areas. Using
gloves, hoods, and respiratory protection (respirators or ,
supplied air masks, as recommended by the Health
Division) when necessary. Using proper techniques
and facilities in operations involving radioactive ma-
terials.

14
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I,
(5) Observing the recommended procedures in regard

to eating and smoking in contaminated areas.
(6) Reporting injuries and ingestion or inhalation

accidents promptly to the Health Division und carrying
out the recommended corrective measures. coop- ‘
crating in any and all attempts to evaluate exposures,
particularly by promptly returning requested urine
specimens.

(7) Carrying out recommendations of the Health
Division in roping off hazardous areas, posting warning
signs, and otherwise controlling special hazards for m
which they are responsible. Contacting the Health I
Division (Group H–1) for recommended procedures in
high level radiation areas or when conditions are altered I
significantly.

(8) Cleaning up contamination for which they are ~
responsible. Arranging for a survey by Group H–1 and
carrying out the decontamination recommended for the
area when changing locations or ending an operation.

(9) Proper storage and labeling of radioactive ma- ~
terials for which they are responsible.

(10) Proper packaging (sealed containers whenever
possible) and labeling (origin and date) of contaminated
waste materials.

B. Supervisory

responsible for ensuring that the
responsibilities are discharged by
control, and are further responsible

t
Supervisors are

above individual
those under their
for:

(1) Instructing those employees for whom they are
responsible in the use of safe techniques and in the
application of approved radiation safety practices.

15
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I
(2) Providing such staff w is required for packaging . !

i
contaminated waste and for decontaminating anything
for which they are responsible.

(3) Furnishing information to the Health Division ;
concerning individuals and activities in their areas, !
particularly additions to or deletions from their I
personnel rosters.

1I

(4) Contacting the Health Division whenever major
changes in operational procedures, new techniques,
alterations in
might lead to

C, Monitoring

This group

physical plant, or new operations which
I

i
I

personnel exposures are anticipated.

Group, H-I

is responsible for:

(1) Furnishing consulting services on all aspects of :
radiation protection. i

(2) General surveillance of all radiation activities,
including assistance to individuals and supervisors in
discharging their responsibilities.

(3) Distribution and processing of personnel monitor-
ing equipment, including keeping of personnel exposure
records, notifying individuals and their supervisors of
exposures greater than the permissible levels for their
situation, and recommending appropriate restrictions.

(4) Supervision and coordination of the waste dis-
posal program, including keeping of waste storage
records.

(5) A continuous program of environmental hazard
evaluation and hazard elimination.

(6) Storage, leak testing, issue, and disposal of radio-
active sources; supervising the shipping of radioactive
material. Further, the inspection of requests for



i

sources to assure standardization of capsules for general
utility.

(7) Scheduling urinalysis measurements when re-.
quired.

(8) Decontaminating large pieces of equipment (e.g.,
motor vehicles) and assisting personnel decontaminat-
ion in cases of contaminated wounds or persistent
personal contamination.

I
I

I
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6. PERMISSIBLE DOSE AND MEASUREMENT
UNITS

Radiation brings about a change in matter only by
virtue of the energy that is actually absorbed by this
matter. A biological effect may also depend on the
type and energy of the radiation, making possible
different biological effects from equal energy absorp-
tio~lo It is therefore convenient to measure exposure
in purely physical terms and use an additional factor
to allow for the rekztive biological electiveness (RBE)
of different types and energies of radiation. (Defini-
tions of all italicized terms are included in the Glossary,
Appendix Q.)

It has also become desirable to make a distinction
between the X or ~ radiation to which a person might
be exposed and the energy absorbed from the radiation
locally by the person. The former, a field measure-
ment, is designated exposure dose and is measured in
roentgens. The latter, which depends on the field
and the material under irradiation, is called the absorbed’
dose and is expressed in Tads. Absorbed dose cam be
calculated from exposure dose measurements or from
other measurements of ionization, chemical effects, or
directly by calorimetry.

Since, in many instances, the alxorbed dose can be
inferred directly from exposure dose measurements, the
roentgen is likely to remain the unit of choice for
practical X- or ~-ray dosimetry up to about 3 Mev. A
number of other units currently recognized or in wide
usage are discussed below.
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The rad has been accepted as the unit of absorbed
dose (i.e., the amount of radiation imparted to matter
by any ionizing particle per unit mass of irradiated
material) and is 100 ergs/g of any material. The
grarn-rad is the unit of integral absorbed dose (i.e.,the

summation of the energy absorbed throughout a given

region of interest), 1 gram-rad being 100 ergs. ln-
tenxity and quality of radiation are expressed in ergs/cm2-
sec (or watts/cm2) and ergs/cm2 (or wat ts-sec/cm2),
respectively. The rem is the unit of RBE dose and its
use should be restricted to radiation protection prob-
lems, e.g., when it is necessary to add dosages from a
variety of radiations, especially for record keeping.
The RBE dose in rem equals absorbed dose in rads
times RBE. Values of RBE for all ionizing radiations
have been recommended (NBS Handbooks 59 and 63).

Several units formerly used are now obsolete. One
unit enjoying wide usage until recently was the rep
(roentgen equivalent physical). Originally defined as
that dose of ionizing radiation which produces an
energy absorption of 84 ergs/cm3 in tissue, it was later
changed to 93 ergs/cm3 of tissue to more accurately—

represent the energy absorbed per cm3 of aqueous
tissue irradiated with a dose of 1 r of X or Y rays. The
rep was often used in expressing doses due to P radia-
tion. The difference in magnitude between the rep
and rad in tissue is insignificant in the estimation of
permissible doses.

Permissible dose is currently defined as that amount
of ionizing radiation which, in the light of present
knowledge, is not expected to cause appreciable bodily
injury to a person at any time during his lifetime.
The basic value of the maximum permissible dose

19
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(MPD) rate has undergone several changes since first
being set in 1931 as 0.2 r/day. The currently acceptable
values for occupational exposures are summarized in
Section 9.

NOTE. Such values are strictly for occupational
exposures under controlled conditions and should be

divided by 10 for nonoccupational exposures.
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7. PERMISSIBLE CONTAMINATION LEVELS

I
I

I

I

The values listed below apply in the general case.
Sound judgment with consideration for the health and
safety of personnel as well as the economic and legal
aspects of the situation may necessitate revisions in
certain cases. It should be remembered that many of
these tolerance values are designed for use under con-
trolled laboratory conditions, where levels that can be
tolerated by sensitive equipment are often lower than
those which constitute an actual hazard to personnel.
Since values are often established by the lower limits of m
sensitivity of the monitoring instruments in use, these
levels may not apply to incidents occurring outside of
the laboratory. Conformity with the prescribed toler-
ances is determined by contact measurements with I
either an open-window G–M instrument or a PeeWee.
In the general case, a certain amount of ~ contamination
can be allowed if the contamination can be demon-
strated to be fixed, that is, if it cannot readily. be
tracked, become airborne, or otherwise be inhaled or
ingested.

A. Swipes

A ‘(swipe” is a procedure used to determine the
presence of contamination and whether or not the con-
taminant is likely to rub off, thereby presenting a po-
tential inhalation or ingestion and contamination con-
trol problem. A swipe is made by rubbing a piece of
absorbent tissue, filter paper, or cheese cloth over the
area in question and counting it with an appropriate

21
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meter. The swipe may be moistened for 13~, but not
for a since moisture may prevent a’s from being moni-
tored. Booties, appropriately checked after being
worn through a contaminated area, can give a good
indication of the likelihood of spreading the contamina-
tion.

Nose swipes, a method of determining the effective-
ness of respiratory protection, are made with a 3 x ~ in.
strip of paper wrapped tightly with tweezers around the
end of a swab stick. Applicators are dipped in distilled
water and used by the subject to swab each nostril.
Both swipes are placed in an envelope with name, date,
and site. After drying, the outer 1 in. of paper is
counted in a gas-flow proportional counter.

B. Contamination Levels

&y measurements are made at contact with an open-
window G-M coun$er, a measurements at contact with
a 60-cm2 PeeWee probe. Both measurements are
readings above background.

22
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wom&----------------------

NosswIws ------------------

Skin” -------------------------
Bench tops and flood---------
Vehicles (for continuing Proj-

ect use).
Vehicles (for public sale) . . . . . .
Clothing (personal) -----------
Shoes (persona) and safety) ---

RMpbhm -------------------
Uranium transport containers

(intraplant).
Equipment (for use In con-

taminated areas).

Equipment (for use outside
the project in contaminated
areas).

Equipment [for use in “clean”
areas, e.g., outside the Proj-
ect (gas cylinders, salvage
materials); in Counting or
photographic labs; tn ma-
chine shops or stock rooms]$

Tritium contamination ------

b? (mradspr)
.—— —.. ——— —

I

a (c/m)

Sr~ Others

Refer all potentially Contaminawd wounds to the
Medical Group and H-1 Supervisor.

------------- -------------- SO(each ‘swipe in 50%
efficiency counter).

rl.05---------1.o----------lw
D.05---------1.0----------w
D.05---------6.0----------500

No detectabl e activity of any kind.
o.05---------1.o----------500
0.05exterior. 6.0 exterior.. 500exterior.
0.05 lnterior- 1.0 interior. - S00interior.
0.05 N. S.t--- 1.0 N. S.t---- w N.S.t
-..-.--..---- ------------- - 250 (swipe) .

0.05-------- - 6.0--------- . Varies with situation—
usually about 500
elm.

No health hazard; recipient must receive written
statement = to extent and kind of Coritaznfnatlori
and must be able to handle it. Transfer requ&
H-1 Group Otlice approval.

No detectable activity of any kind.

Refer all trltium contamination to H-1 GOLIPOflice
except as noted in Sec. 15.

●If, after two attempts qt skin decontamination, more than 3 mradslhr remain,
notify H-1 Group Oftice and send subject to Decontamination Room (12S)at Medical
Center. If less than 3 mrads/hr but greater than permissible levels, release but recheck
following day. Measurements should be made after skin has been washed.

tN.S. signifies no detectable activity using swipe technique.
$Certatn salvage materials, especially bulk quantities for reprocessing, carry higher

contamhmt ion tolerances. Refer to H-1 Group Otllce.
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8. DECONTAMINATION

Removal of radioactive contaminants falls into two
general categories, decontamination of “people” and
decontamination of “things.” In general, first at-
tempts at decontamination can be made under the
monitor’s supervision. Every effort should be made to
control any spread of the contamination during decon-
tamination. This can be accomplished by:

(1) Always working in towards the center of con-
tamination.

(2) Taking care not to track the contamination,
which implies complete knowledge of where the con-
tamination lies, and proper use of protective clothing,
especially shoe cover (booties).

(3) Covering clean areas in the vicinitv with kraft.
paper.

(4) Being aware that the run-off solutions and all
mops, rags, and brushes used in the decontaminating
are potentially contaminated.

Gross, widespread, or pe~istent problems should be
handled by specialists, H–1 Decontamination Section
for objects and H–2 Industrial Medicine for personnel.

A. Personnel Decontamination

People are decontaminated for two reasons: (1) To
prevent possible transfer, especially of ~ emitters, to
internal organs by ingestion or through cuts or ~bra-
sions, and (2) to prevent external exposure or possible
radiation burns. It is obvious that in both cases
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prompt removal will reduce the potential hazard. It
is also apparent that methods used to effect decontami-
nation must not spread initially localized material or
assist the contaminant in entering the body (excessive
scrubbing which abraids the skin).

Skin. Over the years many procedures, some quite
lengthy and involved, have been devised for the re-
moval of contamination from radiation workers. The
following relatively simple procedures have been widely
used at LASL for the removal of a variety of contami-
nants, mostly a emitters, from workers. Other more
drastic measures are available under medical super-

. . I

vlslon. I
(1) Detergent and water wash.

m(2) Turco Hand Cleaner (Turco Products, Inc., Los s
Angeles). A commercial liquid hand cleaner developed I
specifically for removing radioactive materials from
skin. Good results with plutonium, uranium, and ~-y I
emitters. Contains lanolin to reduce skin irritation.

.

(3) Tartaric-Citric Acid .Mixture. Half-and-half
mixture of the acids; used routinely and successfully
for plutonium but somewhat irritating with prolonged
usage.

(4) Citric Acid Paste. Good for a emitters.

B. General Decontamination

I Experience has shown that technique is often more
important than the specific decontaminating agent
used. For this and other reasons, it is difficult to as-
sign a best method for a certain decontamination prob-
lem. Several specific methods used at LASL---success-
ful but not necessarily the best—--me listed below. It

25
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is always wise first to try the followit~g five simple
methods:

(1) Damp rag.
(2) Water and detergent.
(3) Dilute completing agent such as Versene (sonk-

ing in Versene is considerably better than simple wash-
ing) . Action is accelerated if the Versene is heated.

(4) Mild acids ~citric, low normality HC1 or HNO,).
(5) Combinations of the above.
C)ther methods used by the Decontamination Section

include vacuuming, vacu- and sand-blasting, ultrasonic
cleaning, and high pressure steam.

C. Specific Methods

Metals. Oily surfaces must first be removed; then
high normality acids and even concentrated acids or
aqua regia may be used if surfaces can stand this rough
treatment.

Concrete or Brick. Solutions of HC1 and Igepal
used with commercial scrubbers.

Glassware. Ordinary chromic acid cleaning solution.
Linoleum. If well waxed before contamination, re-

moval of wax with solvents or scouring powder and
steel wool will decontaminate.

Wood. No hope short of sanding or planing.

Painted Surfaces. Paint removers.

26
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9. MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE EXPOSURES

A. Whole-Body Exposure

The maximum permissible accumulated whole-body

occupational dose, in rem, at any age greater than 18,

is computed hlPD =5(lV-18), where i’V is the age in
years, provided no annual increment exceeds 12 rem.
Not more than one-fourth of the 12-rem maximum
permissible yearly dose (3 rem) shall be taken in one-
fourth of a year. These values may be doubled when
only the skin of the whole body is exposed. Note that
although permissible weekly doses are no longer speci-
fied, they are used throughout the handbook for con-
venience, especially the O.3 rem/wk based on the former ,
MPD of 15 rem/yr. m

The acceptable yearly exposure at LASL is 5 rem
and the 12-rem maximum is used (1) only when the I
accumulated exposure after the age of 18 is documented,
(2) then only in cases where judicious use of exposure
has been made, and (3) when, in unique and unusual
instances, after due consideration has been given,
restrictions would result in serious impairment to the
functions of the Laboratory. Yearly exposures greater
than 5 rem can be allowed only when it is documented
that this exposure will not violate the 5(lV-18) rule.
Administration of the above MPD policy and the
‘urther LASL restrictions can become complicated for
)he exceptional case. The necessary information is
]ften difficult to obtain, for instance when an employee

previously worked at another installation and does
have an accurate record of his past exposures, or

27
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when he has worked at ~ASL for a number of years
and it is necessary to do the ~ime-consuming job of
compiling his cumulative exposures. The general
tendency is to limit exposure whenever possible.

The 5 rem/yr will be handled on a 0.1 rem/wk basis
but thk does not imply that 0,1 rem/wk shall be the
upper lirnit of weekly exposure. Whenever 0.1 rem/wk
is exceeded special measures are taken, These speckd
measures include notification of supervisors that one
of their people received a dose which, if continued for
a year, would result in more than 5 rem. Overexposure
reports me issued only when 3 rem is exceeded in a
calendar quarter.

B, Extremity Exposure

The maximum permissible accumulated dose in the
hands and forearms, and feet and ankles is 75 rcm/yr.
Since there is no accumulated age restriction on
extremity dose, a weekly dose of ~.5 rem is used.
Suitable wrist-to-finger ratios have been developed ex-
perimentally to avoid the use of finger badges.

C. Summary

Whole-body and extremity permissible exposures are
summarized as follows:

28
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WHOLE 130DY

rem
3faximum permissible yearly dose. ---- __ __- 12
Maximum permissible accumulated dose. _--- 5( ZV-18)
Administrative permissible yearly dose _ _ --.- 5
Maximum permissible quarter-year dose- ---- 3
Weekly dose togive5rem/yr -------------- O. 1

NOTE: For B or X rays below 40 kev average, the above values
may be doubled. Also, if the ~ does not exceed the above
values, the (3+Y sum may be doubled.

EXTREMITY
rem

Maximum permissible yearly dose- -- _ _ - _- __ - _ 75
hlaximum permissible weekly dose-- ---- _ -- _ - _ 1.5

NEUTRON WHOLE BODY

Xeutron energy

._ ——. —— ——

Thermal (3X 10-2 ev)-..-l
100ev_ ---------- _---:
5Xl@ev -------------
2X104 ev --------------
0.1 hlev ______________
0.5 Mev---------------
1.0 Mev---------------
2.5 hlev --------------
5.0 Mev-------------
7.5 N1ev--------------
10 3fev----------___-
10t030hlev ---------

I

RBE

-—

3

2

2.5

5

8

10
10.5

8
7
7

6.5
----- ----

Flux to give 0.3
rem in 40 hr
(n/cm%ec)●

-—————.—

2000
1550
1700
850
250
90
55
60
55
50
50
30

0.3 rem MPD
(n/cm~wk)”

-————————

288X 106
223X 108
245x 106
120X 106

36. OX 106
13. ox 106
7. 92X 108
8. 64X108
7. 92X 108
7. 20X 106
702OX1O6
4. 32X 108

●The last two columns may be divided by 3 to obtain values based on 0.1 rcm/wk.

NEUTRON EXTREMITY

Neutron extremity dose may be five times the whole-body
MPD.
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D. Permissible Exposure Times

It is often useful to express permissible dose in
terms of the time it takes to receive such a dose.
This can be calculated by dividing the permissible dose
rate by the measured exposure rate. The choice of
permissible dose rate must depend on the type, dura-
tion, etc., of the operation.

Example 1: T measurements show an exposure dose
rate of 7.5 mr/hr (0.0075 r/hr) at n certain position.
Using as permissible rate 0.3 r/wk, (0.3 r/wk)/(().()075
r/hr) = 40 hr/wk at this position. This is an example
of a short term operation. If continued indefinitely,
the 0.1 r/wk permissible exposure rate should be used.

Example 2: Suppose a I-Xlev neutron flux of 55
n/cm2-sec is measured. Since the n/cm2-w k to give
0.3 rem/wk is 7.92X 108 n/cmi-w’k, (7.92X 106 n/cm2-
wk)/(55 n/cm2-sec X 3600 sec/hr) =40 hr/wk allowable
at this position to give 0.3 rem/wk.

Example 3: Exposures in mixed fields (say ~ rays
and neutrons) must be limited to that amount of each
so that the total exposure is permissible or less. Sup-
pose 25 mr/hr ~ and 100 n/cm2-sec (1 hfev) m-e mcm.ured
simult a,neously. 25 mr/hr is 3.33 times permissible
weekly ~ exposure (25/7.5=3.33), and similarly 100
n/cm2-sec is 1.82 times permissible (100/55= 1.82). The
combined effect (1.82+3.33= 5.15) is 5.15 times per-
missible, or the allowable time must be divided by
5.15 (40 hr/5.15=7.77 hr/wk), giving a permissible
7.77-hr exposure in a 40-hr week to give 0.3 rem.
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10. TABLE OF ISOTOPES

The following table presents pertinent data for many
radioactive isotopes or isotope chains. Element name
and atomic number (2) are listed alphabetically in
column (1). Column (2) identifies the isotope, giving
element abbreviation ,with the mass number (atomic
weight, A) as superscript. An “m” following the mass
number signifies a metastable state (see Appendix Q).
When only one daughter is significant in determining
NIPC, it is identified in the same manner as the parent.
When two or more daughters are important they are
abbreviated “+ drs. ”

In column (3) radiations to be expected (when moni-
toring) from the isotope or isotope chain are given.
a signifies alpha particle emission; p signfies either m
electron or positron emission; Y indicates gamma ray
emission; “X”, used only when no gammas are emitted,
signifies electron capture X rays; ~%.f.” signifies that
spontaneous fission neutrons are emitted. ,

columns (4) and (5) give the maximum permissible
concentrations in air (MPCa) and water (MPCW) in
disintegrations per minute per cubic meter (d/m-M3)
and disintegrations per minute per liter (d/m-L),
respectively. MPC values were taken from a prepub-
lication copy of the “Report of Committees (ICRP
and NCRP) on Permissible Dose for Internal Radia-
tion—1958 Revision” and are subject to revision.
Values are given for occupational -exposures of 40 6
hr/wk, 50 wk/yr for a continuous 50-yr work period.

I<

Other assumptions me (a) 107 cc breathed per 8-hr
:
$
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work day (}4 the air breathed in 24 hr); (b) 1,100 ccof
water consumed per 8-hr work day (}; the water con-
sumed in 24 hr). MPC’S for parent-daughter combi-
nations or chains are given in terms of d/m of the
parent alone. The biological effect of” the daughter(s)
formed by decay of the parent inside the body is con-
sidered, but not the daughter(s) ~sociated with the
parent when entering the body. When a parent-
dfiughtm mixture is the hazard, a special value of
MPC must be computed for the mixture. This has
been done for several mixtures encountered at LASL
(Ba’40+La1m, natural thorium, SrW+YW, and several
mixtures of uranium isotopes). Rn2m and Rn222
MPC, values also assume an equilibrium mixture as
the breathing hazard.

Column (6) lists the body burden (q) in pc and critical
organ using the following organ abbreviations: B, bone;
BT, bone and teeth; BW, body water; F, fat: K, kidney;
L, liver; Lu, lung; P, pancreas; Pr, prostate; S, skin;
Sp, spleen; T, thyroid; TB, total body; Ts, testes.
The ICRP–NCRP data include MPC values for the
total body, the lung for insoluble, the GI tract for
soluble and insoluble, and several other critical organs
for soluble compounds. The critical organ chosen for
inclusion in the Table of Isotopes is the one (except GI
tract) that gives the smallest soluble MPC, value.
The critical organ is marked with a superscript “b”
whenever soluble GI tract number is lower.

In the case of a- or &emitting isotopes that are
critical in the bone, q is determined from a direct
comparison with radium. Long experience with radium
has shown that 0.1 pc should serve as the basis of
choice of body burden for bone seekers. With a body
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burden of 0.1 PCof Rn22Gand its daughter products, the
bone receives about 0.56 rem/wk. For isotopes crit.ica,l
in tl]e skin or thyroid, body bluxiens are picked so that
the critical organ will receive no more than 0.6 rem/wk.
M-hen a major portion of the body or the gonads is the
critical organ, 0.1 rem/wk is the permissible dose to the
organ. For all other critical organs, the basic permis-
sible dose is 0.3 rem/wk. KIPC’S are then the concen-
tration in air or water that result under equilibrium
conditions in the maintenance of a body burden except
for submersion in a radioactive gas. For gaseous
isotopes (except tritium) no MPCW is given and hlPCa
values nre computed assuming submersion in an infinite
volume of gas. Here the total body is the critical
organ and 0.1 rem/wk is the permissible limit unless the
racli~tion does not penetrate the skin, in which case the
lung is critical.

Radioactive (T,) and biological (TJ half-lives given
in Column (7) in appropriate time units are as compiled
by W. H Sullivan and the ICRP–hTCRP listing,
respectively.

Columns (8) and (9) give the mass-activity relation-
ships in grams per curie (g/c) and curies per gram (c/g),
respectively, for the parent isotope.

Column (1O) gives the category classification and
amount of the parent isotope in milligrams (mg) that
may be shipped by mail and that is exempt from the
packaging and labelling requirements of the Railway
Express Agency (see Appendix A). Some interpreta-
tion of the REA regulations was necessary to allow all
isotopes to fit into the three categories. All a emitters
as hfizmxlous as radium or l?0210are in Category I.
Category II contains all &Y emitters with hazard equal
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to or greater than Sr8g, Sr”, or 13al~. All others are
placed in Category III. The degree of hazard was
calcul~ted using the method of Morgan et al. for
inhalation given in “Proceedings of the International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,”
Vol. 13, pp. 139-158, and the prepublication ICRP-

(1)

Element (Z)

Actinium (S9). . . . . . . . .

Americium (95)-.__.

Antlrnony (61)-..--..,

Argon (18). . . . . . . . . . .

Arsenic (33)----------

Astatine (85)--------

Bsrlurn (56). . . -------

(B@#-L#O) . . . . . . ..-

Berkellum (97)..-... -

Berylllum (4)--------

(2)

Iwxope

Acm+drs. .--...
Acm+dl%. . . . . .

Am~l+Npn~m.,
Am14J+&g--. --,

gb)n ------- . . . . .
sbl~d-------- ---
Sbl13+Tel!h---

Aat-------------
~41.........-.-.,

As7$+Oe7J=----
As74---------.-.
Aslt. -----------
Asn . . . . . . . . . . .-

Attll+drs-- ----

B#l+c@l----

Ba140+La140----

Equlllbrh.nn
Mbcture

Bk~d$+CPd$----

B el. . . . . . . . . . . -.

See footnotes at end of table.
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(3)

Radiations
emitted

%$J -r----
X,oly.-..

z, y.. -----
%PJ 7----

0, y-------
1%7-------
!%‘Y-------

x --------
1%7-------

Y----------
1%7-------
1%7-------
i%Y-----’--

%/% 7----

Y. . . . . . ..- .
A -r-------’

A 7-------

a$ fig-r----

7 . . ------ . .

.,--. -——

(4)

MPCa
(d/m-M$)

3.3
8. OX1O4

13.
13.

● 7.7X104
4. Oxlo
7.Oxlw

● 2, 4X1OI
● 3. 5X104

4. 4X1O
L 8x1O
1.2xlo~
4. 4xlo~

d 1.6X10

● 4.2xllY
2. 9X1O

5. 3X1O

2. 2X1O

● I.2X1O

(5)

MPC.
(d/m-L)

7. 2X1O
L 8x1OI

3. oxlo
2. 9X1O

s 6.2Xl~
3. 1X1O
5. 9XI0

(*)
(~)

3. 5X1O
1.5X1O
9. Oxlo
3. 5XN

a I.lX10

92. 1X1O
1.5XI0

2. 9X1O

1.6XIC

* 1.3xl~

-— .

,
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hTCRP data. The actual activities in each category
are: Category I, 0.1 me; Cntegory II, 0.135 mc;
Category III, 1.35 mc. Since only the parent is
considered in setting the exempt amounts, corrections
must be made if appreciable amounts of decay products
are included in the shipment.

19.-

(6)

~ (Pc) and
cr tical organ

0.018 B
0.022 B

0.054 B
0.046 B

●24 bTB
11 bLu

32 Lu

(e) TB
(0) TB

320 TB
36 b TB

15 b TB

~ bTB

d 0.016 T

s52 bTB

3.7 bB

5.4 B

0.68 B

s 56o TB

(7)

Hair-1ives

T,

21.8y
6. 13h

462y
8Xl@y

2. 8od
6od

2. 4y

34. ld
1.83h

76d
17.5d
26.6h
38.8h

7. 20h

11.6d
12.M

----------

53.M

Tb

7. 3xl(Yd
7. 3X1OW

7. 3x10~d
7. 3xl@d

38d
lood
lCHM

(’)
(0)

3M

65d
6M

--------- .

7. 3X104C

180(

(8)

gjc

——

.38X1O+
L44X1O-7

).11X1O+
5.41

?.61x1 O-9
L68X1O+
1.33X1O+

D.61x1O+
2.39X1O+

4.2AX1O+
9.9OX1O+
6.45x1O+
9.52XIW

4.83X1(F

1.16xl&
l.37xlo-

---------

&52X10_

2. 87X1CF

(9)

Cig

72.5
2, 25xlo~

3.22
1. 85xlo-

3083X1W
1.76xl~
1.2oxl(Y

1.04xlo~
4. 18x107

2. 36Xl~
1.OIXIW
1.,Mxlw
1. 05xlo

2. 07xla

b. 6OX1O
7. 29X1O

--.------

1.81x1O

3. 48X1O

(lo)

2ategory and
shipping

exempt mg

I 1.4”XI0-$
I 4.4x10-~

I 3.1x1O-1
I 5.4Xl&1

[11 3.5Xl~
[11 7.7x1O+
[11 1.2x10_$

(“)
(6)

HI 5.7X1O+
III 1.3xl&~
III 8.7X1O+
111 1.3X1O+

I 4.8Xl@$

111 1.6x1O+
II 1.8X1O+

---------------

I 5.5xl&$

III 3.9Xlfi
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(1)

Element (Z)

Bismuth (83). ..-. -_

Bromine (35)--------

Cadmium (48)-.-----

Calcium (20)---------

Californlum (98). . . . .

Carbon (6)-----------

Cerium (58)-...------

Cesiunl (55)---------

Chlorine (17)---------

Chromium (24). . . . . .

Cobalt (27) ----------

(2)

Isotope

BiZ06+pb20E----

~iY07+pb207m ----

Bi210+p@O_----
Bi~!t+drs-.--.-.

Br~~--.------.---

Cdl~+Agl~=.--.
CdllSm+drs -----
CdllS+drs -------

ca4~-..----------
c~u+s~l? -.-----

cfil~.-..-.---....
CM+Cml~.-.--
Cpsi . . . . . . ..- ----

CM ------------- -

ccl~l------------

cel43+pr141------

ce144+drs -.-----

@al----.-------

CWM+CW4.. -.
csl~l..----.-----
cslJ~..----------
csl~-----_------
csl17+Ba137m----

cl~$---------.---
C139---------.-..

Cr$l--.------.--.

Cola-------------
Cowo+coss----.
co~l..--.----....
coo’3-------------

Sea footnotes at end of table.
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(3)

Radiations
emitted

7----------
Y----------
a) A7----
a,A-r----

P, Y-------

----------
;, -y-------
A 7-------

P----------
/%-Y-------

a, 7-------
a, S.f. -a-
, y, s. f. .

fl----------

B, Y-------
t? 7-------
(? ‘Y-------

x---------
P, -r-------
A 7-------

P----------

A ?’-------

B, T-------

P----------

I% 7-------

Y----------

T----------

A -r-------

B, 7-------

8, 7-------

(4)

MPC.
(d/m-hfs)

4.3X105
3. 9xlo~
1.5xllY
2. 2X1W

s 2. 6X1W

1.2X1W
7.7X104
1.3X104

7.3X104
5. Sxl@

3.6
11.
49.

8. Oxlv

9. 7X103
4. 4xl@
2. 2xllY

* 2. 4X107
● 2. 4X1O:
s 8. 4Xl&

1.OXIW
s8.4X1O$
● 1.4xlo~

s 8.OXICN
* l.oxlfY

2. 4X107

● 1.3X107
● 3. lxl@
● 2. lXIW
•7.7xlo~

(5)

MPc”
(d/m-L)

9. 9X107
8. 7x107
3. 6Xl@
5. 1X107

●1.7x Io7

1. 1X1OI
7. OX1O7
1.‘2X109

6.OXIO~
4. 5xl@

2. 7xlo~
8. 7X10~
3. 6X1OS

5. 4X107

2. 2X1OIO
1. Oxlofl
5. lxlo~

●1. 5xlo~
s 1. 6X10~
● 5. 5X1O$

7. oxl@
J 5. 5xloo
~ 9. 7X1W

● 5. 4xlo~
s 6. 6X10$

1.1X1O$

● 1.6X101
●3.7xlo’
m2. 6x101
● 9. OX1O

..- -. —.



.

1

(6)

f (@ and
mtical organ

1.3 K
2.1 K

0.040 K
0.010 K

~ 11 TB

]9 L
3.1 L

3.2 bL

23B
6.4 B

0.040B
0.042B
0.042B

260 F

33L
6.7 bL

4.6 B

~680TB
*1OO bTB

s 18 TB
240 L

●3o TB
●X3 TB

~75 TB
J8.5 bTB

7ti Lu

s220 bTB

●m bTB

●32 bTB
●13 bTB

l?-.—.——

(7)

Half-1ives

T,

6. 4d
8. OY

Sd
60.5m

35.9h

1.3y
43d
53h

164d
4.9d

470y
10Y

2. 2y

5. 6x1VY

32d
32h

IOd
3.2h
2. 3y

3.OX1O4Y
13d
3oy

3. 2X1OV
37.5m

27.8d

270d
9. Oh
72d

5. 3y

6d
6d
M
6d

8d

1.8X104d
1. 8x101d

7.3 X10~d
7.3x104d
7.3 X10~d

12d

293d
!293d

IWOd

70d
70d
70d
90d
70d
?Od

29d
29d

616d

9. 5d
9. 5d
9. 5d
9. Sd

(8)

glc

,.O1X1O+
1.62X1O+
1.03xlo+
;.80X1H

).38X1O+

1.96X1O+
1.78Xl&J
I.94X1O-4

;.64X1O-$
1.76x10+

1.29X14N
).85X1O+
[.S6xlo-$

).19X1O-1

3. 45X1O+
1.46x10_4
3. I9X1O-4

1.OOX1O-$
1.34XIO+
8.62x1O+
1. 13X14Y
1.35X1O-:
1. 15xlo-f

32.2
7. 58X1O-I

1,08xlo-1

1. 18x10_
1.66X1O-’
3. 19xlo-
8. 88X10_

(9)

Clg

9. 9OX1O4
2. 16x101
1.24X10~
1.47X107

1.07xl@

2. 53X1OJ
2. 65X1C44
5. 15X1O$

1. 77)(104
5. 68X1O$

3.04
1, 46X102
6, 43x101

4.57

2. 9OX1O4
6,85X10~
3. 13X1O$

9. 98XI04
7. 44X104
1. 16x10~
8. 83X10_
7. 4OX1O4

87.3

3. Ilxlo-a
1.32x108

9. 26X104

8. 47x14Y
6.02xl@
3. 13xlo~
1. 13xllY

11 1.4X1O-4
H 6.2X1(BI
I 8.0x10_7

III 9.2x1O+

111 1.3xl&~

111 5.3x1 O-4
II 5.IX1O-4
II 2.6x1O+

II 7.6X10_J
11 2.4X1O+

I 3.3x10-~
I 6.9X1O+
I 1.6X10_4

;11 3.OXIO_l

111 4.7X1O-3
111 2.OX1O-4
HI 4.3X1O+

III 1.4X10-~
III I.8X1O+
111 1.2x1O-J
III 1.5x1O$
111 1.8X1O+
111 l,6x10-~

111 43.
III 1. 0xl&8

HI 1.5X10-~

111 1.6x1O-4
III 2.2xIo-7
III 4.3xl&$
111 1.2X1O-J

37
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(1)

Element (Z)

Copper (29)----------

Curium (96) ---------

Dysprosium (66)-----

Erblum (68) ---------

Europium (63)-------

Fluorl.ne (9).. . . . . . . . .

Fission Products- ._.

(3adollnium (64)-----

Gallium (Sl). .-..._

Germanium (32). . . .

Gold (79). . . . . . . . . . .

Hafnlum (72)-------

Holmlum (67)------

Hydrogen (1). ------

(2) (3) (4)

Isotope I$l#$dns %IPC.
(d/m-MS)

cu~.-.-.---.--. I
Cm~~l+Pun$..-.
CmYl~+drs..-.-.
Cm~lt+Pul~O. ---
Cm!4$+drs ------

Cm~~~..-..--.-..

l%Y-------

Dy144-...----.-.-
Dyl~$+drs ------

ErlO$+TmlE$rn---
Erl?l+dm -------

Eul$l------------
Eul~i..----......
Eulst -------- -.. .
Eu144. ---------- .

F1l--------.-.-. -

. . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . -

~d14J+EulS:m---,

~d18B-_--..-----

~&72.------------

@yl---.-..--.-.-

Au144------------

Aulll_---------.

Aul~+Hgl~$._-.

Hfl$l+Tal~lIB-.--

HOl$4+ErlClrn----

H8--.-.---------

a, 7-------

a, y-..--.-

a,7-------

aDf%7----
a ----------

See footnotes at end of table.
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9, y-------
9, y-------

9,7-------
B,y-------

!3,7-------

P, 7-------

% 7-------

A -r-------

8 . . . . . . ..- .

$,7------ -

r -------- . .

f% Y------ -

A 7--:--- -

x-------- -

A T----- --

8,7----- --

/%Y----- --

A T----- --

P, Y----- --

1.4X107

2. 6Xl@
15.
21.
11.
11.

1, IX104
1.3X104

3.1XI04
2. 7xlo~

1.9X1(Y
2. 6xl@
8.4X1(Y
2.Oxlw

5.8x1O

●6.7XI0

6.2x1O
2. oxlo

9.OX1O

L 2X1O

● 5.9X1C
5.7xla
1.7X1C

8. 1X1(

4. 1X1(

b ---------- 1 a,sl.lxl(

(5)

MPC.
(d/m-L)

1.8X1OJ

5.9X104
3.3X105
4.8X10~
2.3X10S
2. 4xlo~

2. 7XIO13
2. 8X1OIO

7.2 X101O
6. OX1OI1

4. 4X1OII
5.9X103
1.9XIO$
4. 6X101

3.9XI04

● 6. 7X10~

1.4XIOII
4. 5X101

2. Oxlol’

2. 9X1OI’

● 1.6X1O
1.5XI0
4. 6X1O

L9XI0

9, 3X1OI

S.C2.lXIC

1:
b

1.

I
1

I

1,

—- J !

t

—. —-. —. ..— .,. .
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(6)

q (pc) and
critical organ

]3 b Sp

0.048 L
0.093 B
0.10 B
0.044 B
O.04s B

12 bB

4.7 bB

31 bB

9.1 bB

&() bL

17 K
5.3 K
72K

]5 b B’1’

...---- -----

110 B
16 bB

5.4 bL

]30 bK

~43 bTB
20 bK

70 bK

4.2 Sp

5 bB

●1.2xl@ BT

(7)

Ilalr-lfves

T,

12.82h

162.Sd
35y

18.4y
2xlwy

6.6X)03Y

2. 32h
82h

9. 4d
7. 5h

9. 2h
13y
16y

1.7y

1.87h

(()

236d
18h

14.2h

12d

5. 6d
2. 7d
3.1%

4a

27.2i

12.26J

Tb

2d

7.3X10~d
7. 3X104d
7.3x10~d
7.3 X10~d

Im
looot

looot
1OOO(

127(
lm
lm
14843

1460

--.----.-

IOoo
1000

4.8

12

120
280
280

350

llxlo

12

(8)

g/c

.61Xl&~

.olxlo-~

.37X1O+

. ‘25 Xlo-t
13.6
4.52

. nxlo-~
1.34X1O-4

,.21X1O-$
LO8X1O-7

1.45XI0-1
5.soxlo-~
6.Mxlo-~
7.34X1W

1.O7X1O-I

.. . . . . . . . .

2.76X1(Y
9. llxl&

3. 26xlo-

6.51X10_

8. 39Xl&
4.09xlo-
4.79xlo-

6.37x10-

l.44xlo-

1.02xlo-

(9)

Clg

3.83XI06

3.32xl@
42.2
80.0

7.35X1O-S
2.21X1O-I

8. 20Xl@
2.3OX1O5

8. 26X10~
2. 45X104

2.25xl@
1.82xlof
1.46XI0
1.36XI0

9. 34XI0

--------- -

3. 62xlO
1.10X1O

3. O7X1O

1.54X1O

1. 19XI0
2. 44X1O
2. 09xlo

1.67X1O

6.94xlO

9. 80X1C

I
(lo) I

!ata?ory and
shippin~

exempt mg

——

11 3.5X1O-7

I 3.OX1O-$
I 2.4Xl&J
I 1.3XI0-4

11 18.
I 4.5X1O-1

11 1.6Xl&7
,11 5.9X1O+

:11 1.6X10_~
[11 5.5X10_r

[11 6.0Xl&7
[11 7.4X10_$
[11 9.3X1O+
[11 9.9X1O+

[11 1.4X10_1

-------------- -

111 3.7x10_4
111 1.2X1O-S

111 4.4X10_7

III 8.8X10_4

111 I.1X1O+
111 5.5X1O+
111 6.5X1O*

H 8.6X1O-4

111 1.9X10_~

(h)

39
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.—

(1)

Element (Z)

Indlum (49)----------

Iodine (53)-----------

Iridium (77)-- . . . . ..-

Iron (26)-------------

Krypton (36). -------

Lanthanum (57)-----

Lead (82)------------

Lutetium (71)--------

Manganese (25)------

Mercury (80).- ..-.. -

Molybdenum (42)---

(2)

Isotope

[n113m-----------
:nll{m+Inl14-----

[n~l~m+Inll~.---.
bllil.....----.---

[l~.----.-...--.-
[ln--------------

[Ill+xelllm -----

[1$1--------------

[l~+dr>.-----.-.

[134--------------

P$J+drs . . . ------

[rl~.-.--..---..-
w$~.---..-.-----
[rlu--.-...------

Fe$$---.-----.--.
FeSO-------------

Kr$~m+dm.----.
Krt~-...-------..
Kr$~...----..---.

Lal~O. . . . --------

PbZoJ-.-..---.---
Pbllo+drs----...
Pbllz+drs.-----.

Lu177-----.-----.

hf n$a------------
hf n~h------------
Mn~.----.---.-.

Hglslm+drs.-.-.
l~gl’47-------- ----
Hg2w_----------

hfo~+drs -------

See footnotes at end of table.
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(3)

R:xl#.&ns

—.

Y----------
l’%Y-------
J9,y-------
B----------

/%Y-------
6, r-------
/%7-------
l%7-------
0) 7-------
P, 7-------
B, ‘r-------

Y.. -. -.. . . .
6, Y-------
6, Y-------

x---------
d, 7-------

1%7-------

P, -r-------

i% 7-------

6, 7------

Y---------

=, PI -r----

aj A v----

P, -r------

)% 7------

Y ---------

P, Y------

7---------

Y---------

B, ’Y------

P, 7------

(4)

MPCa
(d/m-M$)

4. 2xl@
2. 3xlo~
1.6x1W
5. 7xlo~

d z.7xlo4
d 5.5xlo.l
d 2.9xlo4
d 8. OXIO~
d l.lxloS

d 1.7x14)4
d 3. 6xloJ

3.7X104
2. 9X105
6. 7xI04

1.9X104
3. 4xlo~

e 1.OX1O7
e 1.8X1OI
0 1.5X104

4.6X104

9. OX1OS
2. 9xlo~
4.OX1O4

2. 9xlo~

9. 7X105
8. 7X10~
I. 2x107

1.7X104
2.7X104
1. 6x10~

1.6x104

(5)

\fPcw
(d/m-L)

4.8X1011
2. 7xlo~

1.9X1OI1
6.6x10~

d I.sxl(j$

d 3. 6x10~
d z.0)(10S
d 5. 7xloIl
d 7.2x10~
d 1.2x107
d 2. 5x104

9. 9XI07
7.8XI04
1.9X1O$

5. 4X107
9. 3X1OO

(’)
(0)
(0)

1.Oxloll

3. 1X1O!
9. Oxlo
1.3xlo~

6.6X101(

2. 6x10
2. 4X1O
3. 3X1O!

1.3XI0
2. OX1O
1.2X1O

1.2XI0



— —. —. .—.—-

—

33 bK

6.o K
33 bK

30K

dloo T

d2.5 T
dO.73 T
dO.26 T
dO.31 T
dO.20 T
dO.32 T

36 bK

5.9 K
6,8 bK

l.l XIW Sp
19 Sp

(e) TB
(s) TB
(Q) TB

8.7 b L

26 bK

0!44 K
0.022 K

21 bB

5.3 b p

18 L
].8 bp

4.1 K
15 K
3.6 K

8.4 K

(7)

Half-lives

T,

1.75h
49d

4.5h
6)(1014y

13.3d
. 72x1OTY

8.05d
2. 33h
20.8h

52.5m
6. 70h

12d
74,5d
19.Oh

2. 94y
45. ld

4.4h
10.6y

78m

40.2h

52h
19.4y

10.64h

6. 7d

5. 55d
3Wd

2. 58h

24h
65h

45,ad

67.Oh

Tb

Wd
6od
Ood
6od

138d
138d
13M
138d
138d
138d
138d

m
5od
5od

(0)
(0)
(0)

531d
531d
631d

lmod

5. 7d
Zd

5. 7d

14.5d
14.5d
14.5d

3d

(8)

gJc

1.3OX1O+
. 27X1O+
.65XIO+
1.92X1OII

. 28XIO+
6. 18X1(P
1.06X1P
).79X1O-I
L81x10_?
).73X1O-3
).W2X1O-7

I.74X1O-$
1.O9X1O-4
1.17XIO+

L 50XI0-4
2.O3X1O-4

1. 19xlm
2.58x10_~
3.6OX1O-I

1.79X1M

3. 36xl&I
1. 13xlo-
7. 18x10_

9. 07xlo-

2.21xlo-
1.24Xl&
4. 5oxlo-

l.51xlo-
4. 08xlo-
7. llxlo-

2. llxlo-

(9)

Clg

1.59X107
2.34X104
6.06x106
,2IX1O-I2

7. 81X104
1.62X1O-4
1.24Xl@
1.02)(107
1. 14xl@
2. 68X107
3. 42xl@

5.75X104
9. 17X1OJ
8. 55X10~

2.22xl@
4.93X104

8. 40Xl@
3.ssxlo~
2. 78X10~

5. 59X1O!

2.98X10~
88.:

1.39X1O

1. 10X1O

4. 52xlO
8.O6X1O
2. 17X1O

6. 62xI0
2. 45X1O
1. 4IX1O

4. 74xla

(lo)

%tegory and
shipping

exempt mg

H 8.5Xlfi
II 5.8X10_J
Ir 2.2x1 o-7
H 2.6X101I

II 1.7X10_4
II 8.3XIO$
H 1.1X1O+
11 1.3X1O-7
II 1.2Xl&7
:11 5.OX1O-:
II 3.9X1O+

[H 2.3Xl&$
[11 2.6X1O+
[11 1.6x1O+

[11 6.1X104
[11 2.7X10-~

(0)
(o)
(e)

III 2.4X1O+

111 4.5xlo-a
I 1.1X1O+
I 7.2Xl&t

III 1.2Xl&~

111 3.OX1O-$
III 1.7X10_t
111 6.2Xl&s

111 2.OXIW
III 5.5x10_~
II 9.6x10_~

111 2.8X1O+
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(1)

Element (Z)

Neodymium (60)..-.

Neptunium (93).. . .

Nickel (28)----------

Niobium (41)--------
(Columbium).

Osmium (76)--------

Palladium (46)------

Phosphorus (15) ----

Platinum (78)-------

Plutonium (94)-.--.

Polonium (84)--.. -,

Pottuwium (19)_---,

(2) (3)

Isotope Radiations
emitted

xdli4 ------------ a . . . . ------
Xd!Jl+dm . . ----- 6, y-------
~dliO+I~nlllo-.-- p, y---...,

Xpnl+Pni~-. . . . a,~, -f....
Xpn9+drs ------- a, f9,7.. -.

si3s-.--.----.--- X---------
sl6s.------..--.- ls-..------,
N1e3--------.--.- ~,~...---,

xb$.lrn----------- y- .. . . . . . . .
XbQ~-.-.-..---.. /3, -1------
Nb$l-.-.-.--..-- I?, y...--.

o.sl!s. .- . . ..-... - y..-. -----
Osmra+drs ------ /2,y------
Osl$l+IrIUm-----#, y------

osl~------------ f% 7------

pdl~+llhl~m. -. y... ------
pd’B+Ag’~m..- . &y ------

P~~.-----..--.-- - B.-. -.. -..

1’t19~-. ..-. ----- . ‘y-..---.--
~>t19Sm+pt193-..- y--..--’.--
pt193-----------. x--------
pt197m+pt197. -~- p,y-..---

I-’tw----------- . /% Y------

ru~~------.--.. . a, -r------

Pu139-------.--- - a, y------
pu240 -.--.------ - a, y..--..

pu2fl+dm-----. . a, fY,T---
Putii--..-.--.-. . a---------

P0210----------- . a, y------

Ic42------------- . /3,7------

(4)

?irPc.
(d/m-MJ)

1,9x102
7. 7)(10$
3.! )(107

9.3
1.0)(107

l.lxl@
1.sxlo~
2.2X107

4.3xlo~
● 1.OXIV

2. 1X1O:

3.3X1O$
2.4xI01
1.3X107
1.OX1O7

3. IX104
8.7xl@

● 7. 7XI03

3.oxlo~
2. 5X107
2.3x10~
6.7x10?
I.) X107

4.4
3.9
3.9

2. ixlo~
4.1

l.l XIW

● 70Oxlw

(5)

N[PC.
(d/m-L)

4.2X1O$
1.7xlo~o
7. Oxloll

2. 1X1O$
2. 2XIOII

1.3X1W
1.8xl@
2. 7X103

9. 9X109
* 2. 4XIOIQ

4. 8X101Z

8, 7X107
6. 6x1O*
3. 6x109
2. 8X10~

4. 8X107
1.4X103

● 5.7X104

7. 8X107
6. 6x10~
6. 3xlo~
1.9XIU
3.oxlo~

3. 3XIO!
3. Oxlo!
3. Oxlo!
1.5X1O
3. Oxlo:

4. 6x1O

● 4. 8X1O

See footnotes at end of tnble.
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(6)

q (PC)8nd
critical organ

0.14 B
9.5 L

2.9 b L

1.3x1OS B
160 B

4.1 b B

300B
s38 TB
12 bB

18 K
6.8 b K

s28 TB

](Ib~
100 b~

72 K
5 b~

11 bK

0.044 B
0.044B
0.0!4B
0.93 B
0.046 B

0.034 Sp

.

(7)

IIalf-lives

Tr

2XIO15Y
11.3d

2h

2.2oxlo~Y
2.33d

8x10~y
8ny

2. 56h

Ioy
35d

74m

95d
14h
lod

31.5h

17d
13.6h

14.3d

3. Od
3. sd
500Y
84hn
18h

89.6Y
2. 44X104Y
6. 6x1OJY

13.2y
3. 8x10~y

138.4od

12.47h

.—

—

Tb

1S(KM
131d
131d

7.3xloki
7.3xloki

&md

loood
760d

Imod

Sd
5d
Sd
Sd

3od
30d

257d

Ood
60d
Ood
&Id
6od

7. 3x104d
7.3x10~d
7. 3xlo441
7.3x104d
7.3x101d

w

58d

(8)

g[c

8.O2X1OII
1.27xlo-~
9.49xlo-~

1.45X102

4.26X10-’J

13.2
1.‘toXlo+
5.3OX1O-$

2.59XI0-3
2.54XIO+

3.81X1O+

1.34X14)-4
8.52x1O+
2.34xlo-~
1.94XI0-$

1.34X1O+
4.72x10-T

3.50X IO+

4.38X1O-8
5.16x104
2.69x1 O-I
8.37X 10-S
1.13xlo-~

5.94XI0-3
16.2
4.41

8.86X1(H
2.56x102

2.22X1O-4

1.67X10-1

(9)

c/g

1.25X10_l~
7. 87X1O4
1. 05X1W

6.9OX1O-1
2.35X1O$

7. 60XI0-2
71.4

1. 89x10~

3. MX102
3. 94XI04
2.62x107

7. 46X1(P
1. 17xllY
4. 27XI04
5. 15xlo~

7. 46x104
2. 12xlo~

2. 8GX1OJ

2. 2$xlo~
1.94X105

3.72
1. I9X107
8. 85X10~

16.8
6. 17x10-2
2.27 X10_l

1. 13xlo~
3.91 X1O-J

4. 5OX1O3

5. 99X104

-.

(lo)

Catwory and
shipping

exempt mg

111I.lXIO1l
III1.7x10-~
1111.3XI0-7

1112.OX1OJ
1115.8X10-1

III 18.
111 1.9X10-~
1117.2X1O+

III 3.5x1O+
1113.4x1H
1115.1X1O-8

1111.8Xl&4
1111.2x1O+
1113.2X1O+
1112.6XIO+

III1.8X10-~
1116.3x10-7

1114.7x10-S

1115.9X1O+
1117.OX1O+
III 3.6X1O+
HI 1.lx10_7
1111.5X1O+

I 5.9x1O+
I 1.6
I 4.4XIO+
I 8.9X10-~

III 3.5X10~

I 2.2x10_$

1112.3X10-T
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. . ... .

(1)

Element (Z)

Praseodymium (59).. -

Promethium (61). . . . .

Protactinium (91)----

Radium (88)---------

Radon (86). ..--- . . . . .
(Emanation)

Rhenium (75)--------

Rhodium (45)--------

Rubidium (37)_--...

Ruthenium (44). . . . . .

(2)

Isotope

Prl~~------.--.-
Prl~3.--.-------

Pml{?+Sml~~--.
Pml{~..--..----

PanO+drs ------
Pa~+drs.-----
Pa~~.-----.----

Ram+drs ------
Ra2tl+dm---.--
Ra=+drs -----
Ram+drs ------

Rn220(Emm)
+drs

Equilibrium
Mixture

RnZ22(Em222)
+drs

Equilibrium
Mixture

Rel~..-----..--
RelEO+Osl$Sm---
Rel~~-----..----
RelS1+Os118m---

Rhlo2m.--------
RhlO$...-----..-

RbM-----------
Rb17-----------

Ruw+drs ------
Rul~+Rhlo2m--
RulO$+drs ------
Rul~+RhlM__

See footnotes at end of table.
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(3)

~~:ig;;dn

P,Y------
P---------

d, ‘Y------
/3,y-.---.

%1%Y---
%A 7---
u, &7---

%P) Y---
%PJ’Y---
a, Pt 7---
a, &Y---

aDA 7---

a,l% ~---

7--------
/?, y-----
P--------
6,7-----

7--------
19,y.----

@,-r-----
9--------

Y--------
fll,-f-----
f?,y-----
1%Y-----

(4)

MPCa
(d/m-M-’)

8.OXl@
l.lxllY

1.5X1O$
6.7X104

3.9XIW
9.2X1O-1
I.3X102

● 3.3X102
●1.lxlw
2.IXIIY

17.

i2.Oxlw

{2.Oxw

s6.7XW
d3.6XI04
j2.OX1O7
d4.9X1O’2

3.7xlo~
‘2.OX1O7

s6.4X11Y
I.lxl@

1.IX107
2.2xl@
7.3X1(F
3.4xl@

(5)

MPc.
(d/m-L)

1. 9X1011
2. 6X101O

3. 3X109
1, 6X1OI1

8. 7X107
2. 1XI07

3. lXIOIO

● 4.2X104
● 1.3X1O$

2. 7X1OJ
2. 1X102

(’)

(’)

● 4. 4X107
d 3.3x101

i 1.8x1OI
d 4.5X107

6.OX1OJO
3.3xl@

● 4.4xl@
7.OXIW

8.7X10S
1.7X1OI
6.OXIO$
2.?Xlo?



. ..-— . .. . .—

(6)

q (JAC)and
critical organ

7.o bB

17 bB

&3B
16 bB

0.074 B
6.8x1O+ B

42 K

s O.071 TB
s O.071 TB

0.10 B
0.057 B

(i) LU

(i) Lll

s80 TB
dlg bT

J 310 s
d6.8 bT

210 b K
41 b~

s28 TB
160 P

~ bK

I(3 bK

1,(3 bK

2.8 bK

(7)

Half-1ives

T,

19.3h
13.7d

2.52y
52h

17.7d
3.43X1OV

27.4d

11.68d
3.64d
1622y
6.7y

52s

3.825d

o.2y
91h

Sxloq
17h

5.4m
36.sh

18.6d
5xloloy

2.8d
41.Od
4.5h
l,oy

-—

Tb

IsCod
1500d

lsood
lsood

7.3xlo~d
7.3x10~d
5.lxlO~d

8.1XIWd
8.1X1O%I
1.6XlCVd
1.6XlfYd

(i)

(i)

3d
3d

25d
3d

28d
‘2&i

45d
Ood

2.Sd
2.Sd
2.Sd
2.5C?

(8)

glc

B.i3X10_7
1.soxlo-~

1.O3X1O-3
2.47X1O-3

3. llxlo-~
22.1

4.aaxlo-~

1.99xlo-~
6.23X10-6

1.02
4.26X10-J

1.OIXIO-9

6.39X10-C

1.02xlo-t
5.39X1O-3
2.60XI07

1.02x10-S

2.95X1O+
1.22X1(F6

1.22xlo-~
1.21x Io7

2.08xlo+
3. ‘23Xlo+
l.soxlo-~
2.95X1O-4

(9)

c/g

1.15X1LF
6.67X10~

9.71XI03
4.O5X1O3

3.22X104
4.S3xlo+
2.05XI04

5.02xltY
1.ooxlo~

9.8OX1O-1
2.35X103

9.90X1(Y

1.54XI05

9.aoxlo~
1.86xlo~

3.85X1N
9.aoxlo~

3.39X1OJ
8.20XIO:

8.2OX1O’
8.26X10_[

4.81X1O!
3.08xlo’
6.67XICF
3.39X1O

(10)

Categoryand
shipping

exempt mg

[11 1.2x1O+
[H 2.OXILV

[1[ 1.4xlo-~
[11 3.3X10_0

[. 3.IXIN
[Ix 30.
[11 6.6X1O-5

1 2.OX1O+
I 6.2X1O+
I 1.OX1O-1
I 4.3X1O-4

(i)

(i)

111 1.4X1O-4
111 7.3X10A
III 3.5X107
111 1.4X10-S

III 4.OX1O+
111 1.6X10+

111 1.6X10-$
111 1.6X107

111 2.8X1O+
III 4.4X1O+
III 2.ox1o-7
II 4.OXIO+
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. .-

(1)

Element (Z)

Samarium (62). . ..-

Scandium (21)-----

Selenium (34)... . . . .

Silicon (14)---------

Silver (47)-.. . . . . . .

sodium (11)-------

Strontium (33)----

(Sr~-Yrn). . . . . . . . . . .

Sulphur (16)--------

Tantalum (73)... . . .

Technetium (43)..-.

Tellurium (52)-..--

(2) (3)

Isotope R:w&t&y

sml~T-..--...---. a.------.--
sml~l.-.---..-... j%-r-------
Sml~.-----.----- 1%Y-------

sc4~...-.--..---- IY,Y-------
sc~l.-.-.--.----- B, 7-------
s@4------------- 0, Y-------

Se~~.----------- - y----------

si~l------------- - 6, Y.-... -.

AglO~.--.----.-. - y----------
AgllOm+AgllO..- - p, y-------

Aglll+cdlllm--- - ~, -r- . . . . . .

~an------------ - 1%7------
Xa%~------------ - A Y-------

Sra’------------- - @---------
Sr~+Y~..- ---- - B---------
Sr~I+drs. . . . . . . . l?,Y------
Sr$’z+yfl.--.--- - /?,y------

Equilibrium lY---------
Mixture

s$------------ -- B---------

Talsl@J+\~lk- -- f3,~------

TcWrn+TcQJ----- ~-..----.-
T@--..-..---- -- y’---------
TcQlm+Tc$l...-- ‘y---------
Tc97----------- -. x--------
T~99m+Tc99--- -- ~,y----..

TcOS..-.-----.. -. (3---------

Te123rn..- . . ..-. -- 7---------

I ITel~?m+Tels?---- ~, 7------
Tel17------------ A-r------

See footnotes at end of table.
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(4)

MPC.
(d/m-MJ)

1.6x103
1.5X103
7.OX1OJ

5.3X103
1.3X107
4.4X104

2.9xl&

4.4X107

●6.2Xl@
● 2.OXICP

7.OXICF

●3.7xl@
● 3.8xl@

6.3X1LY
6.7X10~
3.6X1(P
1.0XI07

5.8x102

k 509XIOS

8.7X101

8.OXl@
7.3X104
8.OXl@
2.9X107

*5.Sxlos
6.2X1O’J

8.OX1O!
..I 3.Oxlo:
. . 2.4xlo~

(5)

MPC.
(d/m-L)

3.9xl@
3.6x1O$
1.6X1OII

1.2X1OI’J
2.9X101I
1.Ixloll

2.OX1O7

3.3X1O$

● 1.4X109
● 4.8X1W

1.6x10~

● 2.5X1(Y
*2.6x107

8.1XIW
3.6x103
4.5xlo~
1.3X103

7.2xl@

k 4,oxl~

2.Oxlo’

7.2XI0
6.6X1O
7.2XI0
2.7X1O

● 4,8XI0
5.7X1O

1.lXIO
I

I

4.2X1O
3.3X1O

I
I

9



-.. ..-. —.-..=

(6)

!Atkl :;:rl

0.12 B
110 B
16 bL

13 L
4S bL

&7 bL

88K

14 b LU

●31 b’1’B

●12 bTB
~ bK

● 13 TB
s7.3 bTB

4.1 B
2.1 B

2.5 bB

1.9 bB

,------- ------

k 9] Tg

7.3 L

60 bK

12 bK

18 bK

63 bK

* 240 b TB
13 bK

15 K
6.6 K
lb bK

(7)

Half-lives

T,

.3X1011Y
100Y

47.oh

85d
3.43d
1.83d

127d

265h

4od
270d
7.Sd

2.6Y
15.Oh

51d
my

9.6ih
2. 6h

---------

87. Id

llm

WI-n
4. 3d
92d
lwy

6.04h
2 12xlo3y

58d
lo5d

9.35h

Tb

1500d
1500d
187d

36d
36d
36d

lld

Ood

Sd
M

lod

lld
lld

1.8Xl@d
1.8X10!d
1.8XlWd
1.8X1OW

--------- .

623c

400(

2&
2(R
20(
m
1(

m

3&
3&
30

(8)

glc

5.32X107
.21XILW
!.29X1O+

!.wxlo-~
. ‘23)(10+
L72xl&T

‘.23X1O-$

!.62X1O+

L21xl&$
1.27X1O+
).36X1O-C

1.59X1O-4
I.15X1O-?

3.47X1O-3
7.02xlo--:
2.8oxlo-~
7.62X1O+

.-------- .

2.23xlo-

1.56xlo-

2.65xlo-
3. ltixlo-
6.82X10_

2.7(
l.90xlo-

58.

5.54xlo-
l.02xlo-
3.78X10_

(9)

Ctg

. 88X1O-8
23.8

4.37)(103

3.34XI04
8.13x10~
1.49xl@

1.37X1(Y

3.82X1O?

3.12X104
4.41xl@
1.57xlo~

6.29X1(P
8.7OX1O4

2.88xlo~
1,42XIU
3.57xla
1.31xlo~

------- . . .

4.29X1O

6.41X1O

3.77X1O
3. 16X1O
1.47X1O

3.7oxlo-
5.26X1C

l.7lxlo-

1.81xIC
9.80X1(
2.65X1(

(lo)

!ategor and
rshlpp ng

exempt rng

[1 7.2X1O?
[1 5.7xlo-~
[1 3.IX1O-4

[1 4.OX1O-3
11 1.7X1O+
11 9.lxIN

II 9.8x10-~

II 3.5x1W

II 4.3x1CN
11 3.lXIN
11 8.6xlC@

II 2.lxIW
II 1.6XW7

I 4.7x1O+
:1 9.5X1O-4
[11 3.8X1O+
[11 1.4JX10_7

..---------.--

[11 3.4xlo-~

[11 2.1X1O-4

111 3.6X1N
111 4.3X1O-4
111 9.2xl&~
111 3.6
111 2.6Xl&t
111 79.

111 7.5XNF
III lo4X10_4
111 5.lxlO+
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(1)

Element (Z)

——

Tellurium (52)-------
Continued

Terbium (65)... ------

Thallium (81)---------

Thorium (90). --------

Thorium, Natural .. . .

Thulium (69)-------

Tin (50)-------------

Tungsten (74)-------
(Wolfram).

Uranium (92)--------

(2)

Isotope

?eli$m+drs....--
?elfl+Il~$.--.--.
:el~l~+drs.-----
?e1s2+113~-------

~bMO+Dy140m---

rim------------
rw----...----.
Plies------------
plM-.-.--..---.

rhm+drs...---,
rh~l+drs ------
rh~o.----------
rhm+Panl----
l’h2~2+drs-.----
~hW+paZ$f.---

Equilibrium
Mixture.

~ml?o+ybllorn-
Tmlll...-.-----

Snll$+InllJ=.-..
Snl~~+drs..----

wl:l---.------_

W18S-----------
W1lT+drs------

Ul~O+drs.------
J U~~~+drs...---
u2J~------------
ua3~---.----._-.
U~J~+Thi$l.----
u~~-..---.-----
U23:--------.--.

See footnotes at end of table.
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(3) (4)

R:&&ns MPCa
(d/m-M~)

—.

p,y ------- 1.8X10~
l%Y------- 6.4X107
l%Y------- 2.3Xl@
9, ‘y------- 7.7x 10$

9, y------- 2.3XIOJ

Y----------

?’----------

Y----------

f% Y-------

%A -Y----
%A Y----
a~1%7----
U,l%y----
a, 1%7----

/% Y-------

%/% Y----

1%7-------
@----------

‘7----------

A Y------ -

Y--------- -

0,7------ -
l%-Y------ -

a, /%7--- -
a$Ar----
a17----- --

aj 7----- --
a, A 7-- --
al -Y----- --
a$7----- --

1.9X107
1.1X1OT
2.3X104
1.4xlo~

4.7X1W
13.
5.1

4.1X107
9.3X1O-1

1.3X1O

5.2

8.OX1O’
2.5X1O!

8.OXlO
7.3X1O

5.oxlo

2.2X1O
● 4.2XI0

4.6X1O
3.5X1O
4.Oxlo
4.Oxlo
4.4)(10
4.2X1O

81

(5)

MPCw
(d/m-L)

2.4X106
8.7X1O$
3.0XI07
L 1X107

5.1X109

1.9X104
9.9X107
2.2X127
1.3X107

1.1X107
2.8X10~
1.1X1OS
9.3 X1OII
2. Ixlol
3.Oxlol

7.5X104

1.8X10i
5.7xlo~

4.2X1O;
3.6X10;

1.4X1O’

6.OXlO
~L 1X1O

1.Ixlo
8.2X1O
9.oxlo
9.oxlo
9.7XI0
9. 7X1O
1.9X1O

------ 1



. . . ..—

(6)

g (w) and
critical organ

2.9 K
5.3 b~

4.3 bK

3.4 bK

16 B

37 b~

41 bK

17 bK

14 K

9.3xlcra B
9. 4x10-~ B

0.050 B
47 bB

9.oxlo-~ B
3.5 B

. .. . ---- ------

9.3 B
93 DB

26B
6,5 bB

9.1X1O-3 K
0.047 B
0.052 B
0.052 B
0.056 13
0.055 B

4.7X1O-3 ml

(i)

1{a\f-lives
_—

T,

w
;4m
30h

3. 2d

W

2ih
72h
12d
3y

18.4d
1.91y

B.OX104Y
25.6h

39xlo@y
24.Id

-------- .

]2id
1.9y

l12d
9.Sd

140d

74d
24.oh

20.8d
74y

1.62X1O$Y
2.48X1O$Y
7.13xlo~y
2.39x lo~y
4.51X109

...—

Tb
-———

3od
Wd
3od
3od

loood

7d
7d
7d
7d

7.3X10~d
7.3X10~d
7.3x10~d
7.3xlotd
7.3X10~d
7.3X10td

------ -..

loood
1Oood

10M
1Oot

4d

9d
Id

304
3004
300(
300(
3oa
300(
304

(8)

g/c.

.25xlo-~
. O?xlo-s
. 2.5xl@
1.23X1O-4

1.30XI0-6

. 72X1N
I. 61X104
. 85XI0-3
. 70XI0-3

).19xlo-~
I.21X1O-3

51.3
[.88xl@
8.98X106

I.31X1O-3

,---------

1.65X10-~
9.O5X1O-4

9.68xlo-~
9.08XI0-6

1.94XI0-4

I. O5X1O-4
L 43X1O-4

3.Nix 1O-J
4.78X1O-:

1.O5X1O
1.62X1O
4.67X1O
1.57X104
3.Ooxiod

(9)

Cig

3.WXI04
1.WX107
B.OOXIOS
3. loxlo~

1.o$xlo~

5.81X105
2.17xlo~
5.41X104
5.88xlo~

3. 13X104
8.26XI02
.95X10-Z
5.32X10~
1.11X1O-7
2.32X104

-. . ..- ---

6.06X10:
1.Ioxlo:

1.O3X1O
1.Ioxlo

5. 15XI0

9. 52X1O
6.99X1O

2.73X1O
20.!

9. 48xlo-
6. 17X10-
2.14x Io-
G.35xlo-
3.33xlo-

(10)

‘ate~oryand
shipping

mempt mR

: 4.4X1O-4
‘I 6.8 X1O-$
:1 1.7X1O-4

4.4XI0-7

!1 l,3x10-~

[1 2.3XIO+
[1 6.2X1O+
[1 2.5Xl&$
[1 2.3Xl&J

3.2X1O+
1.2x1o-4

[1 69.
II 2.5X1O+
II 1.2XI07
I 5.8X1CH

---------- . . . .

II 2.2x1o-4
11 1.2X1O-3

11 1.3X1O-4
,11 1.2xlo-~

,11 2.6X10_4

:11 1.4X10_4
III 1.9X10_6

I 3.7X1O-4
I 4.8X1O+
11[ 2.GX104
111 2.2X1OY
111 6.3XI05
111 2.1X104
111 4.0xI04
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1

I

I

1

(1)

Element (Z) I

.—. —

Umnium (92). .-... -..
Continued

\’anadium (23).. . . . . . . .

Xenol] (W)------------

Ytterbium (70)... . . . . .

Yttrium (39).. . . . . . . .

Zinc (30). ... . . . . . . . . . .

Zirconium (40) . . . . .

(2) (3)

Isotope Radiations
emitted

.—— — ——

.:33 f~~d a, fl, -f..-
(40pi]mvz3Y)

(atur~l l-r:mi- a, B,7---
um, Tuhalloy

)ralloy (93mc).- . a,/3, y..-

)ralloy (-tO~C)... a,/3, y.-.
D-3S. .-- . . . . . . a, f3, y...

k-~~. . . . . . . . . . . . -. B, Y------

Kc131m. . . .. . . . . . .
SN33 . . . . . . . . . ..-.

SC133+C513SIU.- --

YNT$ . . . . . . . . . . . .

Y~G. .. . . . . . . . . ..-
Y~:m+Yol.-....-
Y$l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Y93 . . . . . . --------

Y’s+drs . . . . . . . . .

Z1163. . . . . . . ..--..

ZIi69m+Zn~9. ---.

Znoq . . . . . . . . . . . .

~f-tl+ ~h93m- ---,

Z]$$+drs... - . .
WJ+rirs. . . . . . . .

9, y..-..-
9,7. . . . . .
p, y.....-

P,Y------

6---------
f%Y-------
P9Y-------
B, y..-....

/3, ?.....-.

B#Y-------
@, Y-------
/Y . . . . . . . . . .

f% +-------
e,y.-.....
B,-y. . . . . . .

(4)

31PC.
(cl/m-Yfl)

—— . .—— ——- -—— ——- ..?I-7

4.OX1O1

~J

4.3X101
4.6Xl&

82

5.9X1O$

e3.7xlo~
C3.3X1O
c9. 4X1O{

6.OX1O

1.1X1O
1.3XI0
8.OXlO
1.3X1O
4.9X1O

, p.~xlo
4.Ixlo
l. fixlc

2.7X1(
*2.9X1(

6.3)(1(

(5)
I

MPc.
(d/m-L)

8. 9X105

1.9X106

9.6x10~
9.9X1O’3
1.9xlo~

7.Oxloi

(’)
(’)
(’)

1.3X1OI’

2.6X1011
2.9X1OI
1.8X1O

2.9XIOI
1.Ixlol

=6.4XI0
I.lxlo
4.5XI0

6.3X1O
?&4xlc
1.5X1OI

● Major portion of body critid; h.ased on 0.1 rwn~!vk.
b The gastrointwtir-d trnct as cri[ical organ should be ev,lnlint,fI if cllronlc or large

exposures are involved.
c Calculated to give 0.1 rcnl/\vk if body k surroumlcd hy an infinite volume of tIl~

gas. XlPC’~, q, and 7’*art, mwmingicss. Shiplling exempt quantities not calculated.
d 13sscdon O.fjrunl/wk; fwtor Ofz allolvcd bCCUUSCthyroid is the crlticnl orgnn.
GBnsml on lW ICRP rl,commendations. C’alclllations silow that thcs$ numhc=

are MC for fission prodllcts 11.ssthan Qyf-vu-soid.
f Half-life vurles with time. ‘1’hcllulf-llfc at any time t after formation is apprrXi-

mntely t.
I B~cd on clthcr T20 or ]ITO, not T2; assllmcs SO~o[ntakc by skin absorption
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(6)

g @c)and
critical organ

——

0.051 B

1.9XI0-3 =K

0.056 B
0.058 B

4.8X1H K

7.9 bK

(o) TB
(o) TB
(o) TB

26 bB

3.3 bB

4.8 bB

5.0 B
21 bB

2,2 bB

●61 TB
0.31 Pr

0.76 Pr

13o B
~18 TB
4.9 bB

(7) (8)

Half-lives

—~
NC

T,

. . . . . . . . . .

----------

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .
----------

16.ld

12d
5.27d
9.2oh

4.Id

64.2h
50.3m

56d
3.6h
loh

245d
13.8h

Sm

1.lxlcPy
63.3d
17.Oh

Tb I
---------- 97.1

---------- 1.46X1(Y

-------- .- 1.43XI04
---------- 4.81X1O{
---------- 229XM%

74d 5.91xlti

(’) 1.12X1O-5
(“) 5.36X1W
(6) 3.96xl&t

1000d 5.49XI0-4

1.8X10~d 1.84X1(H
1.8X10(d 2.43X1O-I
1.8X10~d 4.04xlo-~
1.8X10td 1.05xlo-1
1.8X10td 2.96X10_l

933d 1.22xl@
144i~ 3.O3X1O-;
14d ‘ 1.9oxlo-

loood 2.85X1O
450d 4.6oxlo-

loood 5.25xl&

(9)

c/g

.03X1H

i.65x10-?

1.69XW

8. 27X104
1.87X104
253xl@

1.82X10~

s 43XW
4.11XI07
2 48X104
9.52X1(F
3.38X1O$

8.20Xl@
3.3oxlof
S 26XI0

3.slxlo-~
2.17X1O
1.9oxla

(lo)

2at.egoryand
shipping

exempt mg

‘II 1.3X1(Y

:11 2.OX1O4

[11 1.9XI04
[11 6.5X104
[11 3.1XI04 ‘

[H 8.OXIN

(9
(9
(9

[11 7.4X1O-4

III 2.5X1O+
111 3.3x10_$
111 5.5X1(W
III 1.4X10_7
111 4.oXIO+

II 1.6X1F
11 4.1XIO-$
111 2.6XIO+

111 3.8X1(P
III 6.2X1O+
111 7.IxIO+

h Exempt amounts Of trltlum are 5.2x1c4-4cc STP of the gas, 5.0x10_7CCof
pure TIO.

~Adopted value, b~d on long experience of man. M PC., 9,and Tb arc rnean!ng-
less. Shipping exempt quantltie.s not calculated.

J l]- Ono.G~m/~k; f~tor of 2 allowed becau~ skin ~ the criti~l o~~.
k Basedon 0.1rem/~k; gonads are the critical organ.
1LASL calculated value; not Inc]udcd in ICRP prepubliration,
UICalculated on basisof toxicity, not radiation damage.
II.Natural uranium deplet~ in U~Jscontent. The specific activity depends on

isotopic analysis; values given in the tabie arc for D-38 with about 0.3V0Ws.
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11. MONITORING INSTRUMENTS

A. Radiation Survey Instruments

In the following listing, the instruments shown in
Figures 4, 7, 10, 11, and 12 are used only occasionally at
LASL; they are included here for identification pur-
poses.

FIGURE 1.—SURVEY NIETER,

TRi (I) Model 101 DC (Tritium

Sniffer)-ion chamber, sensitive
to any ions (produced by /3’s, T’S,
an open flame, etc.) in air drawn
through the 660-cc chamber; 4
scales have been calibrated to
tritium water vapor, giving full-
scale readings from about 1(P to
10S ~c/Ms; three models, one
operating on AC, one on DC, and
one on DC with an AC-operated
blower; 23 lb.

SURVEY METER, TRI (I) Nfodel 120 (Balanced
Sniffer)—dual ion chamber with deionizer; relatively insensitive
to #s and ions formed outside the chamber; similar in appear-
ance and size to Rlodel 101; 5 ranges give full-scale indica-
tions for 2X 102 to lV pc/Wo
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FIGURE 2a. —S~RVEY METER,
ALP (P) Nlodel 2111 or 48--A
(PeelVee)—proportional counter;
a-sensitit’e probe has steel grid
over 0.25-mil mylar; effective area
about 60 cm2; probe is delicate,
microphonics,and affected by mois-
ture, organic vapors, barometric
pressure, high frequency electrical
interference; requires frequent cali-
bration checks with uranium
source mounted on case; 2 ranges
cover 0-20,000 c/m; 0--200,000 and
0-2,000,000 c/m models available;
activity indicated on meter and
earphones; 19 lb.

FIGURE 2b.—SU RVEY METER, ALP (P) Model PAC-1
(Eberline Pee\Vee)—transistorized version of hlodel 2111 or
48-A with similar probe; 3 ranges cover 0-100,000 c/m; 6}; lb.
(Shown in above illustration at left.)

.

ml
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FIGURE 3.—SURVEY NIETER,
NEU (P) hfodel 48-N (Converted
Pee Wee) —proportional counter;
instrument is a Model W-A
PeeWee modified for use with a
boron-lined probe: 1 in.thick Poly-
ethylene moderato r and 20-mil
cadmium absorber; 4 ranges meas-
ure 0-10,000 Ra-Be n/cm~-see;
high range mode 1 (red meter)
20-200,000 Ra-Be n/cm%ec; cal-
ibration chart required; correction
factors needed for energies other
than Ra-Be; 20}$ lb.

FIGTJRE 4.—SURVEY METER,
NEU (P) Model =1 (Rudolph)—
2-unit fast neutron proportional
counter; tissue. equivalent chamber
measures 0.2–10 Mev neutrons; 3
ranges measure &500 mrep/hr
(approximately equivalent to
mrad/hr); 0-0.5 mrep integrating
range; meter readings must be
multiplied by proper RBE tO
obtain rem; 10~ lb.

FIGURIC 5.—SURVEY METER,
BGhl (I) Model 100-A-ion cham-
ber; mylar-covered chamber with
removable )$-in. lucite s shield;
high range model 0,1-.100 r/hr;
low range model 0.02-20 r/hr;
requires calibration chart; ~ r~
spcmse assumed rad; 8% lb,
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FIGURE 6.—SURVEY NIETER,
BGlf (I) Nlodel SIC7A and D -1
(Cutie Pie) —ion chamber; 3 ranges
cover 25-10,000 mr/hr; somewhat
directional; /3 response through
end window (1 mg/cm2 mylar)
only qualitative without correc-
tion factors; calibration chart
necessary; all fifodel D-1 (metal
case) converted to S1 C7A cir-
cuitry; D–1 has cap, SIC7A has
slide to cover @ window; 3 lb.

FIGURE 7.—SURVEY METER,
BGhf (I) Model A6B-500-SR
(Jordan Radector)—ion chamber;
2 logarithmic scales cover 0.5
mr/hr to 500 r/hr; P window and
built-in Sr$Q calibration source;
small energy dependence above
75 kev; 3)i lb.

FIGURE 8a.—SURVEY METER,
BGN1 (G) Model S N1-3 (El-
tronics)—GNI instrument; probe
with 30 mg/cm2 metal tube has
sliding ~ shield; 3 ranges cover
0-20 mr/hr; 9% lb.

FICTJRE 8b.—SURVEY METER,
BGM (G) Model 261 O-A (Nu-

,

clear)—G-M instrument; probe with 30 mg/cm~ glass G-M
tube has rotating P shield; response time somewhat slower
than SM-3 or Eberline E-112-B; covers same ranges as SNI-3;
10 lb.
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FIOURE 9.—SURVEY METER,
BGM (G) Model WI 12–B (Eber-
line)—G-hi instrument; can uti-
lize various probes; with GM
tube, characteristics similar to
SM-3 and 261O-A; measures a
(indicates pc/Mz directly) with
ZnS scintillator probe; neutron-
sensitive probe being investigated;
has adjustable time constant (la-
beled “meter response”); 4 lb.

FIGURE 1O,—SURVEY METER,
GAM (1) Model 300 (Protexi-
meter) ~-integrating ion cham-
ber; 0-200 mr; operating instruc-
tions on bottom; sensitive down
to about 30 kev with metal cap
removed; energy dependence at
low energies unknown; 5 lb.

FIGURE 11.—SURVEY METER,
GAM (I) Model SU-10 or T-l B—
~ ion chamber; 5 ranges cover
0-50,000 mr/hr; long warm. up
time; requires frequent zeroing
until warmed up. 11 lb.
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FIG~RE 12.—SURVEY METER,
ABG (I) JIodel SRJ-1 (Juno)-
ion chamber; sliding a and ~
shield; S1OWw-arm-up time; single
calibration not reliable for three
types of radiation; 5 lb.

FIQURE 13.— ALPH.4 FLOOR J1ON-

ITOR—proportional counter; 2 scales

cover 0–20,000 cjm; battery operated;

large 3 X 18 in. Pee\\-ee-t~pe probe;

counts indic~ted on meter and loud-
speaker; mounted on rolling platform;
wheels must be kept ~~ell lubricated
to prevent static interference in the
probe.

FIGURE l-1, -BET.\-GAJ1llA FLOOR

}IOXITOR—Gll instrument; uti-

lizes 4 glass-~vall (30’ mg/cnlZ) G-M
tubes and suitable G–M instrument
on rolling platform; more sensitive to
dispersed activity than a single tube
instrument; may become light sensi-
tive.
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B. Air Sampling Instruments

Discussion of the instruments shown in Figures 15 to
20 will be found in Section 18, Air Sampling.

FLGURE 15. —FILTER QUEEN AIR E
S.431PLER—Samples at 4 cfm
through 4 X 9 in. (21 in.~ effective)
HV-70 filter paper; sampling rate
automatically regulated by variable
throat orifice; flow rate should be
checked weekly.

FIGURE 16.—H1-VOLUM E AIR
SAMPLER (STAPLEX)—Sam-
ples at 20 to 50 cfm depending on
filter media, 20 cfm with glass
fiber, 50 cfm with Bhf-2133 respi-
rator filters; 4 in. diameter, () X 6
in., or 8 x 10 in. filters; can be
tripod-mounted for sampling at
breathing level.

FIGURE 17.—GAST PUMP-AC-
operated pump equipped with rota-
meter adjustable from 5 to 30
liters/rein; uses l% in. diameter
sampling head and filters; \Vhat-
man N’o. 41, }k’hatman No. 4,
membrane (molecular), and fine
glass fiber may be used.

—— ..— ..-—
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‘I(3URE 1%.—GIRAFFE SAMPLER— . .:? .

r

.

Variation of the Gast Pump; sampling ~
head, usually 2}~ in. with H V–70 >“.:

paper, mounted on expendable tube ,“’““-. ..j-,:;
for sampling breathing zone; uses ~..~>,~~;~a.: ; .1

HV-70. - -

orifice meter rather than rotameter;
usual sampling rate is 2 cfm with

FIGURE 18b.—2jf-INCH SAM-
PLING HEAD—Note position of
large rings to prevent damage to
filter when assembling.

FICURE 10.—. NIODIFIED CAS-
CADE I hi PACTOR—Commer-
cially available Casella impactor
with additional filter stage; de-
signed to sample at 17.5 liters/rein;
used for particle size analysis.
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FIciURE 20.—AUTOXIATIC SAll-
PLER RECORDER-–-Con~ bination
sampling, counting, and alarm unit;
air is drawn through 1 in. diameter
portion of filter pnper for 10 min
and is counted Ilnder a-sel]sitive scin-
tillation probe ~~hile next sample is
drawn; samples at 50 liters/rein with
What man No. 4 pnpcr; count-rate
results are indic;ited on a meter and
recorded on :~n Esterline-Angiw;
alarm sounds at preset level.

C, Respiratory Protective Devices

Detailed discussion of respiratory protective equip-
ment, its uses and limitations, may be found in Sec-
tion 19.

In the listing below, Figures 21 to 24 show half masks;
all of them have interchange~ble canisters or cnrtrid~es;
the user must be certain the proper canister or cartridge
is in place. .~ filter sl~ould be used for pnrticuktes, an
adsorbent for gqses and vapors.

FIGURE 21.—IYILLSON No. 800
HALF fif ASK.
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FICURE 22.—lWSA CONIFO H.4LF

IklASK.

I

I

FIGrRE 23.—AMER1CAN OPTI-
CAL R-5000 HALF MASK.

I

24.—MSA DIXTFOE
HALF N!ASK.
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FIGURE 25.—WILLSON FULL FACE
MASK-Chin style DFM filter; effec-
tive only for solid particles and fumes.

FIGURE 26.—MSA FULL FACE
MASK-Chin-type canister holder;
may be used with 61ter, gas adsorbent
cartridge, or both.

l?I~URE 27.—U.S. ARMY M-9 AS-
SAULT MASK-Can be fitted with
AEC high efficiency filter or Army
all-purpose canister.
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FIGURE 28.— ACME FULL FACE
_-— .

I
hfASK—Chin style canister holder; I
can be used with several canisters in-
cluding the AEC high efficiency filter
and the Army all-purpose canister;
mask can be fitted to support pre-
scription eyeglass lenses. L

FIGURE 29.—SCOTT-O-RAMIC
FULL FACE MASK—C!hin-style
DFM filter; effective only for solid
particles and fumes.

regularand the Scott-o-ramic.

FIGURE 30.—SCOTT AIR PAK—
Self-contained breathing unit; de-
mand-t ype regulator; air tank j
supported valve down on the back, -a
regulator suspmded on left side of
the chest; two masksavailable,the [
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FIGURE 31.— hlSA SUPPLIED OX-

YGEN BREATHIXG APPARA-
TUS—Sc]f-contained demand
type; OXygeV tank supported valve
down on the back, demand valve
suspended on left side of chest.

FIGURE 32.— filSA CHEMOX OXY-
GEN GENERATING APPARA-
TUS—Self-contained unit capable
of generating breathing oxygen;
generator and lungs are suspended
on the chest; equipped with warn-
ing timer; directions for use on
carrying case and canisters.

FIGURE 33.—SUPPLIED AIR H.4LF
MASK-Con~fo half mask supplied
with respirable air from a 220 ftt H-
type cylinder (or, an air compressor);
used with constant flow or demand
regulator valve; air line limits nlo-
bilit y.
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I?XGURE 34.—SVPPLIED .kIR. FULL

FACE J1--\SK—.\ hIS.~ ftlll face

mask suppliecl ~vit~ respirahle air
from a 220 fts Ii-type cylinder {or nn
air compressor); ~l~ed Mitl~ Const:lnt

flow or demand regulator vwlve; air
line limits mobility.

FI~URE 35. —SUPPL1ED AIR
HOOD—Plastic hood \vith transpar-
ent window; air supplied from H-type
cylinder or compressor.

FIGURE 36.—PL.\STIC SUPPLIED
AIR SUIT—Con~pletely enclosed suit
closed ~~ith ciouble zipper; used in
atmosphere where ~vhole body pro-
tection is desired (T, HCN).
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D. Personal Monitoring Devices (See Sec. 16)

FIGURE 37.—SELF READING DO-
SIMETERS AND CHARGING
UNIT--y-ray correction factor on
dosimeter; available in several
ranges.

FICJURE 38.— FILM BADGES—
Shown open, ready for use, with
contamination-preventing petti-
coat, and as a wrist badge.

. .
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12. ALPHA MONITORING

A. Characteristics

a monitoring entails the detection of a heavy, doubly
charged, highly ionizing particle with a short range.
The most energetic natural a particle, 10.5 Mev, has
a range of only about 4 in. in air or a few roils in light
material. An a particle of greater than 7.5 Mev is
necessary to penetrate the outer dead layer of skin.
Since only a few short-lived isotopes emit c/s of this
energy, the biological hazard from a particles is strictly
an internal hazard. a monitoring is therefore aimed
toward the detection of contamination which might
hinder delicate radiation measurements or ultimately
find its way into the body and there, because of the
intense ionizing power of the a’s, do considerable
damage.

B. Detection

The characteristic of the a particle that eliminates
the external hazard and the necessity for shielding
complicates its detection. Survey instruments must
be constructed with very thin windows (a few mg/cm2),
and the detector must be held very close to the site of
contamination to allow the short-range particle to
enter the chamber. Thin films of water or oil can
partially or completely prevent a’s from being moni-
tored. Porous surfaces (wood, concrete) may harbor
many times
instruments

the activity measurable with monitoring
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C. PeeWee Survey Meter

The a-monitoring instrument. currently in use at
LASL is the PeeW”ee proportional counter (Fig, 2a).
It consists of a thin window probe attached by a 3-ft
cable to the hand-carried instrument. The 9 x 2 in.
probe has an effective area of 60 em2 tmcl the window
is covered with 0.25-mil (1 mg/cm2) mylar, allowing
a’s with energies greater than about 1.6 Itfev to pene-
trate to the sensitive volume. The instrument has
a pulse height selector (PHS) which allows only pulses
above a certain fixed size to be counted. As ~ pulses
are normally much larger than ~ or ~ pulses, the Pee-
Wee detects CYcontamination in the presence of the other
t~~es of radiation. The presence of lmrge numbers of
/3’s or ~’s may be noticed as a “hiss” in the earphones
and can alter the a sensitivity slightly. NTeutron-
produced recoils that enter the sensitive volume are
counted, the earphone “pop” being indistinguishable
from an a event. A preliminary attempt to calibrate
this effect is being made. The visual indication is

I given by a micro~mrneter which has two ranges—x 100
and X 1000. The meter has a rather slow response
(long time constant) and rapid fluctuations are best
noticed on the earphones. A piece of natural uranium
is attached to the meter case to be used frequently *
a one-point check on the calibration made when the

I

meter is serviced.I The PHS may be adjusted slightly
I to obtain agreement with this source. Fifteen seconds

or so are required for the meter to reach the Value of
the calibration source. Other features are a reset
but ton and n high voltage switch.

A transistorized Version of the Peewee (I?ig. Zb) k

the Eberline PAC–1. Its use and operation are es-
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i sentia.lly the,
ment has 3
100,000 c/m.

D. Sources of

same as the larger PeeWee. The instru-
range positions which measure up to

Error

Spurious
number of
the probe.
fairly well

counts on the Pee.Wee can be caused in a
ways, especially by physical vibrations of

..$lthough the PeelYee will often operate
with small holes in the window, erratic

operation is apt to occur after window damage. The
probe is sensitive to barometric pressure, lower probe
voltage being necessary at higher altitudes. The
instrument is also sensitive to moisture and is incon-
sistent or nearly inoperative in areas of high humidity.
Organic vapors present on materials after decontami-
nation procedure with trichloroethylene, alcohol, etc.,
can reduce the sensitivity of the PeeWee considerably.
The meter has been known to respond rather markedly
to automobile ignition noise and some fluorescent lights.

E. Use of PeeWee

The PeeWee probe must be held as close as possible
to the monitored surface. Readings at }~ in. from a
plutonium-contaminated surface indicate only about
80% of a contact PeeWee reading; at )4 in,, only about
50yo of the contact reading. This range effect is even
more pronounced for lower energy a’s. The necessity
of keeping the probe close to the surface being moni-
tored enhances the possibility of mechanical jarring
and also the chance of Frobe contamination. For these
reasons, and the fact that the PeeWee has a rather
slow meter response (earphones are instantaneous),

I
I
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1 I
careful, methodical surveying punctuated with frequent
use of the reset button is advisable in order to obtain,
at best, a rough estimate of contamination magnitude.
Exact location of contamination can be accomplished
using a piece of paper with a small hole in the center
as a mask.

F. Determination of Quantity

The use of the PeeWee for determination of quantity
of material (curies or mg) is not possible except under
stringent conditions. If the a activity to be deter-
mined is uniformly and thinly depositid on a smooth,
flat surface larger than the probe area and if the probe
is positioned properly, it is sometimes possible tO
determine an approximate PeeWee reading that corre-
sponds to a certain number of disintegrations per
minute (d/m) over a given area, e.g., the reading that
corresponds to 500 d/m-100 cm2. First, an area correc-
tion factor must be used. Since the effective area of
the PeeWee probe is about 60 Cmz, for our example this
correction factor is 60/100. In addition, a correction
factor of 0.5 is used to allow for the fact that only

about one-half of the a disintegrations are directed
upward in the detectable direction. I’herefore, 150
c/m read on the PeeWee dial corresponds to 500
d/m-100 cm2. Use of only these two correction factors
assumes that the detector detects all the a’s emitted
from the source in the upward direction. This is not
the case. Under the geometry conditions described
above, only about 30% of the upward emitted pluto-
nium a’s (15% of the disintegrations) cause a pulse,
heard as a click in the earphones. other ~ energi~
or geometries would give different efficiencies. The

‘cl
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meter is, however, adjusted to compensate for this
inefficiency and reads directly in c/m (d/m if multiplied
by 2). It is apparent that counting earphone “clicks”
does not measure c/m. For our example, 45 clicks/rein
in the earphones correspond to 500 d/m-l 00 cm2.

G. Alpha Scintillation Detection

The scintillator and photomultiplier combination as
an a detector is becoming more and more useful.
Detectors with sensitivity similar to the PeeWee can
have excellent inherent discrimination against other
radiations, me devoid of altitude and humidity effects,
and are reasonably insensitive to microphonics noise.
The ~ scintillation probe in use at LASL consists of a
2 in. diameter photomultiplier coupled through a % in.
thick by 5% in. diameter lucite light-pipe, one side of
which has been prepared with a thin layer of silver-
activated ZnS powder. This is covered with two

sheets of aluminum leaf (about 0.13 mg/cm2 each) and
one layer of aluminized mylar (1 mg/cm2). ‘I’he mylar
is set ~ in. back from the protective metal grid. The
sensitivity near the edges of the probe in use at LASL

is about 67~o that at the center. The photomultipliers

produce a pulse that can be hanclled by most ordintm-Y
count-rate meters designed for G–Nl probes and can
utilize the same high voltage supply, thus making
possible a light, dual-purpose instrument. The probe
described above, when attached toan Eberline E-112-B
G-NI instrument (Fig. 9), reads roughly in pc/N{2.
Probes developed to date do not have the convenient
size and shnpe of the PeeWee probe, but this disad-
van tage could no doubt be overcome. Scintillator
windows must be kept light tight, small holes being
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easily repaired with G1yptol or some other opaque
substance.

H. Alpha Monitoring Check List

(1) Check instrument with checlc source.
(2) Be sure surface to be monitored is dry.
(3) Reset PeeWee often—especially after probe has

been jarred.
(4) Check probe for contamination.
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13. BETA-GAMMA MONITORING

By monitoring involves the detection, measurement,
and ultimate evaluation of findings in terms of person-
nel hazarcl of photons (~ and ~ ray) andlor ~ particles
(high energy electrons). ~--y monitoring is somewhat
easier than a monitoring, as the radiation has a con-
siderable range in air, allowing surveys at some distance
from the radiation source or site of contamination. The
fact that even “contact” measurements with survey
instruments are really only ‘~near” measurements must
be recognized, especially when comparison is made with
true contact measurements. How near the measurem-
ent may be made is, of course, a function of the size
of the probe.

P’s, ~’s, and X rays are normally monitored with
either an ion chamber, Geiger-hfulle.r (G-kf), or

I

scintillation detector attached to a suitable portable
counting rate meter, sometimes equipped with an
aucliblc indicator. Each type of instrument has its
own special advantages and limitations. Knowleclge of m

these characteristics is essential for intelligent monitoring.
\

A. G-M Instruments I
G–M devices (Figs. 8a, 8b, 9, 14) are widely used for

low level (less than 20 mr/hr) 13= monitoring. They
have advantages of small weight, ruggedness, rapid
response, and sensitivity to both f? and ~ radiation.
There are, however, several distinct limitations in the
use of G–M instruments. One is energy dependence,
i.e., the response of the instrument is not the same as
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that of air or tissue for all radiat~on energies. The
energy dependence relative to air or tissue response for
several instruments is shown in Appendix O.

Other sources of error encountered when monitoring
with a G–M instrument are sensitivity to light, tem-
perature sensitl%ity, and erroneous rwponse to very
high fluxw. The use of aluminum-wall G-M tubes
eliminates the problem of light sensitivity often en-
countered with glass-wall tubes. Temperature ex-
tremes can affect the operation of G–M tubes or
battery characteristics, causing instrument failure or
erratic operation in only moderately cold temperatures.
It is wise to check a G–M instrument for this character-
istic before attempting cold weather monitoring out of
doors. Saturation, often seen as an apparent lowering
of dose rate as one moves a G–M tube to a region of
higher radiation intensity, is caused by operating the
meter in fluxes’ higher than the tube and circuit were
designed to handle. Although this effect should
require fluxes several times full scale (several r/hr),
much lower fluxes will cause saturation in a tube that
is near the end of its life.

With the @shield off, G–M tubes will detect ~ particles
with energies of about 0.2 Mev. Readings of B con-
tamination with a G-M tube are not in units of dose
(rads), and reporting@ readings in roentgens is incorrect
by definition of the roentgen. In certain cases, cor-
rection factors can be developed which convert G-M
instrument readings to B rads.

B. Ion Chamber Instruments

Ion chamber instruments (Figs. 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12)
are ordinarily used for higher levels of radiation than
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G–M devices, although some, for example the Radector,— —

are also useful at low levels. Ion chamber devices are
devoid of many of the inherent troubles of G–JI devices
and usually show considerably better energy character-
istics (Appendix O). It is seen from Appendix O that
the Cutie Pie has a correction factor of 1 or less from
1.25 Mev to about 20 kev, that is, it is “safe” over this
energy range. Below 20 kev it is “unsafe.” The Jordan
Radector ion chamber instrument requires no correction
for ~’s between 0.10 and 1.2 Mev.

Ion chamber instruments in use at LASL are cali-
brated for ~ response and, although somewhat f? sensi-
tive, require corrections to give ~ rads. Troubles to be
expected with ion chamber devices include battery fail-
ure at low temperatures, drift of zero setting, and long
warm-up time.

C. Scintillation Counter

Characteristics which make the use of scintillation
detectors attractive for pa monitoring are high sensi-
tivity, ability to cover a wide range of intensities, and
an energy response near that of an air-wall ion chamber.
Also, inherent troubles due to temperature and baro-
metric pressure are not found in scintillation detectors.
Currently-used instruments using scintillating materials
of high Z, such as NaI, are likely to demonstrate a con-
siderable energy dependence, being over-sensitive to ~’s
around 150 kev. A scintillation detector phosphor
which detects ~ rays will also respond to p particles
that penetrate the window. As with the G-M instru-
ment, pulses are measured, and f? measurements are
not in terms of rads. Again, correction factors may be
,developed.
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D. Beta-Gamma Monitoring Check List

(1) Be aware of nature of source or contaminant,

including presence of 19 aI~d eI~ergY of rac~iation.

(2) Utilize proper correction factors for T energy or 19

response.

(3) Know limitations and possible difficulties to be

found with instrument in use.
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14. NEUTRON MONITORING

A. Neutron Characteristics

The neutron is an uncharged particle with a mass
roughly that of a proton. As the neutron has a very
short life outside of the nucleus (about 13 rein) no
contamination problems in the usual sense of the word
exist. Activation or scattering processes often lead.
to emission of ~’s or charged particles during or after
neutron bombardment of a. material. The neutron is
not directly ionizing and its detection (and its biological
damage) is accomplished through several intermediate
processes that result ultimately in ionization. The
magnitudes of these processes are strongly dependent
on the energy of the neutron being detected, greatly
complicating the interpretation of measurements. The
RBE and tolerance flux for various energy neutrons
(Sec. 9) have been changed several times in the past
few years as more and better biological and physical
data have been obtained.

For convenience, neutrons are often classified in four
energy ranges: m

Slow, 0-0.1 kev; Intermediate, 0.1 J
kev–0.02 Mev; Fast, o.o2–10 Nfev; High Energy, above
10 Mev. The slow region includes thermal neutrons.

B. Production of Neutrons

Neutrons may be produced by nuclear reactions in
reactors (fission), accelerators, or a radioactive isotope
in combination with a suitable target material. Fis-
sion neutrons average 1 to 2 N1ev. Around a reactor,
neutron energies will vary from several Mev clown to
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thermal energies, with an average about 0.5 Mev.
Accelerator-induced nuclear reactions produce neutrons
of nearly any energy, depending on the particle ac-
celerated and its energy, the reaction energy, and the
angle at which the neutron is ejected. Cyclotron-
accelerated particles have a considerable spread in
energy and therefore produce neutrons with an energy
spread. Van de Graaff or Cockcroft-Walton machines
produce monoenergetic particle beams, and therefore
monoenergetic neutrons are generally produced at a
particular angle with respect to the incident beam.
Neutron sources, homogeneous in direction and energy,
can be produced with accelerators operating at proper
energies (usually a few kev) and utilizing appropriate
nuclear reactions. For discrete neutron sources, the
alpha-neutron (a)n) reaction is utilized using an inti-
mate mixture of an a emitter and a light element (e.g.,
Be, B). Photoneutron sources, utilizing the gamma-
neutron (T,n) reaction with beryllium or deuterium, are
also available. Information on neutron sources is
given in Appendix K. The flux (n/cm2-see) at any
distance R (cm) from a source of known total neutron
emission rate Q (n/see) is

Q 0.08Q
n/cm2-see=—=

4rR2 R2

C. Neutron Detection

The neutron monitoring instrument generally in use
at LASL is a modification of the PeeWee a meter
(Fig. 3). The “Converted PeeWee” counts the a

particle produced by the reaction B10(n,a)Li7 when a
neutron impinges on a BIO atom in the boron-lined
counter tube substituted for the conventional PeeWee
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probe. To compensate in part for a low efficiency in
the boron response at about 1-kev neutron energies, a
1 in. thick polyethylene moderator is placed around
the tube to reduce a fraction of the fast neutron flux to
energy levels which will react efficiently with the B1°.
This converted or moderated fraction is dependent on
the initial energy of the neutrons and the geometry of
the moderator. When calibrated with Ra-Be neutrons,
the following correction factors are used.

Energy dependence

Neutron energy
correction factor

(Moderator and Cd)

Thermal --------------------------- 1.25 (bare tube)
1 kev------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- 0.3
1 Mev------ ----- ----- ----- ----- --- 0.5
5Mev ----------------------------- 1.0
14 Mev---------------------------- 3.0
22 Mev---------------------------- 4.0
28 Mev---------------------------- 5.0 (estimated)

As can be seen from the wicle variation in the correction
factors, the most important bit of information to a
person monitoring neutrons with a converted PeeWee
is the average energy of the neutrons being measured.
The importance of this information is further magnified
by the fact that neutron tolerances also vary greatly
with energy (Sec. $)). Unfortunately, the average
energy of monitored neutrons is seldom readily
available.

A measure of the thermal neutron flux is obtained
from the difference between a bare-tube and a cadmium-
shielded reading, the cadmium stopping essentially all
neutrons below about 0.5 ev. A ratio of these two read-
ings, bare-tube divided by cndmium-shielded, yields a
number called the cadmium ratio (Red). The use of
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this ratio affords at) approximfite evaluation of the
number of neutrons in the interme(linte region. For
each Bcd m] hltermec~iate tolcral]ce fnctor (1’i’F) ~Ms
been cleterminecl (see Fig. 39) from a calculation

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

INTERMEDIATE TOLERANCE FACTOR, ITF

FIGURE 39.—Intermediate Tolerance Factors (ITF) for various
cadmium ratios (Rcd~ for use with the Converted pee~~ee neu-
tron meter, calculated from the relation ITF= 1+40/(Rc~– 1).

based on certain restricted conditions (D. J. Hughesj
Pile Aleutron Research, 1953) and the accepted neutron
tolerances, The proper ITl?, when multiplied by the
fraction of tolerance due to thermals, -yields the fraction
of tolerance due to the sum of thermal and intermediate
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neutrons. The several assumptions made in arriving
at the ITF’s are nebulous enough that the method
should be considered usable only until a more precise
met hod is devised. Fast and high energy neutron
fluxes fire measured with the tube enclosed in both
the moderator and cadmium.

Neutron monitoring with the converted PeeWee
consists of making three measurements at each point of
interest: bare-tube, cadmium-shielded, and cadmium
plus moderator. A ~ measurement is also taken when-
ever neutrons me monitored, as ~ rays are nearly
always associated with the production or attenuation
of neutrons. A rather detailed set of data and evalua-
tion sheets are available in the H–1 office for use with
the converted PeeWee to aid in the determination of
the per cent MPD at each point monitored.

The Rudolph neutron-detecting instrument (Fig. 4)
reads directly in mrep/hr (approximately equivalent to
mrads/hr), since the chamber has a response essentially
equivalent to tissue for neutrons in the energy range
between 0.2 nnd 10 Mev. The fraction of XIPD is the
observed mrep/hr divided by the ratio 7.5/RBE, using
the RBE for the average neutron energy being meas-
ured. An RBE of 10 is satisfactory for the Rudolph
runge.

hTeutron-sensitive scintilla.tors me being developed,
presenting the inviting possibility of one instrument
with an assortment of a, P-Y, and neutron-sensitive
scintillator probes.

Additional information about neutrons is found in
Appendix C and in Section 4, Neutron shielding infor-
mation is given in Appendix J. A description of many
neutron sources is given in Appendix K.
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D. Neutron Monitoring Check List

(1) Ascertain average neutron energv at each point.
where measurements are taken.

(2) Complete data sheets, especially data sheet No. 1.
(3) Always make ~ measurements:

1
I
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15. TRITIUM MONITORING

A. Characteristics

Tritium, or H3, is the only known radioactive isotope
of hydrogen. It emits a P of 18 kev maximum energy
(about 6 kev average) and has a radioactive half-life
of 12.26 yr. Undiluted tritium gas (T2) has an activity
of 2.6 curies/cc STP or 9.8 X 103curies/g. Pure tritiated
water (T20) has an activity of about 2700 curies/g.

B. Detection

Because of the extremely low energy or penetrating
power of the P particles from tritium, ordinary &sensi-
tive devices are not suitable for tritium monitoring,
since the particle cannot penetrate to the sensitive

I

volume of the chamber. Instruments allowing the
tritium gas or TZO vapor to flow inside the counter
chamber are utilized. A portable instrument of such
design is the Tritium Sniffer (see Fig. 1) which sounds
an alarm when a preset number of ions per unit time )
(of any origin) are measured. Although a calibration ‘
has been performed on the Sniffer (Report IA-1683) ~
and permissible times have been assigned to each scale,
the meter must be used primarily W. a qualitative m’
detector because the chamber also responds to ions in
the air formed by means other than tritium (e.g., heat,
smoke, or Y rays). Sensitivity also depends on the
sampling rate, the average ion concentration in the
sampled area, and the location of the meter with
respect to the source.

A new tritium monitoring instrument, Model 120
I
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Balanced Sniffer, is equipped with a dual chamber
and deionizer. The deionizer removes all ions formed
by any agency outside the chamber and makes the
instrument insensitive to flow rate. The dual chamber
renders the ~fodel 120 reh-itively insensitive to ~ rays,
thus making the instrument truly a tritium detector
(or at least a raclioactive-vapor or airborne-particle
detector). After an initial calibration to tritium, the
lfodel 120 can be recalibrated routinely with ~ rays,

A more reliable continuous monitoring device uti-
lizing a vibrating reed electrometer nnd a recorder to
measure the current from an ion chamber is used in
enclosed areas w-here tritium is a constant hazard.
The time lag between tritium sensing and alarm must
be recognized in this instrument.

C. Maximum Permissible Concentration

The NIPC value for tritium (M Hrl’O or T20) for a
40-hr week is 5.1 pc/lf3 (1.1X 107 d/rn-Yf3), These
concentrations are based on a weekly permissible ex-
posure of 0.1 rem/wk because tritiurn has m a criticnl
organ tl~e body water, and the major portion of the
bocty is limited to 5 remiyr (about 0.1 remlwk). ].ASIJ
operations are SUCII that it is more convenient to handle
tritium exposures on a 0.3 rem~wk basis, nncl the JlP(2
values above may be tripled. A limit of 5 rem/yr is
still maintained for tritium. The XIPC in air is cleter-
mined assuming equal skin an(l lu]lgat)sorPtioll,whicl~

means the value of \lPC may be OIIly doll~l~[l when

utilizing suppliect n.ir clevices. Accorcling to I?insoll
and 1.anghmn (J. Appl. F’Aysiol. 10, 1, 1957, p. 108)
t]]e amount of tritium rnuint~ine~ in the body that

will deliver 0.3 rem/wk to the bocty is 3.7 mc. me
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effective half-life in the body is about 12 days and can
be shortened considerably by increasing the daily
intake of fluids. With 3.7 mc in the body, urine resay
will show 85 ~c/L. Calculations (Report 1.A-1469)
show that only one breath of T20 mturated air will
result in a lethal dose, if no attempt to increase water
turnover is made.

D, Urine Assay

The only means of measuring a person’s actual
tritium exposure is by urine analysis. It is therefore
imperative that persons working with tritium or

tritium-contaminated materials submit routine urine
samples, the frequency of sampling being determined
by the amount of tritium handled and the working
conditions. In case of accident or where instruments
inciicate a possible high exposure, a urine specimen
should be collected immediately and a second specimen
of at hmst 10 cc as soon as possible after the first voiding,
since the first snmple may be diluteci by urine in the
blaclder at the time of exposure. Group H–5 will at
any time run an emergency analysis within 21hr. An
emergency ~lrine assay kit, located in the Decontami-
nation Laboratory, CJ1 Building, is available for use
by the monitor when an immediate rough estimate is
neeclecl. The procedure is rather insensitive but
simple a]]d cnn be performed in less than hnlf an hour.
In certnin cases the Jfeclical Group may prescribe an
accelernteci intake. of fluids. I“nless otherwise pre-
scribed by tl]e physician, intnke should be limited to
1 pt/hr for 10 hr or no more than 5 qt/dny. Tritium
urine analyses are evaluated in terms of w-hole-body
rem exposure by Group H-1 (Report LA-–z?163). A I

8s
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12-day elimination half-life is assumed for all exposures
less than 124 pc/L concentration. II-hen this level is
exceeded, the actual elimination half-life is determined,
and appropriate corrections are made in the dose calcu-
lations. An acute dose resulting in 124 Pc/L in the
body fluids (including urine) will expose the person
receiving it to 0.6 rem in the first 2 weeks following the
exposure, and until completely eliminated (assuming
a 12-day elimination ha]f-life) 1.08 rem to the whole
body. Such tritium exposures are totaled along with
any additional radiation exposures (such as X ray,
~, neutron, etc.) that the person receives.

E. Precautions

Precautions to be taken when working with tritium
or tritium-contaminated materials include the wearing
of rubber gloves, the use of negative-pressure dry
boxes, hoods with linear flow at. least 100 ft/min,
and/or the wearing of supplied air equipment. Rubber
gloves should be worn and changed frequently, since
tritium water vapor passes through the rubber in hours
or less. The use of thin rubber gloves in addition to
the installed dry box gloves is desirable. ●l equip-
ment which has come in contact with tritium, either
gas or T20 vapor, will retail~ some t.ritium and should
be considered contaminated. Stopcock grease, vacuum
pump oil, and plastics are readily contaminated, whereas
materials sucil as glass or stainless steel retain smsller
quantities. Under ordinary use, the sniffer is seldom
contaminated. Under conditions where the monitored
tritium has passed through a vacuum pump, oil colI-

taminated with tritium may be deposited on the inside
Sniffer chamber walls. At ordinary room temperatures,
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the diffusion of tritium through glass or stainless steel
or from T-Zr accelerator targets is negligible. How-
ever, at elevated temperatures and pressures there is
appreciable diffusion of trit ium through stsinless steel.
Tritium losses from targets may result from heating or
by an exchange mechanism when in contact with
ordinary hydrogen. Such ttirgets must always be
handled with rubber gloves, as quantities up to several
curies per cm2 of target surface may be
target.

F. Tritium-Contaminated Vacuum Pumps

Tritium contamination is so often

adsorbed on the

associated wit h
vacuum pumps that special precautions are observed.
The present policy concerning tritium-contamitmted
pumps is: (1) Pumps or otl]er equipment which have
been exposed to tritium me not allowed to leave the
project without H–1 Group Office approval; (2) pumps
reading one-half Xo. 4 scale at “contact.” with the
Sniffer may be repaired by the users without a hood
but with rubber gloves al)d urine sampling; (3) pumps
more severely contaminated must be decontaminated
or repaired in a hood under H–1 supervision. Oil and
mercury associated with the pumps should be carefully
checked; remember that most of tl]e activity will not
be detected owing [o the very sl]ort f3-particle range.

G. Tritium Monitoring Check List

(I) Ventilation: Do l~oo{ls l]ave proper flow?
(2) Air: Is supplied air ndvisfible?
(3) Instruments: Are tl]ey working? Tt’hat do read-

ings indicate on tl]e Sniffer? O]] the vibrating reed
electrometer? Are Y rays interfering?

07
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(4) Gloves: Is there a chance of skin absorption?
(5) Urine samples: Are sample containers available?

Instructions for sampling.
(6) Contamination: iillowable contamination. How

to package waste.
(7) Location of emergency urine assay equipment.

and how to operate it.
See also Beta Particles, .Ippendix &2; Decontami-

nation, Section 8.

H. Interpretation of Sniffer Measurements

The permissible time per week given in the tabula-
tion below is based on 15.3 pc/M3 (concentration to
give 0.3 rem/40-hr wk) and the assumption that the
entire trit.ium contaminant is in the form of water vapor
(HTO or T,O), and not as gaseous tritium (HT or TJ.
If the tritium encountered is in the form of a gas and
not the oxide, urine analyses for tritium will not be as
high as Sniffer readings would have predicted, owing
to the lower biological response to the gas than the
oxide. Since the proportion of tritium that is in the
form of the oxide cannot be determined in the field,
the “safe” assumption that only the oxide is measured
must be made. M~~surements are to be made of
general area or room activity to give a picture of breath-
ing concentration rather than local contamination.

scaleNo.
pc/M$ full

scale

I
5---------------------------2X102
4..........----------------- IX1OJ
3...-......-----------.--.-- lxlo~
2..............------------. lxlo~
1........................... “1X1O$

●Moclel 1X)only.

Permissible
Permissible time/wk time/wk with

supplied air

~3hr.-.-..-------.--. -6 hr.
-40m1n ------------- - -1 hr 10 min.
+mln --------------- -7 mtn.
Do not remain -------- DO not remain.
~o not remain -------- Do not remain.
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16. PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY

Dosimetric devices uswl at ]J.i!+IJ for measuring
integrated doses of ionizing rtidintion are of two general
types: (1) pocket dosimeters and (2) film badges.

A. Pocket Dosimeters

Self-reading pocket ion chambers and charging
devices (Fig. 37) are availabk in several ranges from
the Photodosirnetry Section. These dosimeters are
essentially capacitors constructed to discharge in a
predictable manner when exposed to ionizing radiation.
The charge, placed on the chamber upon proper inser-
tion in the dosimeter charger unit, can also leak off,
indicating an erroneous exposure. Dosimeters are
tested for leakage and those which leak 5~o of full scale
after a %1-hr agitation are sent in for repair. Each
dosimeter carries a correction factor which, wl]en multi-
plied by the indicated reading, corrects for a~-erage
temperature and pressure and tl~e chamber’s response
to radium or Coa ~ rays. When the dosirnetm is sub-
sequently exposed to radium, the corrected reading
should be within 20~o of the actual exposure received.
Because of physical limitations of the dosimeters, any
off-scale reading must be reported only as ‘{greater than m

●

full-smile,” The actual exposure may in fact be se~’eral
times full-scale or only a few per cent high. Dosimeters
are energy dependent (Appendix O), indicating more
exposure than actually received for effective ~ energies
between about 20 anti 400 kev. Below about 20 kev
the correction ftictor rises rapidly because of wall
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attenuation, indicating considerably less than the dose
actually received. Dosimeters are relatively insensi-
tive to @ particles, the magnitude of the insensitivity
being only roughly known. For certain specific ~
emit ters, correction factors to give an approximate
agreement with film dosimeters are given below.

A ppro.cimate dosimeter
Nuclide correction jactor
A~196 ------ ------ ----- ----- ------- ------ ------ --- 6
Ba140 + La140 ----- ----- ----- ------- ------ ------ ----- 3.3
F&ion produc~---------------------------------- 10
SrOO+~W---- ----- ----- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- --- 10

Dosimeters are used only to give the wearer an esth-uzte

of his exposure while receiving the dose, in order that
he may limit himself to the permissible levels.
Disagreement, often as large as tenfold, between
dosirneter and film badge measurements is to be ex-
pected, the dosimeter usually reading low. A detailed
policy and instruction sheet for dosimeter users is
available from Group H–1..,

B. Film Badges

I
i

I

‘l)he official records of radiation exposure at LASL e I

are the film dosimetry measurements, except in special
cases to be noted later. Developed photographic
film is used to provide a permanent record of exposure
to hard and soft Y and P, hard and soft X-ray, thermal
neutron, and fast neutron radiations.

The LASL film badge is illustrated in Fig. 38. The
body of the film badge is 20-mil brass with an open
window (unfiltered area) and a 20-roil cadrpium window.
In each badge are two film packets containing a total
of three films. The DuPon&543 packet contains only
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DuPont-502 film. The other packet is the Eastman
Experimental Personal Neutron Monitoring Film,
Type B. It contains an NTA film for fast neutron
dosimetry. The emulsion of this film is between its
own cellulose backing and a piece of Eastman Fine
Grain Positive film. The films are sandwiched be-
tween two 27 mg/cm2 aluminum foils. This laminate
is then wrapped in a lightproof packet.

The film badge, using the film packets mentioned, is
capable of measuring the following ranges of exposure:

Hard y(>200kev) ------------------ . 0.04 to N1500 r
Soft 7(<2~kev) --------------- ------ <0.01ti~85r
8 (assumed -2 Mev)----------------- 0.04 to *3O rads
Thermal neutrons --------------------- 0.01 h ~2.O rem
Fast neutrons (0.5 to 20 Mev)---------- 0.04 to s12 rem

Due to technical difficulties, all combinations of the
above ranges are not possible. For instance, thermal
neutrons and soft ~ measurements are incompatible,
as are fast neutron measurements when very large Y
exposur~s are present. The normal accuracy of
measurement is claimed to be + 20~o for hard and
soft ~, P, and thermal neutrons. For fast neutrons,
the recorded exposures are within a factor of 2 of the
actual exposure. The basic area for Y evaluation is
the area under the cadmium window, and for @ radia-
tion the unfiltered (open window) area. All exposures
are compared to a radium or cobalt calibration of the
cadmium-filtered area. It has been found that B
radiation (about 2 Mev maximum energy) effect on
the unfiltered area, w measured in rads, is approxi-
mately equivalent to the radium ~ radiation effect
under the cadmium filter. The density differences
of the film under the cadmium and brass filters can be
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used to determine the energy of the 7 radiation, if the
exposure is large enough. If the exposure is not large
and known low energy ~’s are the source of radiation,
and it has been determined that B radiation is not
present, the area under the unfiltered portion may be
used for determining the soft Y exposure by applying
appropriate correction factors. The determination of
thermal neutron exposure requires that any ~ exposure
be from hard 7’s. The density difference under the
brass and cadmium filters is then a measure of the
thermal neutron

I used when X. rays
of radiation, and
evaluation.

exposure. Special calibrations are
from plutonium metal are the source
the unfiltered area is used for the

Fast neutron exposure is determined by a micro-
scopic count of tracks in the nuclear track emulsion.
Within the limits of the claimed accuracy, the film
packet now in use for neutron dosimetry does not
necessitate knowledge of the neutron energy.

Film badges are normally issued for a period of 1
month, except in areas of potentially high exposure,
where they are issued weekly. The 13uPont-502 film
is processed and evaluated each time the badge is
returned. The Eastman packet is routinely processed
only after 6 months, unless (1) the range of the DuPont-
502 film is exceeded, (2) the lluPont-502 film is lost
or damaged in processing, or (3) a fast neutron evalua-
tion is required. Persons potentially exposed to fast
neutrons have their Eastman packets processed, but
not necessarily evaluated, monthly. All persons work-
ing with radioactive sources—in the vicinity of reactors
or critical assemblies, in the vicinity of various pnrticle
accelerators or ~-ray generators, or with any other
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source of radiation-are routinely issued film badges.
Visitors not needing film badges in their own work
should be issued film badges by the operating persons
or by H-1 Photodosimetry Section. Depending on
the nature of the work, bod~ badges, wrist badges, or
both body and wrist badges are issued.

It is suggested that the body film badge be worn
clearly visible on the front of the body somewhere
between the waist and neck. This procedure is in-
tended to prevent unintentional shielding of portions of
the film by pocket-carried pencils, pens, rulers, etc., to
allow a more consistent interpretation of film badges,
and also to enab]e a visual check by the monitor that
the film badge is being worn. In certain areas where
the probability of physics] contamination is high, body
badges are supplied with an unsealed, removable
plastic petticoat. This plastic cover is provided to
prevent actual contamination of the film badge, and
does not appreciably afiect the response of the film.

W“rist badges should be worn on the inside of the
wrist on the hand which the wearer estimates will
receive the greater exposure. When wrist badges are
worn ‘in this manner, experience has shown that the
best representation of hand exposure is measured.
W“rist film badges are always encased in sealed poly-
vinyl chloride envelopes. These envelopes, supplied
with snap-fastened watch bat~ds, provide a simple
means of attachment to the person. Sealing in plastic
is necessary to prevent loss of film badge data should
the wearer inadvertently wet the film badge when
washing his hands. The plastic envelopes, while
absorbing a small amount of o radiation, do not affect
the indicated exposure appreciably.
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It has been determined that” in work with normal
and enriched uranium (but not Um), an approximate
ratio of 2 exists between the exposure as measured at
the wrist and that received by the fingers. In work
with plutonium, americium, and curium solutions, the
same - wrist-to-finger ratio of 2 has been found. A
factor of 4 has been determined for work with plutoni-
um metal. These correction factors are routinely
applied to the actual measured exposures on the wrist
badges, thus eliminating the need for finger badges.

~ Experience has shown that two points are not fully
understood by persons to whom film badges are issued.
One is that film badges are not to be abused. “Abused”
includes deliberate exposure of the badge to radiation
while it is not being worn by the person to whom it was
issued, the use of the film badge as an experimental
detector, the rearranging of the films in the badge, and
the repairing of the badge (especially resoldering the
clip) while film is in the badge. The other point is
that a film badge routinely issued to a person at a
particular area should be worn by that person in all
areas that he visits so that he maintains a single
cumulative record for any one period. The issue of a
visitor badge to any person who already has a routinely
issued badge unnecessarily complicates the records.

In cases of exposure to radiation when film badg~
were not worn, estimates of exposure are taken from
other sources such as pocket dosimetersj time-rate
studies, or measures of body activation. These esti-
mates are recorded as exposures received with a remark
describing the situation.
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C. Records

Beginning in 1!357, the records of all film badge and
tritium exposures at LASL have been carried on IBXI
cards. Past records are being transcribed to IBM to
make cumulative exposure totaling possible. Quarterly.
and annual summary cards are prepared to give the
total exposures received by each person. On these
cards are recorded, for the body, &rads, ~-r, ~-rem,
thermal neutron-rem, fast neutron-rem, and total rem,
and for the extremities, ~-r, ~-rem, ~+~-rads, P+~-rem,
thermal neutron-rem, fast neutron-rem, and total rem.
Other information included on a person’s card is the last
name and initials, Z (identification) number, and birth
year; a monitor should attempt to obtain all of this in-
formation whenever he initiates a film badge issue.
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17.

Urine samples are
regarding the amount

URINALYSIS

analyzed to obtain information
of foreign material present in the

body. The relation between the urine result and the
actual amount of radioactive material in the body or
the actual damage done the body tissues is extremely
difficult to interpret and especially dependent on the
time between exposure and urine sampling. For this
and other reasons, permissible levels can be given only
in a few specific cases.

Urine samples should be submitted as 2/2 voidings
(composite of 2 evening and z morning voidings) ex-
cept in the case of tritium, polonium, and natural
uranium where spot samples of a few hundred ml are
sufficient.

The following table lists radioactive mat erials that
can be routinely determined in urine at LASL. Other
radioactive materials can be determined using special
techniques.

Material

Americium. . . . .

(3rossbeta
(f.p., Sr-Y~,
Ra-L814~).
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Method Of
determination
(Report LA-
[85$ 2nd Ed.)

a proportional
muntlng.

Bcounting.

Specificity

Does not sepa-
rate Th, I%,
Cm, Ac, Xp.

Not Spwlflc
without pw-
formingdecay
and absorp-
tion studtcs.

C’omment..

For lack of hettm data, see
plutonium. 0.5 d/m-24 hr
sample lower limit of rietec-
tion.

lf over 200 d/m-L, exposure
should he auspectcd
vestlgation started.

and in-
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MalrrirJ

Plutonium. . . . .

Polon!um
(Poiw.

Protactinium
(PaW.

Radlurn- . . . . . .

Thorium
(Th~JO).

Trltium- ..--..,

t~ranlum
(Natural,
D-w?).

i

i

Method of
Ic%crmination
(Report LA-
8S8,2nd Ed.)

xnuclrw
track
counting.

z proportional
counting.

mproportional
count ing.

a proportion’
counting.

a proportions
counting.

# counting;
tntemsl
Q-M
techniqur

u proportiona
counting.

Fluorimotry.

Specificity

;prcifk.

~prcificfor T’o.

Relatively
specificforPa

Po eliminated;
sprclflc for
RaZ16under
certain condi.
tions.

Does not sepa-
rate Nat. Th,
Pu, Cm, AC)
Np, Am.

Specific.

Spocitlc.

SpCCiflcfor
uranium.

Comments

1.2 d/m-24 hr sample si~otl!dhc
Investignterl if no known
acule exposure has occurrrci
shwc last sprcimcn (this
value indIcat.rsno more than
1/5body burden regardlessof
method or t imr of wxxurc).
14d/m-24 hr sample in spxi-
mcn taken ~ 30 days after
rxposure!ndicatrs-a prrmis-
siblc body hurdcn (0.044Pc).

[fover 10d/m-L, the possibil-
ity Of ~XwSUtVshould he
invest ifmtrd.

i24 pc/1, acute mposurr mn-
slderrd iwm issihleIevr] (dc-
livms 0.6 rem in first 2 wk
after exposure; 1.08rem in-
trgmted dose); 2S~c/L main-
tained chronic lCVP1pprmis-
siblc (delivers0.1rrm/wk).

50rl/m-24hr srimplvconsidered
positive indication of en-
riched uranium in the hotly;
200 d/m-24 hr samplr indi-
cates need for examining
working environrnrnt.

50pg/Lconsideredpositiveindi-
cation of material in body;
100 Jig/L indicates nerd for
examining working environ-
ment.
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Tritium urine results are evaluated in terms of dose
and are added to the employee personal exposure record
(Report LA-2163). A method has been developed by
which plutonium urine results can be evaluated in terms
of per cent of body burden. This plutonium informat-
ion is kept with the exposure records but no attempt is
made to express the results in terms of dose.

Urine analyses are also made for nonradioactive but
otherwise toxic agents (e.g., mercury and lead). When
exposures to these agents are suspected, it is necessary
to call Group H–!!i for an evaluation of the situation and
suggestions for corrective action.

i
t

i

I’
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‘“-18. AIR SAMPLING

By H. F. SCHULTEand E. C. HYAm
I
I

Radioactive material inside the body may cause
intense irradiation of the tissues in which it is deposited.
Inhalation is the principal means by which such material

fi enters. The amount deposited in the body depends
largely on the concentration in the air which is inhaled,

,v the particle size of the contaminant, and the length of
time the individual is exposed to this atmosphere. It
is essential that the concentration of radioactive sub-
stances in the air be kept to a minimum. Maximum
permissible concentrations for various isotopes have
been established (Sec. 10), and to determine whether
such standards are being met, routine air samples are
collected and analyzed.;\

A. Atmospheric Contaminants
1

The type of atmospheric contaminant depends on
the operation from which it evolves. Contaminants
may occur as dusts, fumes, smokes, gases, vapors, or ,
mists.

Dusts, fumes, smokes, and mists are particulate
matter, the particles being liquid droplets in the case

of mists. The distinction between dusts and fumes is
i based on their method of formation and particle size,

fumes being material of very small particle size. The :
\ term “fume” is frequently used very loosely to include m

all types of air contaminants, although this is technically
incorrect.
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B. Particle Size

W%en radioactive or other material is suspended in
the atmosphere as a result of laboratory or industrial
operations, it usually exists there in a range of particle
sizes. JVhen a person breathes air containing this
material, all sizes are not equally retainecl in the body.
The percentage of a given size particle which is retained
in the body depencls not only on the particle size but
also on the particle density and the rate and depth of
respiration. It is frequently stated that only particles
ranging in diameter from 0.5 to 5 P rench and are
retained in the depths of the lungs. This is a very
rough approximation based largely on experience with
silica dusts. For very heavy dusts, such M uranium
and plutonium oxides, the optimum sizes for deposition
in the lung are smaller than those given above.

W]]en dust is inhaled, part. of it is deposited in the
nose and upper rmpimtory tract, while another part
is deposited in the alveoli or the deeper parts of the
lung at the end of the air passages, Because of the
mechanics of respiration, t}~enose find upper respiratory
s~stem are most effective in tmpping dust of large
particle size. Studies of dust retention and cleposition
are very difficult to make and tl]ere is still need of ac-
curate information. Several excellent studies are now
in progress.

C. Methods of Air Sampling

Particulate matter is most convcnientl.v sampled by
means of filter papers of various types, nlthough other
methods (impaction, impingement, electrostatic pre-
cipitation) may be used in special cases. Other types
of air contnminnnts (gases and vapors) mre less fre-
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quently encountered and require special equipment for
sampling.

Air samples may be diviclecl into two principal groups,
based on the length of time involved in the collection,
They may be taken instantmeously (spot or grab
samples), or over a measured periocl of time (continuous
or integrated samples).

(1) Spot samples, when analyzed, will indicate the
concentration of airborne contamination at a precise
time ~n(~ thus may prove very valuable in identifying
a specific source of contamination. A series of samples
of this type, when taken during a known period, will
show wl~ether the operation produces cyclic variations
in the concentration. These samples are taken by
means of evacuated flasks or bottles (e.g., liter flasks
for radon gas samples) or, for emergency evaluations,
by use of a hand-operated pump (Samplair pump)
drawing air through a filter paper, One of the chief
disadvantages of spot samples is that a large number of
such samples is required to evaluate the worker’s dnily
exposure. Another limitation is that no indication of
contamination will be found unless high concentrations
are present or a very sensitive counter is used for
annlysis of the sample.

(2) Continuous samples more nearly represent the.
type of exposure to which the work& is subjected,
although they give less information than spot samples
about how the contamination is produced. Various
sampling rates may be used as long M the rate and the
Collecting efficiency of t}le sampling apparatus at that
rate are known. When very low nir concentrations must
be measured, or w}lere the counting or analytical
method is very insensitive, higher than normal sampling
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rates may be used, or samples may be collected over a
long period. Continuous sampling is the method pre- ~
dominantly used at Los Alamos and the most widely
used sampler is the Filter Queen (Sec. 11, Fig. 15).

D. General Air Sample w Breathing Zone Sample

A common practice at LASL is to collect a general !
air sample in the workroom over an 8-hr work period :
with a Filter Queen at the breathing level of the work-
men. This then represents the average concentration ~“’
in the section of the room sampled. A breathing zone :
sample is collected within 1 ft of the worker’s nose for f ~
5 to 60 min. It is usually taken by means of the Giraffe ~
sampler (Fig. 18) with which a small filter paper holder
is positioned in the operator’s breathing zone and the I
holder is connected to a pump and flowmeter at ground !
level. This latter type of sample more nearly repre- ~
sents the concentration of contaminants actually
breathed during the sampling period. Either of the ~,~
above types of samples or a combination of both types !
may be used to evaluate the worker’s exposure to air- t
borne contaminants. .

For example, a general air sample may adequately ,
evaluate the exposure in a workroom where all the “
radioactive materials are processed in dry boxes and ,
any airborne contaminants will be dispersed uniformly
into the room air, but only a breathing zone sample can
be used in evaluating the exposure during the machining
of tuballoy on” an open lathe. An air sampler located [
“out of the way” in a corner of the workroom, however)
will collect a sample which is not representative ‘
of the air breathed by anyone in the room. To estimate
the airborne contamination in an open uranium foundry,
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a
~- , both types of samples are necessary-the general air

Y sample for the longest exposure during the melting and
pouring processes, andabreathing zone sample for the
worker who stands over the casting during its removal
from the mold and “shakeout.” Ideally, it would be

31 desirable to have both general air and breathing zone
Id samples on all operations at all times. However, this
c- is not practical and a compromise must be made in
,n ~.most cases.

le In some working areas at LASL the air sampling
)r ~ equipment has been built in. In these areas a large
fe permanently mounted air pump is the source of vacuum
3r for all the samplers in the area. Pipes run from the
le pump to a number of appropriately located points where
Ld filter paper holders can be plugged in. A simple valve

at each takeoff point regulates the rate of air flow
; through the filter head. Short hose lines can be run
~e t from these outlets to permit the collection of breathing
es zone samples.
ir- :

E. Types and Calibration of Air Samplers

!ly All snmpling units must be carefully calibrated for
he flow rate in order to evaluate the activity per unit ‘
nd voIun~e of air (d/m-MS). Commercial instruments

lly which have been ctdl%ra)ed at sea level must be recali-
an brated at L.ASL bcca~~e of the lower air density at this
Ilg altitude. Various devices are used for routine calibra-
ed 1 tion of air samplers nnd Group H–5 will do any special
er, type of calibration work.
.ve ‘ (1) The Filter Queen (Fig. 15) is a commercial
~te vacuum cleaner acla.pted to draw air through a 4 x 9 in.
ry, piece of filter paper at a rate of 4 cfm (0.113 N13/min).

It is equipped with a variable orifice regulator which
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maintains a constant air flow with variations in voltage , ~
from 90 to 125 volts and in pressure differential from
5 to 14 in. of water. The flow rate of this sampler ~
should be checked weekly with a Seico or orifice meter 1
as well as serviced regularly (by CMB–i’) on the pre- !

ventive maintenance program. \
~

(2) The Hi-Volume Sampler (Fig. 16), as indicated
by the name, draws a large volume of air (2o to 50 cfm ,
depending on the filter media used) and can be used for {
sampling very low concentrations of particulate matter. I
Such concentrations are encountered in atmospheric ‘ ~
pollution studies and in populated areas, for instance 1
during nuclear tests which disperse radioactive dusts
over great distances. IThis commercially available unit ~
uses an Electrolux motor and fan and will operate with ~
intermittent use with a 4 in. diameter paper, not to
exceed 12 hr at a time, up to a total of 1,500 hr before I

requiring service. ~,iServicing consists principally of re- ~
placing brushes in the motor. After 3,OOOhr of use at I

50 cfm, the armature commutator may require turning ‘ ,
down. Where a higher resistance filter’such as the all-
glass fiber paper is used, the unit operates at a much ~

higher temperature and requires more frequent service.
However, the service life may be lengthened by using !
commercially available sampling heads that hold a 9 x ~
6 in. or 10 x 8 in. filter paper. An adaptor is provided
for mounting the unit on a camera tripod for sampling ~
at the breathing level. The flow rate varies from 20
cfm with a 4 in. diameter glass fiber paper to 50 cfm ,
with the BM-2133 respirator filter. This latter filter is
principally used for sampling for /3-7 emitters since the
paper has a high absorption factor for CYparticles. The ,
sampler unit, calibrated for air flow with a pitot tube !
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or orifice meter, is equipped with a flow-meter covering
the range from 10 to 70 cfm. The air flow varies with
voltage and if the latter varies appreciably during the
sampling period, a record of voltage variations must be
kept ancl necessary corrections made.

(3) The 1)6 in. Diameter Sampler (Fig. 17) consists
of a small brass sampling head connected to a vacuum
pump (usually a Gast pump). The Gast pump is

.
equipped with a rotameter on which the flow rate is
set from 5 to 30 IJ/mh by adjusting a valve so the
middle of the float is at the desired value. A vari-
ation of this unit is the Giraffe sampler (Fig. 18a).
In this unit the filter holder is mounted at the end of an
expendable tube. The tube is connected through an
orifice flowmeter to a Gast pump which is mounted on
wheels. The whole unit is very portable and flexible
in use. This unit usually uses 2)6 in. HV-70 filter paper.
Whatman No. 41 is the most popular type of filter
paper in tile 1}f in. size. Other types of filter paper
include What,man N0.=4, a molecular or membrane
filter, and a fine glass fiber filter paper. The molecular
filter is used extensively at 1.ASIJ because it is more
efficient than any other type of filter tested and it can
be examined directly with a microscope. The glass
fiber filter paper has a collecting efficiency equivalent to
that of the HV–70 and is particularly useful in stack
sampiing where high temperatures and high humidity
are problems during collection,

(4) T}~e Modified Cascade Impactor (Fig. 19), when
attached to a vacuum pump, samples at ~ rate of 17.5
1~/min and separates the collected dust into five frac-
tions for particle size analysis. It has been calibrated
for several radioactive dusts and, when the density of
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the dust is known, an individual calibration for each
collecting sttige can be readily calculated. The mass
meditil~ diameter of the dust is determined by counting
the activity on the four glass slides and the follow-up
filter paper and plotting on log probability paper the
accumulated percentage fo~lnd on each stage.

(5) The Automatic Sampler Recorder (Fig. 20) is a
combined sampling nnd counting unit in which air is
drawn through a 1 in. diameter portion of filter paper
for 10 min. At the end of 10 rein, the paper through
which the air hfis been drawn moves a short distance to
a point under a scintillation probe where its counting
rate is measured. iMeanwhile, another 10-min sample
is being collected. The results of the count-rate meas-
urement are indicated on a meter and recorded on t-in
Esterline-Angus Recorder. The unit samples at a
rate of 50 L/rein (1.77 cfm) and is capable of detecting
the presence of a concentration of 44o d/m-hf3 of an a
emitter. This is many times the permissible 8-hr toler-
ance of most ~ emitters, but it serves to indicate the
presence of peak conccn trations which show a failure
of some control measure. An alarm may be connected
to the sampler, thus giving wnrning to correct the diffi-
culty, put on respirators, and evacuate the area.

(6) The MSA Samplair Pump is a small hand-oper-
ated device used to collect samples on a 1j; in. diameter
filter paper (Whatman hTo. 41, 1J{ in. diameter paper
will work) at a sampling rate of 0.6 lJstroke. It is used
primarily for emergency evaluations of airborne con-
tamination. Enough pump strokes must be taken so
that the material collected on the paper contains suffi-
cient activity to be counted. This device is nlmost ex-
clusively a piece of emergency equipment used in the
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field to give a very rough indication of the presence of
a very high concentrateion of airborne radioactive
material. If 30 pump strokes me tnken, a total volume
of 18 L is sampled. If this activity sho~vs up as a mini-
mum detectable rending on an a survey meter, the air
concentration will be at least 500 d/m-Yf3.

(7) Evacuated Flasks of 1‘IJ capacity are genernllv.
used for radon gas nnd can bc used for collecting spot
samples of either the bretitl]ing zone or general room
air. A radon gas counter located in t!]e Source Storage
Building operated by Group H–1 is used for counting
radon gas samples.

F. Counting and Calculation

Counters for a or f? measurements have been adapted
to count practically all samples, including the entire
4 X 9 in. Filter Queen sample, and are located in the
count room in CM 13uil(ling (SXI–2!3), the Health Re-
search Laboratory, and the Administration Building.

Any air filter sample will show an appreciable
backgroll!ld due primarily to the daughters of natllrally
Occurring rnclon and thoron. The radon daughters,
whose longest hnlf-lift~is only 30 rein, may be considered
as completel~r decaved 4 l~r after completion of the
sampling. Tl]e tho;”ol] dtiughters, ivl~ose longest l]alf-
life is 10.6 }lr, \vill not decay sufficiel~tly before about
72 hr. Decily c~ll be estimated, however, bY tflking
two counts-one 4 hr and al}other 24 !Ir after sampling
is completed. Thrn ti]e actual count of long-lived a
emitters, C’, is given by

&2-() .271d1—
0.729
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where C2 is the count on the paper after 24 hr and Cl is
the count, on the pnper after 4 hr.

Samples counted at CXI Building are allowed to decay
20 to 24 hr before counting, assuming that residual
thoron daughters will compensate for counts lost due
to surface effects of the filter paper on a particles.

Xlaximum permissible concentrations for air found
in the Table of Isotopes (Sec. 10) are given in d/m-X13.
To transform t.l~ec/m given by the counter to d/m, the
gjicicncy (see Glossary) of the counter must be known.
For ~, the counters at CM Building are adjusted (by
meter deflection) to give an efficiency of 50~o for
plutonium standards. For ~ counters, the efficiency
will vary from 5 to 45~o. The number of c/m is
divided by the efficiency to give d/m. The cfm is
converted to A~3/In.

Example 1: A Filter Queen sampler is operated from
2:00 Phf to 5:00 l?~Mat the norrmd rate of 4 cfm. The
entire. filter paper when counted on a counter with an
efficiency of 40% has am activity of 50 c/m. Find the
concentration of airborne cont~mination in ~~Iil-X13 of

t

t

1

!

i

,i

<

,

air.
(a)

(b)

Totul cl/m for the filter pnper

c/m filter paper =50 c/m 50
=m=125 d/m

counter efficiency 40% .

Volume of air sampled

Time of sampling=3 hr= 180 m

1 N’P
Rate of snmpling=4 cfm X35 ~ ft3=0.113 N13/m

.

Total volume= O.113 hf3/m X 180 m=20.3 h13
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(c) Therefore,

d/m-Y13=&3c{~=6.2 cl/m-M3
.4

SOTE: The fil~~lvalue is given to only two significantfigures
because of several inherent errors in the determination.

In the event it is impossible to count the entire filter
paper, a portion of the paper may be counted. The
Filter Queen sampler uses a filter paper approximately
9 X 4 in. in size, but the effective collecting area islimited
by the supporting grid to twenty-one l-in. squares. Thc
effective squares become darkened after a short snm-
pling time and it is simple and convenient to remove a
whole number of squares. Assuming uniform distribu-
tion over the paper, it is only necessary to obtain an
area correction factor which is the ratio of the total
effective filtering area to the filtering area of the portion
to be counted.

Erav~p/e 2: Assume that two l-in. squares were cut
from a. Filter Queen paper that JVaStoo “hot” to count
in its entirety. To obtain the total counts per minute
oli the paper, multiply the count on the two l-in.
squares by 21/2 or 10.5.

G. Characteristics of Filter Papers

) lNo single figure can be given to characterize the effi-
ciency of n filter paper. Efficiency varies with filtering
velocity and particle size, shmpe, and density. con-i

siderable data are available that give efficiencies at
specific values of these pflrameters.
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Designation Charaderistica

HV–70-------------- High efllciency, long record
Cannot be dissolved.

.

f

of use.

MSA glass fiber paper- High efficiency, good wet strength,
chemically resistant. Cannot he dis-
solved. i

I

MSA, BM-2133- _._.._-.. Low resistance, unsuitable for a count-
ing, moderateefficiency. ~

Whatman No. 4 and Cheap, available, moderate efficiency at
Whatman No. 41. high flow rates, low resistance. Can

be dissolved readily.

Millipore ------------ Can be dissolved in organic solvents.
Can be examined in microscope. High
efficiency, low a-absorption 10SS.
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19. RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

In spite of the fact that the atomic energy industry
is over 10 years of age, there has been no official effort
to evaluate or approve respiratory protective equipment
for protection against radioactive material. It is
important, therefore, that the Health Division repre-
sentative specifying the use of such equipment for
protection Against radioactive material recognize the
limitations and shortcomings of existing equipment.
Group H-5 is available upon request to conduct respir-
ator and mask-fitting tests in the gas chamber located
in HRL Building. It is recommended that all new
men working with radioactive isotopes and toxic
chemicals be tested for proper face fit. For the pur-
poses of this discussion, respiratory protective equip-
ment may be divided into two classes: filter and sup-
plied air.

CLASS I—FILTER TYPE RESPIRATORS

A. Hall Masks

A half mask is the respirator in common use that
covers only the nose and mouth (Figs. 2 1–24). The
possibility of leakage around the face piece is the main
limitation of the half mask. Since half masks come in
only one standard size, it is evident that certain individ-
uals with extreme facial contours will not be fitted
perfectly by the standard half mask. Special atten-
~ion should be given to
properly. For any half
a 20~0 penetration has

such individuals
mask in normal
to be assumed.

to fit them ,
routine use, E

It follows,
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therefore, that for continuous exposure half masks
can be used safely only in atmospheres in which the
concentration of the contaminant does not exceed 5
times the l! fPCa. Since, however, it is unlikely and
also highly undesirable for individuals to wear respira-
tors for more than 50% of an)- working day, the upper
limit of airborne contamination for which the half
mask could be considered to offer suitable protection
is 10 times the XIPC&.

B. Monitoring Check List for Half Masks

Before starting a job on which personnel will have to
wear half masks the monitor should:

(1) Note that half masks should not be used for
plutonium dust or fumes.

(2) Assure himself that the possibility of the level
of airborne contamination exceeding 10 times the
hlPCa is extremely remote. If there is any doubt re-
garding this level, full face masks or supplied air equip-
ment should be used.

(3) By inspection, determine that the half masks are
in proper conclition:

(a) straps and attachments in good condition.

(b) Filter or mlsorber cartridge in good condition
and properly installed.

(c) Exhalation and inhalation valves properly
installed and cnpable of functioning M intended,

(4) Jlnke sure that each individual has adjusted the
mask tightly and that the best possible face fit has
been obtained.

(5) Ascertain thfit the appropriate cartridge for the
toxic atmosphere to be encountered is used.
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C. Full Face Masks

The main limitations of the full face mask (Figs.
25–29) are the possibility of leakage around the face
and malfunctioning of the cartridge. It is possible to
obtain less than 1% penetration for a properly fitted
full face mask. However, because of the difficulty of
fitting all faces with but the one size, it is generally
assumed that full fnce masks are 98 to 99~o efficient.
For this reason, it is desirable to use full face masks in
atmospheres in which the concentration of the con-
taminant is less than 50 times NIPCao

D. Monitoring Check List for Full Face Masks

Before starting a job in which personnel will have to
wear full face masks the monitor should:

(1) Assure himself that there is little possibility of
the concentration of airborne contaminant exceeding

I 50 times the MPCa. If there is any doubt regarding
the possible level, supplied air equipment should be
used.

(2) Inspect the full face mask:

(a) Straps and fasteners in good working condition.
‘ (b) Filter or adsorber cnrtridge in good condition
and properly attached to the mask.

(c) Eve pieces secure in the mask, clean, and fog-
proof co”mpound on inside of lens.

I (d) Inhak.tion and exhalation valves working
properly.

(3) Check the adjustment of each mask. Mnkc sure
the mask is on tight ~Ilcl t.h~t the webbing formed by
the straps is centered On the back of the person’s hettd.

Tightness of fit ShOUl~ be checked by se~ling the inlet
. .
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to the cartridge. WITH l? RESENT-D.\Y XIASKS, IT Is
CONSIDERED INirosslBLE To SECURE ~ IJEAKPROOF
FACE FIT IF EYEGLASSESARE lVORX.

CAUTION

Cks I Filter Type Respirators of the kind generally
used for protection against radioactive material will
prevent penetration of only parliculde matter. They
do not provide protection against toxic or radioactive
gases or atmospheres deficient in oxygen.

CL.4SS II--SUPPLIED AIR MASKS

A, Self-Contained Breathing Equipment

(1) Air Demand Type, Scott Air Pak (Fig. 30).
X1odel 6000—A2Xf, Air Bottle A2XI.
Contains 40 ft3 at 1600 psi pressure.
Approx. dimensions: 7 in. in diameter and 20 in.

long.
Allo~vable time: 30 min.
Bottle carried in vertical position on back.

(2) Oxyge]~ Demancl Type, }lSA (Fig. 31).
Cent sins 40 ft3 of oxygen at 1600 psi pressure.
Approx. dimensions: 7 in. in diameter and 20 in.

long.
Allowable time: approx, 30 min.

(3) Oxvgen Self-Generating, Chemox XISA (Fig. 32).
A ~elf-contained mask with an oxygen-generating
canister.
Allowable (working) time: approx. 45 min.
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WARNING

Do NOT LTSECAXISTERS IF SEAL HAS BEES BROKEN
IN Asr \~AY. Nfake sure canisters are capable of
generating oxygen BEFORE entering contaminated
area. Do not allow apparatus lungs to collapse while
in contaminated atmosphere. If this should happen,
leave contaminated area immediately. Short, quick,
panting breaths should reinflate the lungs and allow
escape from the contaminated area. Do IYOT BREAK
THE 31 ASK SEAL IS SUCH AX EMERGEXCY! Dispose of
used canisters immediately in accordance with
instructions.

B. Air-Line Equipment (Figs. 33-36)

The following table lists the types of supplied air
equipment and gives the correct operating pressures

and volumes required. All of this equipment can be
I

used with either H-size cylinders of pure breathing air
or air compressors specifically designed for supplying
respirable air.

C. Monitoring Check List for Supplied Air Equipment ~

Before starting a job in which personnel will wear
supplied air equipment the monitor should:

(1) Make sure that the individual wearing the
equipment has been properly instructed in the use of

the equipment.

(2) i~ake sure that individuals with known physical
impairments, that would be aggravated by using the

equipment, are prohibited from wearing the supplied

air masks.
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(3) Make certain the equipment, especially the face
piece, is properly fitted on the individual. “Ax ADE-
QUATESEAL CANNOTBE OBTAINED\VITHA FULL FACE
MASK USING .4 DE.M.ANDl?LOW TYPE REGtTLATOR
WHEN THE INDIVIDUALIS WEARING GLASSES.

(4) Check the air source for supplied air equipment.
Do not depend upon any color coding on gas bottles.
The bottle MUST HAVE A LABEL indicating that it
cent ains breathing air and check every bottle before
entering the contaminated area. Air compressors not
specifically designed for supplying respirable air should
not be used. The supply of compressed air in a
building should not be used unless it has specifically
been approved for this purpose.

(5) Make sure an individual will be in attendance at
all times at the source of supplied air. Only in extreme
emergencies should the Type-H cylinder be wheeled
into the contaminated area with the individual. This
procedure leaves the valves and regulators unattended
and, therefore, is to be avoided if at all possible.

(6) Establish simple positive signals between indi-
viduals using the supplied air respirators and individuals
in attendance at the air source so that a message indi-
cating impending or actual trouble can be conveyed
from one end of the air line to the other.

IVOTE: After wearing self-contained or supplied air equipment,
make certain that this equipment is in proper working condition,
that the face pieces are cleaned with detergent or alcohol, and
that all apparatus is correctly put away.
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Appendix A

SHIPPING RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Various regulations are condensed and interpreted here for
fielduse. They are classifiedas to modeof transportation. The
italicsare to aid in distinguishingrules from interpretationsor
notes and do not imply exact quotationsfrom published regu-
lations.

A-I. Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) Regulations

In general, the following regulations apply to rail, motor, water,
and air transportation, “i.e., common carrier.

(1) No tignijicant surface contamination on any surface of the
container is permissible.

For purposes of these regulations, “significant” shall be defined
as equal to or greater than 500 d/m u measured over 100 cmQ
(150 c/m with Pee Wee), or 0.1 mrad/hr @ (arbitrary, convenient
number).

(2) Gamma radiation may not exceed f?OOmr/hr or equivalent at
any readily accessible exterior surface of the container, or 11.6
mr/24 hr (0.6 mr/hr) cd 15 ft from the container at any time during
transportation.

“Equivalent “ is interpreted to mean physical equivalent as
defined in paragraph A–1 (5) below. It is assumed that the
factor of 5 used in paragraph A-1(5), which reduces the allow-
‘able neutron flux to that physically equivalent to 2 mr/hr y
rather than 10 mr/hr ~, should also be used here. For Rule
A-1 (2) the neutron flux allowable should be physically equivalent
to 40 mi/hr ~ (200/5) at the surface of the package. This equiva-
lence is given by either 4600(1 hfev) n/cm~-sec or 2400 (5 Mev)
n/cm~-sec. Likewise the neutron flux allowable at 15 ft must beb
physic~ly equivalent to 0.5/5 mr/hr, which is either 12 (1 .Mev)
or 6(5 hlev) n/cm2-sec.

(3) Radioactive materials are classified Class D Poisons and~;
.>: are regulated in three groupsby the 1CC:
:?.> Group I. Radioactive matericds that emit gamma raps only or
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both gamma and electrically charged corpuscular rays (e.g., alpha
or beta particles).

Group II. Radioactive materials thcd emit neutrons and ~“ther
or both radialiorw mentioned above.

Group III. Radioactive rnaleriala thai emit e!ectricallg charged
corpuscular rays only, or any other radiation thcd is 80 shielded that
the gamma radiation at the surjace of the package does not exceed
10 mr/24 hr (0.49 rnrlhr) al any time during transportation.

For material with half-life (T,) less than 40 hr, package may
have an initial contact dose-rate (D) given by

T, in hours

assuming a 24-hr transit time.
(4) For Group I maferials, the gamma radiation should not

exceed 10 mrhM (milliroentgens per hour at one meter distance)
from any point on the source at any time during transportdion.
The shielding must not open or break during transportation and
must be suflcient to prevent the escape of any primary corpuscular
radiation from the container.

“Corpuscular radiation” usually refers to a or P radiation.
To insure that all corpuscular rays that penetrate the shipping
container are secondary, i.e., generated by the passage of the
Y rays through the shield and/or container, adequate shielding
must be incorporated in, or adjacent to, the source holder.
Any y shielding will usually prevent primary a or #l penetration
to the package surface.

External containers 18 in. across or larger that read 10 mrhM
will meet the requirements of paragraph A–1 (2), i.e., 200 mr/hr
at the surface if the source is a point source at the center of the
box. For boxes smaller than 18 in. across, the surface measure-
ment will be the limiting factor.

(5) Group II materials should be packed 80 that, at any time
during transportation, radiation measured at right anglea to any
point on the long axis of the 8hipping container will not exceed any
of the following: (a) 10 mrhitl gamma; (b) e[ectrica[ly charged
corpuscular radiation wAich is the physical equivalent oj 10 mrhil{

gamma; (c) neutron radiation which is the physical equivalent of ~
mrhh~ gamma; (d) ij more than one type oj radiation named is
present, the amount oj each must be adjusted 80 that the total doe8
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not ezceed the above equivalents. Physical equivalent of a roerdgen
ia that amount of radiation that would be absorbed in tissue to the
extent of 100 erg.9 per gram.

The physical equivalent of 10 mrhkf ~ for charged corpuscular
radiation is 10 mrads/hr at a meter; 120(5 Mev) or 230(1 Mev)
n/cm~-sec are equivalent to 2 mrhM y. For neutron sources of
around 5 Mev with appreciable y emission (Ra-Be, Pu-Be,
Po-Be), the following equations may
item (d) above:

7=10–;

7a=120-127

be used to comply with
I

where y is the number of radiation units (mrhM) and n is the
neutron flux in n/cm~-sec at 1 meter.

(6) Group III materiab must be packed to prevent the escape oj
primary corpuwxlar radiation to the exterior of the container and
the eecondary radiation must not exceed 10 mr/l?4 hr.

Measured with an open window GM meter, half-life con-
siderations as in paragraph A–1 (3) above, 10 mr/24 hr is equal to
0.42 mr/hr.

(7) Approval from the Bureau of Explosives must be obtained for
shipments that tzzceed (a) 2,000 mc radium, polonium, or other
members of the radium family oj elements; (b) l?,700 mc of any other
radioactive subetance; (c) S00 curies of solid CS137,Co”, Aulgg, Ir192.

(8) Radioactive materials that present special biological hazards
due to their tendency to remain in the body jor long periods of time
(i.e., radium, plutonium, S+0) must be enclosed in a Specification ,
ZR container in addition to the packaging hereinafter described.

“Specification 211” container is a stainless steel, malleable iron
or brass tube of O.D. 6 in. or less, length 16 in. Qr less. Minimum
wall thickness is ?$2 in. for O.D. up to 2 in.; ~ in. for O.D. up
to 6 in. Screw-type ends are to be used or one end may be
brazed or welded. A teflon gasket is desirable.

(9) Liquid radioactive materiala in Groups Z, II, or III must be
packed in tight glasa, earthenware, or other suitable inside containers
8urrOun&d by s~lficientabsorbentmaterial to absorb the entire
liquid contents, and of such a nature that its ejliciency will not be
impaired by chemical reaction with the contents. Absorbent ma-
terial is not required when a gR container is used.

(10) Finished package must have no dimension smaller than
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4 in. Outside container must be strong and tight and made of
wood, jibe~ board, or other approved material and musi be able 10
wl”thstand the shocks encountered in ordinan~ transportation uv”thoui
permiUing leakage oj radioactive mater2”al.

ICC Tarifl 10, Part 78, gives detailed descriptions of approved
containers; the 15A nailed \vooden box, paragraph 78.168, is
generally used at LASL for shipping up to 2,700 nit; the Specifica-
tion 55, paragraph 78.250, metal-encased, lead or uranium
shielded container is authorized for shipments up to 300 curies.
Containers not ICC approved ~equire Bureau of Explosives
approval. ..

(11) Each p~ckage must be labeted with slandard radiation labels.
For Groups I and II the ICC red label is used. The following

information is needed to complete the label: (a) principal radio-
active contents; (b) activity of contents in mc; (c) rtidiation
“units” from the package; (d) shipper’s name. The radiation
‘~unit” is 1 mr/hr measured at a meter (mrhhl).

For Group 111 the ICC blue label is used. This label requires
only the name of the contents and the shipper’s name. If the
contents are flammable, appropriate labels must be affixed.
Thorium and uranium po~~ders, not in oxide form, are flammable.
If special inner containers are used (such as a Specification 2R)
the package should be so labeled.

(12) No more than 40 ,units of radiation may he shipped in any
one car, t~uck, or plane. Also no Class D poisons are to be
loaded in the same vehicle w“th explosives.

This rule is interpreted to mean a total of 40 units measured
separately.

(13) Large machines (e.g., bulldozers) which cannot be com-
pletely decontaminated by practical means or readily p~ckaged may
be shipped providing there is no hazard to personnel or materials.
Decontamination musl. have been e$ected to the extent that no
significant amount oj activity rubs oj)’. It is the responsibility
oj the consigner and/or consignee to supervise all loading and
unloading operations and to monitor all personnel involved,

Paragraph (13) above is an unofficial rule in use at LASL.

A-2. Air Shipments

Restrictions and regulations for air shipments apply iu addition
to those mentioned above. Also, it should be noted thnt certain
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When the following requirements are met, articles are exempt
from ICC packaging and labeling requirements and * such maY

be sent by parcel post or common carrier:

125

~iriines will not accept radioactive or flammable materials in
my amounts for shipment.

(1) No more than 40 units oj Group I or II materials may Fe
~arried on any aircrajt.

(2) The package must prow-de shielding Jor jull protection to
undeveloped jilm at 30 jt and full prelection oj all airline passenger8
w personnel.

Full film protection at 30 ft is given when the 40-unit limit is
met. Protection of personnel is a function of the relative loca-
tion of passenger and cargo and is the responsibility of the
persons loading the aircraft.

(3) In addition to ICC labeling as prescribed in paragraph A-1
(11) above, a special label stating, DO NOT PLACE IN SAME
COMPARTMENT WITH UNDEVELOPED FILM OR
MAIL, mu8t be prominently displayed. Also if the package i8
acceptable jor 8hipment on a passenger-carrying aircraft, see
paragraph (2) above, a 8tatement to that eflect must be plainly
ti”8ible on the extem”or of the package.

A-3. Courier Service

Courier sewice is jree of all lCC regulations; however, the spirit
oj the regulations is jollowed for rea80ns of public weljare in case of

accident. Escort personnel assume responsibility jor preventing
injury to personnel and fit ms.

Information on how this protection can be accomplished must
be furnished the escort and should include estimated permissible
~~posuretime (hr~z~k) for personnelat,several distances from

& shipment. A dittoed label, available in the H-1 Monitoring
Ofice, when properly Completed and affixed to the shipping
Container will furnish the escort the necessary information.
ToleranCe times for the label are Computed by dividing a 2
Week’s permissible body exposure by the dosage measured at the
point of interest to obtain hours per 2 weeks.

~+. Parcel Post Regulations and Exempt Amounts for

Common Carrier

I
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‘1
(1) Package mud be such that w leakage can occur under

normal 8hipping conditions.
(2) Conten18 mu8t not be greater than 0.1 me radium or polonium;

0.136 mc of S*, SP, or Ba140; or 1.$6 mc oj anp other radioactive
8ub8tance.

Milligram amounts of various radioactive materials falling
in these three categories are included in the listing in Sec. 10
(column 10).

(3) No 8ignijicant alpha, beta, or neutron radiation mug be
emitted jrom the exterior of the package and gamma radiation mu8t
be less than 10 mr/~4 hr (0.48mr/hr) at the package uurjace.

“Significant alpha or beta” is as defined in paragraph A-l(1);
significant neutrons, by analogy with significant beta, 6 (5 Mev)
or 12 (1 Mev) n/ems-see.

(4) Package mu8t have no significant 8urjace contamination.
“Significant” defined m in paragraph A-1(1).
(!5) AU liquid8 mu8t be packed in tight glum, earthenware, or

other 8ui4ab[e in8ide container8 8urrounded bg ab80rhent material
8uficient to absorb the entire conteni8 and of 8uch nalure that ita
eji.ciencg will not be impaired by chemical reaction wiih the contents.

(6) Parcel Post Only: Package mu8t be marked on the ou/8ide:
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL---GAMMA RADIATION AT
SURFACE OF PARCEL LESS THAN 10 MILLIROENT-
GENS FOR 24 HOURS—NO SIGNIFICANT ALPHA, BETA, I
OR NEUTRON RADIATION.

“Significant”

/

is as previously defined, paragraph A-1(1) an
A-4(3) .

(7) Rail, Motor, or Air Freight Only: Boxcar, truck, or plane
kd 1ot8 oj bw-actitrz”ty maferid8 (e.g., ore8, residue8) mug be 8hippe
exempt jrom ICC regulation provided:

(a) They are packed in 8trong, tight containers braced to prev
8hift oj lading with no loo8e ma4erial in the vehicle.

(b) Gamma radiation or equiua[ent doe8 not exceed: 10 mr/hr
12 ft from any car or truck 8urjace, 10 mr/hr--6 ft from any en

‘1
wrface of car or trucky and 10 mr~hr-1 meter from any outsid
8urjace oj aircraft.

(c) Car or truck mu8t be labeled un”th a placard by 8hippe
Placard to have a diamond 8hape, 10~ in. on emh 8ide, to read
DO NOT REMAIN IN OR NEAR THIS CAR UNNECE
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SARILY—NOTIFY SHIPPER OR BUREAU OF EXPLO-
SIVES IF NECESSARY TO TRANSFER LADING EN-
ROUTE—DANGEROU’S CL.4SS D POISOhY—THIS CAR
hfUST NOT BE NEXT TO A CAR CONTAINING EX-
PLOSIVES. AVOID CONTACT WITH LEAKING COAr-
TENTS, WHEN LADING IS REMOVED THIS PLACARD
MUST BE RE3[OVED.

(8) Cleaning Cars and Vehicles: Any boxcar, motor vehicle, or
aircra~f which h~ been contaminated to the extent that a survey of
the interior surjaee shows thai the beta-gamma radiation is greater
than 10 mr physical equivalent in 24 hr or that the average a!pha
contamination is greater than 500 d/m-100 cm~ (160 c/m Pee Wee)
8hdl be thoroughly cleaned such thaf a re8urve y show8 the contamina-
tion to be below these levels. A certificate to that eflect must be
furnished to the local agent of the carrier or to the driver of the motor
vehicle.

Certificates are avsilable in H-1 Monitoring Section Office.

A+. Used Containers

Empty containers and accessories which have been used for
sti]pments of radioactive materials must meet exempt specifica-
tion (SeC. A–4) and have no label other than an empty label
for shipment.

A+ Shipment Check List

A comprehensive check list for shipment monitoring is available
from the H-1 Monitoring Section Office. As well as being a
check list, it serves as a record of the pertinent details of the
shipment.

A-T. Shipping Regulations Summary

The accompanying table serves as a ready reference guide for
shipping regulations; by use of the reference numbers it also
Serves as an index to pertinent paragraphs in this appendix
Where the regulations are discussed in detail.
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Appendix B

GAMMA-RAY DOSE RATE AT ONE METER
PER CURIE POINT SOURCE (rItM/c)

10

QO124 6 8QI 2 468192 468102 4 6600

GAMMA ENERGY, MEV

The dose rate in r/hr at 1 meter (rhM) from a curie point source
given by

rhM/c= 1.5x104 pE

where p is the true absorption coefficient (cm-l) in air, and E is
the y energy (hlev) per disintegration. This equation, using the
true absorption coefficients of White, NBS-1OO3 (1952), is plotted
based on the assumption that 1 monoenergetic ~ ray is emitted
per disintegration. “For nuclides emitting several T’S the resultant
value of rhhI/c may be found by adding the contributions of each
energy ~ multiplied by its relative abundance. This has been
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done forsevera17 emitters [Appendix C-3(l)]. Asamplecalcu-
lation is given below.

Example: Calculate the r/hr at 1 meter from a curie point
source of Feso. Fes’J is known to have the following three #s
with noted abundances: 1.1 (57 7.) hlev, 1.29 (43~o) Mev, and
0.191 (2.8~o) Mev. The rh31/c “for each of these energies is
read from the curve to be 0.576, 0,656, and 0.098, and the total
rhX1/c = (0.576 X 0.57) + (0.656)( 0.43) + (0.098X 0.028) = 0,613
rhhl /c,

—
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Appendix C

RULES OF THUMB

C-1. Alpha Particles

(1) It requires an a particle of at least 7.5 Mev to penetrate
the protective layer of skin, 0.07 mm thick.

‘ (2) With 21rgeometry, the surface of a thick source of tuballoy
will give about 2400 a c/m-cm~; plutonium about 70,000 a c/m-
pg, 16.2 g of plutonium has an activity of 1 c.

C-2. Beta Particles-Bremsstrahlung

(1) The Keleket pocket dosimeter records about )fo the dose
received from B exposures of about l-Mev energies.

(2) When working with Aulgs, experience has shown that
under some conditions the B exposure will be 5 times the “Yvalue.
Therefore, the dosimeter will record only )4 of the total exposure
and should be limited to readings of 100 mr/wk for the body
and 250 mr/wk for the hands.

(3) lt requires a B particle of at least 70 kev to penetrate the
protective layer of skin, 0.07 mm thick.

(4) The range (R) of P rays in g/cmz (thickness in cm multi-
plied by the density in g/ems) is approximately equal to the
maximum energy (E) in Mev divided by 2.

~E=—
2

(5) Range of p particles in air is about 12 ft per Mev; for ex-
ample, a 3-Mev p has a range of 36 ft in air.

(6) Contact dose rates and MPE for hand contacts are listed
below. Except for thtirium, contact dose rate is a LASL measured
Value.
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Radloactlve material mradrdhr
—

Th----------------------------------------- “40
Tuballoy, ~.--. -.-- . . . . ..---.. ---.-.--’ 200

oral]oy (~o)----------------------------- 180

(93%)----------------------------- la
Pu (nickel<oated)------------------------- 3e41

(unmated) ----------------------------- 440
UW(l.mo ufitbu[ldup)------------------- 7,000

(1-w U~$lbullduP)-------------------- 58,000

●4 to 5 yr after aeparatlon.

hr/wk

37.5 bare hands.
7.s bare hands,
MO l-mm leather glows.
8.4 bare hands.
10.9bare hands.
4.3 bare hands.
3.4 dry box glows.
12.6 (mirihvk).
1.5 (mln/wk).

(7) Tuballoy may show a much higher 13-Y activity during
the initial 50 to 100 days after casting because of an increase
in the concentration of UX1(Th~s4) and UXa(Pa~$l) on the top
of the melt.

(8) A correction factor of 2 should be applied to measure-
ments of uranium @ radiation ma e with ~-calibrated GM

finstruments, shield open (Ra-Det, J ly-Ott. 1953).
(9) &ray surface dose rates (AECD-2753, 1949) with 7 mg/

cm~ filter:

Source ?nrad8/hr*
U slug --------------------------------- 233
UOZ(bro\\~n oxide) ---------------------- 207
UF4 (green salt) ------------------------ 179
U02(N03)2 o6H20 (yellow uranyl nitrate

hexahydrate)------------------------- 111
UOs(orangc oxide) ---------------------- 204
USOa(black oxide) ---------------------- 203
UOSF* (cliptite or uranyl fluoride) ---------- - 176
Na2UzOT (soda salt or sodium diuranate) - _ 167

‘Valuesformerly@Ven[nmrepfir.

(10) \Yhen the p particles from a l-c source of Sr’o+ Y$Oam
absorbed, the bremsstrahlung hazard is approximately equal to
that presented by the ~’s from 12 mg of radium. The average
energy of the brernsstrahlung is about 300 kev (Hay bittle,
ph~s. in Med. Biol. 1, 3:270, 1956).
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(11) The bremsstrahlung from a l-c IW aqueous solution in
a glass bottle is about 3 mrh?vf,

(12) The dose rate at 1 ft from a ~ point source is about 200C
rads/hr neglecting self- and air-absorption where C is the number
of curies. The variation with energy is small over a wide range
(AERE HP/L23) .

(13) W’hen ~’s of 1 to 2 Mev pass through light materials such
as water, aluminum, or glass, less than 1~. of their energy is
dissipated as bremsstrahlung (AERE HP/L23).

C-3. Gamma Rays

(1) The y rhM (roentgens per hour at 1 meter) of 1 c of some
radioisotopes is listed below (also see Appendix B):

Element

Araenlc... -... -----
Bromine . . ..-. -...
Cesium ------------
Cobalt ------------
Cobalt ------------
Copper ------------
Gold --------------
Iodine -------------
Iodine -------------

Element I

Isotopo rhM/c

0.31
1.50
0.32
0.556
1.2a
0.11
0.235
0.018
1.2

Isotopo
——

Radium ..-. -. Ram--------------------
(In equilibrium with It

decay products.)

Element Isotope

Iodine------------ IISI
Iron. -------------- Fe$l
Lanthanum ------- LaIf.
Manganese-------- Mn~2
Manganese_- . . . . . Mn~{
Sodium ----------- Ayax
Sodium----------- Sali
Zinc--------------- zn~

t

Filter

rhM/c

0.218
0.613
1.2
1.93
0.46
1.29
1.S4
0.27

rhM/c

I
.—

I
Thurlnglan Klass-------------
0.5mm Pt-Ir ------------------
l. Omm Pt-Ir ------------------
0.5 mm Pt-Ir and 5 mm brass.
Each mm of lucite reduces the

T output by 0.359&

0.93
0.84
0.78
0.7

(2) For Cow, the number of mc is 0.00156 R z, where R is
the distance in cm at which 20 mr/hr is measured.

(3) The air-scattered radiation (sky-shine) from a 1OO-C
Cow source 1 ft behind a 4-ft-high shield is about 100 mrads/hr
at 6 in. from the outside of the shield (AERE HP/L23).
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(~) Within + 20% for point source Y emitters with energies

I

between 0.07 nnd 4 Jfev, the dose rate (r/hr) at 1 ft is 6CZ3,
where C is the number of curies and Z3the energy in Mev.

(5) A Cutie Pie correction factor of 10 should be used in com-
1 puting handling times for W33 that has been cast for some time

and that contains about 20 ppm ~z32 contaminant. Measure-

ments with the Cutie Pie should be at contact for use of this
factor.

C-4. Neutrons

(1) An approximate HVL for I-Ylev neutrons is 1.26 in. (3.2
cm) of paraffin; 2.72 in. (6.93 cm) for ti-llev neutrons.

(2) One g of Ra-Be emits about 12x 1(Y n/see and has an
output about equal to 5 c of Po-Be or 3 g of Ra-B. One c of
Po-Be has approximately 3 times the neutron output of 1 c of
Po-B.

C+. Miscellaneous

(1) Barometric correction factor (for use with all unsealed
ionization chambers except Victoreen Thimble Chambers) is

‘=278C+;73)
and for the Victoreen Thimble Chambers,
rection is to 22° C and the factor is

‘=2576( ’%9

where

t=temp in ‘C
p= pressure in mm Hg

(2) The activity of any radioisotope is
1% after 7 half-lives:

2-7=0.8%
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(3) The activity-mass relation may be found as follows:

1.308X 10S
curies/gram=

AT,

gramslcurie= 7.6-15x 10-s AT,
where

A= atomic weight
T,= radioactive half-life in days

(4) A l-c source of polonium has a ~ output equivalent
7 pg of radium or about 65 mr/hr at 1 cm when unshielded.

to
It

is normally requested that the impurities (oxygen in particular)
in separated polonium be reduced so that the neutron activity
is not greater than 100 n/see-c; however, the activity may be as
great as 200 n/see-c. If polonium is exposed to air, the activity
may become as great as 2800 n/see-c. Also, 1 c of polonium
when in an intimate mixture with beryllium has a y output
equivalent to 0.12 mg of radium or about 1.1 r/hr at 1 cm when
unshielded.

(5) There is 0.64 mms of radon gas in transient equilibrium
with 1 c of radium.

(6) When sampling air contaminated by radioactive noble
gases with filter paper, the efficiency of the collection may be
very inconsistent due to variations in adsorption of the decay
products on dust and on the filter, zones of gas concentrations,
equilibrium state, etc. For example, certain conditions around
a homogeneous reactor result in a collecting efficiency of 5 ~. for
airborne activity (multiply the count on HV–70 paper by 20).

(7) The dose rate from fission products at any time t can be
represented by

r/unit time= ~1~-1.2

Where II is the dose rate at unit time, and t is in the same time
units (Glasstone, The Ejects of Nut/ear Weapons).
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1
A
ALOO
amu

B.G.
BTU

c
“c
cal
cfm
Clg
cm
c~2

ems, cc
c/m

d
d/m
drs
d/s

e
esu
ev

“F
fop.
ft
ftz
fts
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Appendix D

ABBREVIATIONS

Angstrom unit
atomic weight
Albuquerque Operations Office
atomic mass unit

background
British Thermal Unit

curie
degrees Centigrade
calorie
cubic feet per minute
curies per gram
centimeter
square centimeter
cubic centimeter
counts per minute

day
disintegrations per minute
daughters
disintegrations per second

natural logarithm base
electrostatic unit
electron volt

degrees Fahrenheit
fission product
foot
square foot
cubic foot



—.- .. .. . . —.

I

!
jal
I-M

1, hr
3VL

“P”
n.
n.~
n.a

[TF

kev
kg
km
kv
kwh

L
LASL
lb
LET

M
Ma
M3

m, min
mc
Mev
mg
mi
mi~
miS

mil
ml
mm
MPC
MPD
MPE
mrh M

k.

gram
gallon
Geiger-Mtiller

hour
half-value layer

ion pair
inch
square inch
cubic inch
intermediate tolerance factor

thousand electron volt
kilogram
kilometer
kilovolt
kilowatt-hour

liter
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
pound
linear energy transfer

meter
square meter
cubic meter
minute
millicurie
million electron volt
milligram
mile
square mile
cubic mile
one-thousandth inch
milliliter
millimeter
maximum permissible concentration
maximum permissible dose
maximum permissible exposure
milliroentgens per hour at 1 meter

13iiilI,●

I

i
4
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F-”

1’

I
I

n

O.D.
Oz

PHS
ppm
psi

qt

r

RBE
rh 11

s, Sec

STP

T
Tb
T,
TVL

w
wk

neutron

outside diameter
ounce

.—..- .——

pulse height selector
parts per million
pounds per square inch

quart

roentgen
relative biological effectiveness
roentgens per hour at 1 meter

I
I

I

second
standard temperature and pressure (0° C, 760 mm Hg)

II

effective half-life
biological half-life
radioactive half-life
tenth-value layer

II

electron volt per ion pair
week

atomic number

Greek Letter Symbols

k

n

n

I R-1

cz alpha particle
/3 beta particle
~ gamnla ray
p (rho) density
p (mu) micron, absorption coefficient, “micro” prefix
A (lambda) decay constant
r (tau) mean life
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Appendix

CONVERSION

Multiply * by +
To ob!ain + by 6

E

FACTORS*

To obtain
Divide

A..-------------

mm.------_------
cm------------, -----

M ----- ------ ----

km----------_----

mi_.----_-.---..----

micron (j4)--------

mil---------------

4)~2- - ------ ----- _-

LENGTH

10-8--------- .----

lo-lo ---------------
lo-l--------_.-_---
o,3937--------------
l&2_-----.._---_--
39.37---_------_--
3.2808----------..-
l.0936------------
lo-3- -------------
6.2137x 10-f --------
3280.8-_------__.--
0.62137- ----------
5280 --------------
1760-:------------
lo-a-_ ----- ---- _
~(-y, ‘------ ----- --
lo-c-- ----- ---- -
3.937 xlo-5--------
lo-s------__-.__---
2.54x 10-a----------

AREA

o.l55--------------
1.076x 10-s --------
1o-4-- ----- ----- _-

“Accurncies are given to severai more decimal places
Foreverydayuw, threesigniflcant figures are adequate.
c~t” figures are: 0.000412,4.12, 4121M.

cm
11’1
cm
in.
M
.

.
:
yd
km
mi
ft
mi
ft
yd
mm
cm
M
in.
in.
cm

in.z
f ta
Ml

than ordinarily necessary.
Examples of threa “signlfi-
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I

I
Multiply --)

To obtain +

Ms..---.---- -----

1 mi~---------------

acre-_------------
barn -------------
circular “roil- _ -----I

i,
I
I

1 cm~(cc)-----.----

,’
liter --------------

N13---------------

g411---_--.--------

ft3---------------

day--..----..------

calendar year .
(365 da:-s).

by + To obtain
by 4-- Divide

AREA-Continued

1550-- ------------
10.76- ------------
l.196-- -----------
3.861 X10-T ---------
2.7878X 10T---------
3.0976X 10d--------
640- --------------
4.356X 104------------
10-24---- ---- ---- --
7.854X 10-7----------

VOLUME

o.99997-----------
6.1023X 10---------
lo-d --------------
9.9997x lo-4-------
3.531 x lo-5---------
33.8147 -----------
1.05671- ----------
0.26418 -----------
3.5316X 10---------
6.1023X 104-----------
35.31--_-_--------
9.wYJ7xlo2--------
231-----_-_-_---_-
0.13368 -----------
1728--------------

TIME

ml
inot
Ma

liter
ft3

fluid oz
liquid qt
gnl
f t3
in.2
ft3

liter
in.3
ft,3
in.3

1440-- -------------- min
8.640X 104---------- sec
3.1536X 10T-------- sec

5.256X 10s---------- min
8.760X10S ---------- hr
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Multiply 4

To obtain +

work week --------

work month -------

shake-------------

mg---------------

g ----- ----- ----- -

kg---------------
lb ----- ---- ---- ---

g/cm2 ----- ----- ---
bar--------------
dyne/cm~---------

lb/in? (psi)--------

atmosphcre (sea
level).

by + To obtain
by + Divide

TIME—Continued

1.44X1(Y---------- sec
-1o---------------- hr
4.2- -------------- workweek
168_ ______________ hr
10-8- ------------- sec

MASS ‘

10-3 - - - - - - -- - - - - --
3.527x 10-s ---------
l.543xlo-~--------
3.527x 10----------
10-3-- ---- ----- ---
2.2046------------
16---_------------
453.592-----------

13
oz av.
grain
oz av.
kg
lb
oz av.

DENSIN

3.613x 10-2-------- lb/in?
62.-l3_-_---------_ lb/ft3

PRESSURE

l.4223X 10----------
l(P---------------
1.4504x lo-6-------
1.0197x lo-3_________
27.673_----_------
2.3066- -----------
2.0360-----_------
l.0133-- -----------

lb/in?
dynes/cm~
lb/infl
gfcms
in. of water (4° C)
ftofwater(39.1° F)
in. Hg (32° F)
bar

I
i

I

1.0332x 1(P-------- g/cm~
14.696-_---------- lb/in}
760--------------- mmHg (32° F)
29.92i-_--_----_-- in.Hg (O”C)
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Mu!tiplg 4 by + To obtain

To obtuin t by 4-- Divide

WORK AND ENERGY

erg--------------- 6.24 Xl@----------
l---_-----.---_---
lo-7-------_------
1o-7--.-----------

ev-------:------- 10-6--------------
1(-J-3-- ----------- -
1.60207X10-~z- ----

atomic mass unit 931.162- -----------

(amu).
l.6596X10-z4- -----

Mev
dyne-cm
joule
watt-see
Mev
kev
erg
Mev

RADIOLOGICAL UNITS

rad-------------- 1oo--------------- erglg
(W=34 ev/i.p.) 8.07x101--------_- Mev/cc air STP

2.37x 10Q----------- i.p./ccairSTP

lo+- - - - - - - - - -- - - watt-see/g
6.24X 107---------- Mev/g

r----- ------------ 98-- -------------- erg/g soft tissue

(\V= 34 ev/i.p.) 87.7 --------------- erg/g air
2.08X 10g------------ i.p./cc air STP

l.61X101z ---------- i.p./gdry air
7.05x 104------------- Mev/ccairSTP
5047x lo7----------- Mev/gdryair

1---- ----- - ----- -- esu/ccair STP

rep-- ------------- 93---- ------------ erg/gtissue
(W =32.5 ev/i.p.)

curie (c)---_-__--- 3.7x logo---------- dis/sec (d/s)
lol~-.------------- l.wc
lo6-__------------ /.lc
MU--------------- mc

Pc/cc (Pc/nil)------ 2.22X 1012-- ------- d/m-M~
2.22x lo9----------- d/tn-L

d/n~-Ms-----.---:-- 4.5X10-’ ---------- WJC/hfa
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Mtdtiply 4 by --) To obtain
To obtain + by * Divide

MISCELLANEOUS CONVERSION

ampere ----------- 2.998 X1OQ--------- esu/sec
6.25 X1018 ---------- electrons/sec

gram-calorie ------- 4.185 X1 O?--------- erg
radian---.-------- 57,296 ------------ degree
temperature---- ---- “C=(”F- 32)11.8

0F=l,80 C+32
kevto~-----._--- kev = 12.4/&/

I
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Appendix F

FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS*

Avogadro’s number (N). ----------

electron charge -------------------
electron rest energy ---------------
electron rest class-----------------

electron radius (classical) ----------

gravitational acceleration ------- _ --

hydrogen atom mass --------------

natural logarithm base (e) ---------
neutronm~-------_----_- -------

pi(x) ---------------------------
Plal]ck’s constant -----------------
proton m*s----------------------

ratio of proton mass to electron mass-

velocity of light in vacuum ----- _ ---
velocity of sound in air (STP) ------

6.025 X 102Jatoms,

4.803 X 10-10 esu
0.5110 Mev
9.108 X10-asg
0.5488 X,10-~ amu
2.818x 10-1~cm

32.174 ft/sec~
980.665 cm/sec~

1.008142 amu

2.7182818285
1.008982 amu

3.1415926536
6.625 X 10-~t erg-se
1.007593 amu

1836.1

2.99793 x 10IIJcm/s
331.45 meters/see
0.206 mi/sec

volume of 1 moIe ideal gas (STP) ---. 22.4208x I@ CC
*From DuMond and Cohen, Rem. Modern Phy8. 26, 691 @.53).
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Appendix G

BEAM GAMMA-RAY ATTENUA-
TION (APEX 176)

WATER

CARBON

CONCRETE
ALUMINUM
BARYTES
CONCRETE

ZIRCONIUM
IRON

LEAD

TUNGS EN
URANIUM

0.2 4 6 8 Lo 2 4 6810

GAMMA ENERGY, MEV
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Thegrap hgivestheamountof material (TVL) to reduce#s
of known energy to xo their unshielded intensity. Effective
energies for narrow beam shielding purposes are indicated for
several common y emitters. Linear absorption coefficients
(cm-l) can be obtained from the curves using the following
relation:

0.904~(cm-l)=TVL(in.)

To obtain other narrow beam attenuation factors, multiply
the TVL by the log10of the desired attenuation factor.

Erampte: ?70 find the amount of lead to give an attenuation
factor of 2 for l-hlev ~’s, multiply the TVL, which is 1.2 in., by
log,O of 2, which is 0.301. 0.301X 1.2=0.36 in.
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Appendix H

BROAD BEAM GAMMA-RAY ATTENUA-
TION (WITH BUILDUP)*

Isotope

La!le-.--------e------

COM-------- . . . . . . ..- .

Ba10+La140 . . . .. . . . . .

Ram (in equilibrium
with drs, encased
in 0.5 mm Pt-Ir).

Attenuation factor -----

;hield material

Water--------- 26
Alumlnumt --- 10.5
Iron ----------- 3.6
Lead _-. -.... - 1.8
Uranium ------ 1.1
Water --------- 26
Alumlnumt--- 10.6
Iron ----------- 3.6
lead _-.. ----- 1.8
Uranium ------ 1.0
Water --------- 25
Alumlnumt_. Q.7
Iron ----------- 3.4
Lead --------- 1.6
Uranium . . . ..- .96
Water --------- 25
Aluminumt.. - 9.8
Iron ----------- 3.4
Lead .. . . ------ 1.6
Uranium ------ .87

. —

. . . . . . ..- ----- - 10

Inches of shield material

46
19
6.6
3.7
2.1

44
18
6.2
3.4
1.9

45
19
6.4
3.6
2.1

44
18
6.4
3.4
2.0

62
28
9.6
5.5
3.2

62
26
8.8
4.8
2.7

65
27
9.2
5.3
3.1

64
27
9.2
5.2
3.0

83
35
12.2
7.4
4.2

77
32
11.1
6.5
3.5

82
35
12.0
7,2
4.1

81
35
11.8
7.1
4.1

lfJl

[06
43
15.2
9.4
5.3

08
39
13.i’
8.3
4.4

105
43
14.9
9.2
5.2

104
44
14.8
9.0
5.2

lW

-------
50

-------
-------

6.3
.- . . ..-

46
. . -----
.- ..-. .

5.2
m. ------ m

50 I-------
-------

6.2 I
-------

51
. . ..-. -
. ------

6.3

I(N

●Calculated from data of Fano (as D]otted in AERE I{P/l 23) and recent values for

I

spectra energies, relative intcnslties,-and attenuation coefficients. Figures are prob-
ably conservative as buildup values were calculated for inside an in flnit e shield.

tlleasonab]e approximation for ordinary concrete.
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Appendix I

BETA-RAY SHIELDING
WATER

PLASTIC

CONCRETE
GLASS
ALUMINUM

IRON
COPPER
LEAD

0.1 2 4 6 8 1.0 2 4

MAXiMUM BETA ENERGY, MEV

The graph shows the maximum range of beta particles
various common materials (AECU-1673).
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Appendix

SEMILOG PLOT FOR RADIOACTIVE DECAY
AND NEUTRON ATTENUATION

To find

100

5?.
i!

I

NUMBER Of HALF- LIVES OR HALF-VALUE UYERS

m. m 09 0.0 1.0 I.t I.f

t+-t\tt--? .:. i , - *E

I .—. . t\ I . ..__ .._. .— I I 1

NUMBER Of HALF-LIVES Of? tiALF-VALUE LAYERS

the per cent original activity remaining, divide the
elapsed time by the half-life in similar units. Read from the
curve the per cent original activity remaining.

Example: What per cent POZIO(half-life 138 days) remains after
40 days7 40/138=0,29; 0.29 on the curtre yields 82~o remaining.

Using 6.93 and 3.2 cm as approximate half-value layers (HVL)

!for 4 ~ 5 Mev and l-Mev neutrons, respectively, the per cent
; radiation transmitted may be similarly calculated. An e~ample
; is given in Section 4, subhead Neutron Shielding.
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source

Accelerators -------

Critical As.wrn-
blies and
Reactors.

Mock Fission
(Po+Be+B+
F+Li).

Na~4+Be . . . . ------
Na2~+DzO-..-----
Mn44+Be ---------
Mn~+DtO -------
C3a~~+Be.-.--.----
Gat~+D20-----.--
Y8s+Be.--------.-
Y$~+D...-.-------
Inllt+Be ----------
Sbl~4+Be ---------
Lal~O+Be---------
La140+DzO--...---
MsTh+Be

(Ram+Be).
MsTh+D~O

(Ram+DtO).
Ra+Be -----------
Ra+Be -----------
Ra+B ------------
Ra+DtO ---------
Rnm+Be ---------
Po!lO+Be ---------
Pd~O+B. . . . . . . . . .
Po~lO+F----------

SOURCES OF NEUTRONS
I

.4vcrago neutron
React ion energy (Mev)

,

W(p,n) HIS . . . o.7,3.2t -----------
H~(d,n)H&... -l
HWn)He4----
Li?(d,n) BIY-.-
fission. --------

a,n -----------

1
y#n..-.--------
vtn ----------
y,n ------------
7,n..---------
Y,n. - .. ..-.. -..

2,45$--------------
14.1$--------------
133$--------------
Flsslon spec-

trum-l.

4ISS1OUspectrum.

0.83---------------
0.22...-. ..-. ..--..
0. 1(90%), 0.3(10%0)
0.22 ---------------
0.78 ---------------

-Jan----------- 0.13 ---------------
y,n ------------ 0.16---------------
yen . . ..- . . ----- o.31---------------
y,T4------------ 0.30 ---------------
yen ------------ 0.024 --------------
T,n ------------ 0.62 ---------------
y,n . . . . . . . . . . . 0.15 ---------------
Yen------------ 0.83 ---------------

yen ------------ 0.20 ---------------

7,n ------------ spectrum ----------
a,n ----------- . -5----------------
a,n----------- . 3------------------
7,n . . . . . . . . ..- . 0.12 ---------------
a,n ----------- . 5------------------
a,n.- . . . . ----- . 4------------------
a,14----------- . 2.5----------------
a,n ----------- . 1.4----------------

Yield”
(n/see-c)

-------------
-------- .----
-------------
-------------
-------------

-4 Xlw... -.

I.3X104 . . . . . .
2.7 XKN------
2.9X104.-----
3.lX1(P...--.
5X104. ..-. -.
6X104-------
Ixlw-------
3XICP...--..
8.2XKP-. . . . .
1.9X104. . . . . .
9XNP. . . . . .
8x1 CP-------
3,5xlo4-----

9.5xlo4-----

3.0XI04...-.
l.7xlo7-----
6.8x 104....-
1.OXIO$-----
l.5xlo7 . . ..-
3xl@. -----
~9xlo4. . . .
-4xlo4----

2hsrtrcter-

problems

T, tritium
r
Y, trltlum
Y
y, f.p., a

a

Y
Y
7
Y
Y
7
Y
Y
7
Y
Y
Y
7

-r

a, r, Rn

a, Y, Rn

a, Y, RII

a, 7, RII

a, ~, Rn
a
a
a

See footnotes at end of table.
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SOURCES OF NEUTRONS—Continued

source Reaction

P@O+L\ ----------- a,n ------------
Acl?l+Be ---------- a,n------------
Pua~+Be ---------- a,n . . . . . -------
Cfau --------------- spon. fission-.

.%verage neutron
energy (Mev)

0.42---------------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- .
4------------------
fission spectrum-l

Yield*
(nlsec-c)

-9 XI04-----
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l@----------
lCP----------

Charrctcr-

problcms

a
a
a
a

●For photoneutron sources (~,n reactions), “Standard Yield” is given, Le., 1 g of
target material at 1 cm from 1 c of -Yemitter. nigher yields are possible. For (a,~)
reactions, yields are for an tnflnlk ratio 0[ target mstmial to a enlitter. In this case
achievable yields are lower.

tForward dlrcction energies with 1.5- and 4.Mcv protons, respectively.
$Energies arc for low (a few hundred kev) projectile energies. I1igher energy

projectiles will produce higher energy neutrons.
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Appendix L

DENSITIES OF COMMON MATERIALS*
(glcm’)

Air---------------- 0.001293 Iron ----------------- 7.86
Water ------------- 1.00 Copper --------------- 8.9
Carbon ----------- 2.25 Lead ---------------- 11.35
Concrete ---------- 2.3-3.0 Uranium -------------- 18.7
Alun~inum--------- 2.7 Platinum (Iridium 10%)- 21.5

●Values derived from several standard reference&
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Appendix M

RESPONSE TO RADIATION

Do.sc (r)

0.3. .-.. -----------
1.5----------------
%----------------
zoo. . . ..- . . ..--...
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a)-m . . . . . . . . . . .
300-600 . . . . . . . . . . .
400-500.. . . . . . . . . .
500. . . ..- . . -------
6ow300.... . . . . . . .
1000. . . . . ..--.. -..

Dose rate

Weekly. . -------
Weekly. . . ..--..
Single dose------
Slnglc dose. -----
Slnglc dose. -----
Slnglc dose. -----
Single doze. . ..-.
10-50rlday-. -...
Slnglc dose. . . . . .
Single dose. -----
SLnyledose. -----

Exposed area I Biological response

Total bOdy ------
lla.nds.-----.---
Total body ------
Total hOdy ------
Lucat -----------
Total bOdy--_--
Ovaries . . . . . . . . .
Tots! bOdy.. ___
Local -----------
Testes -----------
Local -----------

Probably none.
Probubly none.
Recognizable blood changes.
Nausea.
Erythcma (100kv).
LDn.
Sterilization.
Clinical recovery.
Erythcma (200kv).
Sterllizatlon.
Erythema (radium).
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Appendix N

DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY DOSES*

Type of examination

I

Dose to exam[ncd
part, r/examination

Ch~t --------------------
Chest (mini-film) --------
Barium enema -----------
Gall bladder ..- . . --------
Genltourlnary -----------
Lumbar spine -----------
Teeth (whole mouth) . ..-
Fluoroscopy (small field)

mM6-o,03.....--.-,
0.2-1.25. . . . . . . . . . -,
1.25.-------- .- ...,
1.0. . . . . ---------- .
1-2-------- .- .-.-.<
1-2. -------- . . . . . . .
3-5-------- . . . . . . . .
7.5 rlmln (some

much higher),

Dow to gonads, mrlwmmlnation

Malo Fcmalo

0-0.01----------- GO.02
1. . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . 3
40-130----------- *S20
1.8-.. ----------- 15.6
100-------------- 200
0-24------------- 40-225
5. . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . 1
2,000normal CX. 2,0W normal ex-

amhmtlon. mulnntlon.

‘The dosages in this table are given for comparison purposes. The va!ucs ara
limits or averagesof reported values and are not necessarily typical.

&
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Appendix O

ENERGY DEPENDENCE CORRECTION FAC-
TORS FOR MONITORING INSTRUMENTS

EFFECTIVE KEV

Multiplying by the proper correction factor corrects the
instrumel~t to air or tissue response. Values are appro~imate
avcrag(?s of data from various NBS reports and H \Y-31781.
pocket dosimetcm demonstrate curves similar to the Cutie Pie .
curve.

T
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BIBLIOGRAPHY I
I

This bibliography makes no attempt at completeness. The i
general references given, however, can lead one through a great
part of the published literature and regulations pertaining to
radiation protection.

Handbooks of the National Bureau of Standards

The following handbooks are of use in the field of health
physics; they are available by purchase from the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.

42.
48.

49.

500
51.
52.

53..
54.

55.

56.

57.
58.
59.
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Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes. 1949.
Control and Removal of Radioactive Contamination in

Laboratories. 1951.
Recommendations for Waste Disposai of Phosphorus-32 and

Iodine-131 for Medical Users. 1951.
X-ray Protection Design. 1952.
Radiological Monitoring Methods and Instruments. 1952.
Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the

Human Body and Ma~imum Permissible Concentrations
in Air and Water. 1953.

Recommendations for Disposal of Carbon-14 Wastes. 1953.
Protection Against Radiations from Radium, Cobalt-60 and

Cesium-137. 1954.
Protection Against Betatron-Synchrotron Radiations up to

100 Million Electron Volts. 1954.
Safe Handling of Cadavers Containing Radioactive Isotopes.

1953.
Photographic Dosimetry of X and Gamma Rays. 1954.
Radioactive Waste Disposal in the Ocean. 1954.
Permissible Dose from External Sources of Ionizing Radia-

tion. 1954 (Includes 1958 Addendum).

. . .. . . .. . . ____ _



60. X-ray Protection. 1955 (Includes 1957 Addendum; super-
sedes Handbook 41).

61. Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means.
1955.

62. Report of the International Commission on Radiological
Units and Measurements (ICRU). 1956 (Supersedes
Handbook 47).

63. Protection Against Neutron Radiation Up to 30 Million
Electron Volts. 1957.

General References

1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, “Glossary of
Terms in h~uclear Science and Technology,” ASME,
New York (1955).

2. Atomic Energy Commission, Division of Construction and
Supply, “Handbook of Federal Regulations Applying to
Transportation of Radioactive Materials,” Washington,
D.C. (1955).

3. BONI~LA, C. F., cd., “Nuclear Engineering,” McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., New York (1957).

4. CLAUS, W. D., “Considerations in the Revised Permissible
Levels of Exposure to Radiation.” Paper presented at
the St. Louis meeting of the AIH A, April 17, 1957.

CLAUS, W. D. ed, “Radiation Biology and Medicine.”
Addison-Wesley Publication Co., Inc., Reading, Mass.
(1958).

5. EVANS, R. D., “Physical, Biological and Administrative
Problems Associated with the Transportation of Radio-
active Substances,” Publ. 205, Division of Physical
Sciences, National Research Council, Washington, D.C.
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6. GLASSTONE, S., “Source Book on Atomic Energy, ” D. Van
Nostrand Company, Inc., New York (1950).

7. GLASSTONE. S.. “The Effects of Nuclear WeaDons.” USAEC.

(1957).
8. GRAY, D, E,, coord. cd., “American Institute

Handbook, ” McGraw-Hill Book Company,
York (1957).

U.S. Go~ernment Printing Office, Wmhi~gton 25, D.C~ -

m
of Physics
Inc., ‘hTew
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9. HI~E, G, J,, and BROWNELL,G. L., eds., “Radiation Dosim-

etry,” Academic Press, Inc. ( 1956).
10. HOLLAENDER, A., cd., “Radiation Biology,” (3 VOIS.)

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York (1956).
11. KINS~AN, S., cd., “Radiological Health Handbook,” Radio-

logical Health Training Section, Sanitary Engineering
Center, Cincinnati (1957).

12. LAWRENCE, J. N. P., “Estimation of Whole Body Dose
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Radiation Exposure Limits,” Am. Xnd. Hyg. AWOC.
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Dose Determinations,” Nucleonics 12, 6:26 (1954).
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“The Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation,” Wash-
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ment, “Maximum Permissible Radiation Exposures to
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21. National Research Council, Nuclear Data Project, “Nuclear
Level Schemes,” TID-5300 (1955).
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Appendix Q

GLOSSARY

The definitions included in this Glossm-y arc from several
sources including the Giossarg oj Term~ in Nuclear Science and
Technology, Many definitions have been specifically created for
this handbook and are not necessarily complete or accurate for
other than monitoring purposes.

Abwrbed Dwe (rad). The absorbed dose of any ionizing radiation
iEthe energy imparted to matter by ionizing particles per unit
mass of irradiated material at the place of interest.

Ab80rbed Dow Rate (racfu/unit time). The absorbed dose per unit
time.

Absorption. Often used when attenuation is mennt. Although
its manifestation is similar to attenuation (and certainly atten-
uation often involves absorption processes), absorption refers
specifically to processes by which racii~tion disappears or is
transformed.

A&orption. The adhesion of one substance to the surface of
another. Tritium is often adsorbed on zirconium accelerator
targeti.

Air Do8e (free air dwe). A dose of radiation measured in air at
the point of interest in the absence of patient (or phantom) or
other object, thus excluding secondary radiation apart from
that arising from the air or associated with the source.

Alpha Particle (a). A helium nucleus consisting of z protons and
2 neutrons with a double positive charge. Mass about 4 amll.

Amm”ated Corpuaczdar Emission. The full complement of sec-
ondary charged particles (usually limit~d to electrol~s) asso-
ciated with an .X- or y-ray beam in its pammge through air.
The full complement of electrons is obtained after the radia-
tion l]as tra~?erscd sufficient air to bril~g about efluilibriilll~
betweel~ the primary photons and secondary electrons. Elec-
tronic equilibrium with the secoudary photons is intentionally
excluded.
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Atom. The smallest particle of an element which is capable of
entering into a chemical reaction.

Atomic Number (Z). Number of orbital electrons in a neutral
atom, or the electric charge on the nucleus of an atom, or the
number of protons in the atomic nucleus.

Atomic Ma88 Unit (am u). tie of the mass of one neutral Olo
atom.

Atomic WeiOht (A). The relative weight of an atom of an ele-
ment compared with the weight of one atom of oxygen taken
as 16. A multiple of ~e of the weight of an atom of oxygen.

Attenuation, The process by which primary quanta or particles
are reduced in number on passing through some medium.

Background (B.G.). Normally refers to radiation due to cosmic
rays, radioactive materials in earth or building materials, and
the slight radioactive contamination of the instrument
materials.

Backscattered Radiation. Radiation normally proceeding in a
direction so as not to be detected, that is, scattered or reflected
into the detector from source backings (as in accurate scaler
counting), from the body (as on a film badge), etc. The mag-
nitude of the effect is dependent on the type and energy of
the radiation, the geometrical arrangement, and the scattering
material.

Beta Particle (~). A singly charged particle emitted from the
Ilucleus of af] atom and having a mass at rest equal in magni-
tude to the electron at rest.

Belatron. A circular electron accelerator providing a“ pulsed
beam of high energy electrons or X rays,

Body Burden, Maximum Pemni.wible (g). The amount of radio-
active material in the critical organ so it is receiving 0.3 rem/
wk; or in the case of an a or ~ emitter that deposits ill the bone,
body burden is derived from the long established maximum
permissible body burden of radium, 0.1 Pc, adjusted for possible
less uniform deposition. See Section 10.

Bremsstrahlung. The production of electromagnetic radiation
by the deceleration of a charged particle, usually an electron,
while passing through matter. Examples are tho continuous
spectrum from an X-ray tube, and the electromagnetic
radiation often noted from pure s emitters such as Ps~and
s+.
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Chain Reaction. A chemical or nuclear proc-~ in which some
of the products of the process or energy genera~d by the
process proceed to continue or magnify the process.

Chamcteris/ic (diwrete) Radiation. The essentially mono-
chromatic radiation emitted by an atom when an orbital
eIectron is removed or following excitation of the atom.
Each element may emit a number of characteristic radiations,
each of a constant wavelength and different fmm the charac-
teristic radiations of all other elements.

Collimation. Confining a beam of particles or rays to a defined
cross-section.

Colh%ion. A close approach of particles or photons during which
there is an interchange of energy, momel~tum, or charge.

Collision, Elastic. A billiard balI type collision in which energy
and momentum are conserved and in which there is no change
in the internal energy of the colliding objects.

Collision, Inelastic. A collision in which there are changes in
both internal energy and kinetic energy of the colliding
systems.

Compton Eflect. The interaction of a photon with matter
wherein part of the photon energy is transferred to an orbital
electron of an atom, the photon proceeding with altered
direction and diminished energy. The electron is’ excited
and ejected from the atom. The Compton effect is an im-
portant effect in the attenuation of X or 7 rays, being espe-
cially effect ive for low and intermediate energy photons and
for light shielding materials.

Cosmic Rays. Penetrating ionizing radiation, both particulate
and electromagnetic, originating in outer space. Secondary
cosmic rays, formed by interactions in the earth’s atmosphere,
add to the general background radiation and contribute
perhaps 1 rad or more to the gonads of each individual of the
general population in 30 years.

Count (as in counts fminute). The external indication of a
device numerating ionizing events. The term is often used
incorrectly to mean a disintegration.

Counting Error. “Specifies the reliability of a measurement.

Counting Raie Meter. A device which gives a continuous indica-
tion of the average number of ionizing events detected. Most

w
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survey instruments have a counting rate meter incorporated
with a suitable detector.

Critical Organ. The body organ receiving the radionuclide that
results in the greatest over-all damage to the body. Usually,
but not necessarily, it is the organ receiving the greatest con-
centration or the organ receiving the greatest damage.

Critical Size. The minimum amount of a fissionable material
\vhich will support a chain reaction.

Curie (c). Amount of radioactive material defined as the quan-
tity of any radioacti~w material in which the number of
disintegrations per second is 3.700X 101O.

Cyclotron. A device for accelerating charged particles to high
energies by means of an alternating electric field between
electrodes placed in a constant magnetic field. .

Decay Constant (X). The fraction of the number of radioisotope
atoms which decay in unit time. Decay constant is 0,693/2’,
where ?’, is the half-life.

Decay Product. A nuclide resulting from the radioactive dis-
integration of a radionuclide or series of radionuclides. A
decay product may be either stable or radioactive.

Deeag, Radioactive. Disintegration of the nucleus of an atom
by the spontaneous emission of a particle or a photon.

Densitometer. An instrument to measure the blackening of
photographic film. Used in the evaluation of personnel film
ciosimeters.

Density (photographic). A measure of the degree of dm-kening of

photographic film.

Density (physical). The weight of a substance per unit volume;
e.g., g/ems or lb/fts.

Depth Dose. The radiation dose delivered at a depth below the
surface of a body or phantom. Often expressed a.. a per-
centage of surface dose or air dose.

Deu(erium (Z) or ,W). A heavy, stable isotope of hydrogen
having 1 proton and 1 neutron in the nucleus.

Deuteron (d). The nucleus of a deuterium atom. !tIass about
2 amu.

Disintegration. Process of spontaneous breakdown of a nucleus
of an atom resulting in the emission of a particle and/or a
photon. The rate of disintegration of a quantity of any
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radioactive nuclide is a function of
present and a disintegration or decay
of the nuclide concerned.

the number of atoms
constant characteristic

Disintegration Constant, See Decay Constant,
Dose. A quantity of radiation.
Dose Rata Radiation dose received per unit time.
Dosirneter. Instrument that measures radiation dose. The

term usually intimates an integrating device to be worn by
an individual.

Eflective A tornic Number. A number calculated from the com-
position and atomic numbers of a compound or mixture. An
element of this effective atomic number would interact with
photons in the same way as the compound or mixture.

E“~”ency. A factor used to convert the counting rate of a
detector to the disintegration rate of the radioactive material
counted. Since usage and factors involved vary considerably
with diflerent detectors, it is well to ascertain which factors
(window transmission, sensitive volume, energy dependence,
etc.) are included in a stated efficiency.

Electron. Negatively charged particle of 0.000548 amu. A
fundamental constituent of atoms, Rest mass approximately
1/1836 of the hydrogen atom. Has an electric charge of
4.8X 10-10 esu.

Electron Capture. A mode of radioactive decay in which an
orbital electron merges with the nucleus. Process is followed
by emission of an electron or photon.

Electron Volt (ev). Unit of energy. The change in kinetit
energy of an electron when it is accelerated through a potential
difference of 1 volt,

Electromagnetic Radiation, For purposes of this Glossary, X or
‘y rays.

Electronic Equilibrium. The condition in which as many elec-
trons are stopped as are produced in a slice of material when
the material is under irradiation by photons.

Element. Substance consisting entirely of atoms of the same

atomic number. cannot be decomposed by ordinary chemical
means. .

Emulsion, Nuclear. A photographic emulsion ties igned to permit
microscopic examination of tracks produced by ionizing par-
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titles. Counting proton recoil tracks yieIds measure of pcr-
, sonnel fast neutron exposure.

Energy. The ability to do \vork. Energy (E) is the force (f)
actil~g 011a body to produce motion, multiplied by the distance
(S) through which the force ucts and the cosine of the at]gle (0)
between the direction of force and the direction of motion.
E=fs Cos e. Po/ential energy is energy due to relative posi-
tion, for example an elevated weight. Kinelic energy is energy
due to motiotl, a speeding auto or electron. Fjnergy is meas-
ured in ergs, joules} ev, Jlev, etc.

Energy Dependence. ,The chw-acteristic response of a radiation
detector to a giffel~ energy as compared with some standard

> response. For ~ survey instruments, radium or Co~ is oftel]
used as standard.

Enriched Uranium. Ural]ium ill \vhich the abundance of U~3s

(and also Uzs’) is increased above ]Iormal. C)rtdlo~ (OY) is

enriched uranium.

Erylhema. An abnormal redness of the skin caused by a variety
of agents including ionizing radiations.

Exposure Dose (r). A measure of the X or T radiation at a cer-
tain place based upon its ability to produce ionization. The

, unit is the roentgen (r).
Exposure Dose Rate (r///nil (ime). The exposure dose per unit

time.
Exlrapo[a!ion Ionizaliw Chamber. AII ioniztition chnmber de-

signed to arrive at a value of surface dose or zero volume dose
by a series of measurements approaching the desired vallles as
a limit.

Extremities. The hands and forearms, and, with restrict io]}s,
the head, feet and ankles. Permissible exposures i~] these
regions are generally greater as they contain less blood-forming
material and have smaller volume for energy absorption tha]~

I other body parts.

Film Dosimeter. A pack of photographic film a]~ci appropriate
filters used for the detectiot~ of ionizing radiation exposure to
the individual ~vearingthe dosimeter.

Fission, Nuclear. The division of a heavy IIUCICIISinto tivo ap-
proximately equnl parts. FissioI] is usually induced by IIeu-
trons but can be induced by photo]]s or charged particles.
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Some very heavy elements undergo spontaneous @ion, i.e.,
fission without particles or photons entering from the outside.

Fluorescence. Phenomenon involving the absorption of radiant
energy by a substance and its re-emission, during the period of
radiation excitation, as visible or near visible light.

Flux. A rate of flow of radiation across a unit area normal to the
direction of fiow. For example, neutron flux is measured in the
number of neutrons that cross 1 cm2 each second.

Free Air Ionization Chamber. An ionization chamber for stand-
ardization of X-ray beams (5 to 400 kev) in which the beam
passes through the chamber without interactions with elec-
trodes or other internal parts of the equipment.

Frequency. Xumber of cycles, revolutions, or vibrations com-
pleted per unit time.

Fusion (thermonuclear reaction). A nuclear reaction character-
ized by joining together of light nuclei to form heavier nuclei,
the energy for the reactions being provided by kinetic energy
derived from violent thermal agitation of particles at very high
temperatures. If the colliding particles are properly chosen
and the agitation violent enough, there will be a release of
energy from the reaction. The energy of the stars is believed
to be derived from such reactions.

Gamma Ray (T). High frequency (short wave length) electro-
magnetic radiation emitted by the nucleus of an atom. Iden-
tical in nature with X rays of the same wave length.

(.7eiger-M~[ler (G-M) Tube. A gas-filled chsmber operated with
a voltage such that a discharge triggered by a primary ionizing
event will spread over the entire anode.

Genetic E$ect oj Radiation. Inheritable changes (mutations)
produced by the absorption of ionizing radiations, particularly
by the gonads. Effects are apparently additive with no re-
covery.

Gram-Rad. The unit of integral absorbed dose. One gram-
rad = 100 ergs.

Gren2 Ra~s. X rays produced at voltages of 5 to 20 kv.
Halj-Lije, Biologic (T*). The time required for the body to

eliminate half of the material taken into the body by natural
biological means.

Half-Life, Efieclive (T). Half-]ife of a radioactive isotope in a
biologic organism resulting from a combination of radioactive
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decay and biologic elimination. It is related to radioactive
half-life (7’,) and biologic half-life ( Tb) by

~= Tb X T.
Tb~ T,

I
1

Ha/j-Life, Radioactive (T,). The time required for a radioactive
substance to lose one-half of its activity by decay, It is
related to the mean life (r) and its disintegration constant
(A) as follows:

~ =ln 2=0.693=0 ~937
f ——

x A“

Half- I’alue Layer (HVL).
I

Amount of shielding material
necessary to reduce radiation level by a factor of 2. One
HVL is equivalent to 0.3 TVL.

Homogeneous Radiation. Beam or flux of radiation consisting
of same kind and energy.

Induced Radioactivity. Radioactivity that is produced by nu-
clear reaction, often by neutron bombardment.

Integral Absorbed Dose. The energy imparted to matter by ion-
1 izing particl& in a certain region of interest. The unit is

the gram-rad and is equal to 100 ergs.
Intensity oj Radiation (radiant jlux density). The energy per

unit time entering a small sphere of unit cross-sectional area
centered at the place of interest. The unit may be ergs/
cmz-sec or watts/cmz.

Internal Conversion. A mode of radioacti~~e decay in which the
~ rays from excited nuclei cause the ejection of orbital elec-
trons from the atom.

Ion. Atomic particle, atom, or chemical radical (group of
chemically-combined atoms) bearing one or more electron

I charges of either sign.
ionization. The process wherein ions are produced,
Ionization Chamber. An installment for measuring quantity

of radiation as a function of the ionization produced by the
radiation and assqciate.d corpuscular emission in a defined
volume of gas, usually air.

Ionizing Radiation. Electromagnetic radiation (X- or y-ray
photons or quanta) or corpuscular radiation (a particles,
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~ particles, electrons,
particles) capable of
processes.

positrons, protons, neutrons, and heavy
producing ions by direct or secondary

Isobar. One of several nuclides having the same number of
nucleons in their nuclei, and hence having about the same
atomic masses. For example, P and SW are isobars.

Isodose Curve. A curve depicting points of identical radiation
dosage in an area or medium.

Isomer. One of several nuclides having the same mass and
atomic numbers but existing for measurable times in different
energy states. The lowest energy state is called the ground
state; those of higher energies are mekzstable states.

lsotonc. One of several nuclides having the same number of
neutrons in their nuclei. For example, K~s and CafO.

Isotope. One of several nuclides having the same number of
protons in their nuclei and hence belonging to the same ele-
ment but differing in the number of neutrons and therefore
in mass number (A). For example, CU, Cl~, Clf.

K-Electron Capture. The process wherein an electron in the
K-shell of an atom is captured by the nucleus during a nuclear
rmction. In the process, a characteristic X ray is emitted.

Kilo-. Prefix indicating 1,000 as in kilogram, kilocurie, kilo-
meter.

LD-60 or LD% Dose. Dose of radiation required to kill, within
a specified period, 50~o of the individuals in a large group of
animals or organisms.

Lead Equivalent. The thickness of lead affording the same pro-
tection under specified conditions as the material in question.

Linear Absorption Coej)icient. A factor expressing the fraction
of a beam of radiation absorbed in unit thickness of material.

—10e-~’, 10 is the initial intensity, Z the in-In the expression 2—
tensity after passage through a thickness of material Z, and
p is the linear absorption coefficient. The coefficient may be
divided into a number of components, one for each of the
~-ray absorption processes. If z is in cm, p is in cm-l.

Linear Accelerator. A device for accelerating particles employing
alternate electrodes and gaps arranged in a straight line, so
proportioned that when their potentials are varied in the
proper amplitude and frequency, particles passing through
them receive successive increments of energy,
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Linear Energy Trarwfer (LET). The linear rate of loss of energy
4 (locally absorbed) by an ionizing particle traversing a material

medium. It may be expressed in kev/p.
Mass Absorption Coefficient. The linear absorption coefficient

in cm-’ divided by the density of the absorber in grams per cc.
It is frequently expressed as p/p, where p is the linear absorp-
tion coefficient and p the absorber density.

Mass Number (A). The number of nucleons (neutrons and
protons) in the nucleus of an atom.

Ma.zimum Permissible Accumulated Dose (MPD). For occupa-
tional exposures, M PD= 5(ZV— 18) where N is the age greater
than 18 years. See Section 9.

1 Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC). The concentration !
of an isotope in air (MPC.) or water (MPCW) that results
under equilibrium conditions in the maintenance of a body
burden of the isotope in the body except in the case of sub-
mersion in a radioactive gas. See Section 10.

Mean Free Path. The average distance a particle or photon
travels between collisions. Mean free path =HVL/O.693.

Mean Lije (r). The reciprocal of the decay constant (X).
Me80n. ShortAived particle, charged or uncharged, having a

mass in multiples of the electron masss.
Metadable State. See Isomer.
Moderalor. Material used to moderate, i.e., slow down neutrons

from high to lower energies. Moderators are used in reactors
and with the converted PeeWee neutron instrument.

Molecule. Ultimate unit quantity of a chemical compound which
can exist by itself and retain all the properties of the original
substance.

Momentum. Quantity of motion as mea..ured by the product
of mass and velocity.

Monitoring. Periodic or continuous determination of the amount
I of ionizing radjation or radioactive contamination present in

an area.

Monochromatic Radiation. Electromagnetic radiation of a
single wavelength in which photons are all of the same energy.

Neutron (n). Elementary nuclear particle with a mass approxi-
mately the same as a hydrogen atom (about 1 amu) and
carrying no electric charge.
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Nucleon.
present

Nucleus.

of the

A constituent of the atomic nucleus; according to
theory, a proton or neutron.
The heavy central part of an atom in which most

mass and the total positive electric charge is con-
centrated.

Nuclicfe. A species of atom having a specific mass number (A)j
atomic number (Z), and energy state.

Pair production. An absorption process for X and y radiation
in which the incident photon is annihilated in the vicinity of
the nucleus of the absorbing atom, with subsequent production
of an electron and positron pair, This reaction does not occur
for incident photon energies of less than 1.02 Nlev.

Permissible Dose. Dose of ionizing radiation that, in the light
of present knowledge, is not expected to cause appreciable
bodily injury to a person at any time during his lifetime.

Phantom (Radiology). A volume of material behaving in essen-
tially the same manner as tissue, with respect to the radiation
in question, used to simulate a portion of the human body,
and into which radiation measuring devices may be placed.
Measurements made in a phantom permit the determination
of the radiation dose delivered to the skin and points within
the body. Materials commonly used, are water, Masonite
pressed-wood (unit density), and beeswax.

Phosphorescence. Emission of radiation by a substance as a
result of previous absorption of radiation of shorter wave-
length. In contrast to fluorescence, the emission may con-
tinue for a considerable time after cessation of the exciting
irradiation. ,

Photoelectric Eflect. .4 process by which a photon ejects an
electron from an atom. All the energy of the photon is
absorbed in ejecting the electron and in imparting kinetic
energy to it. This effect as an absorption process is large for
low energy photons impinging on high Z elements.

Photon. Corpuscular (quantum) manifestation of electro-
magnetic radiation.

Photoneutron. A neutron released from a nucleus in a photo-
nuclear reaction.

Photoneutron Source. Source of neutrons in which the nuclear
reaction is induced by a r ray or X ray impinging on a light
element such as beryllium or deuterium.
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Plateau. The range of counter-tube voltage (especially GM
tubes) for which there is an essentially constant counting rate.i

Positron. particle equal in mass, opposite in charge, to the
electron.

Primary Radiation. Radiation arising directly from the target
of an X-ray tube or from a radioactive source.$

Prompt Gamma. Y radiation emitted at the time of fission of a
1

nucleus.
Prompt Neutrons, Neutrons emitted during fission process.
Proton (p). An elementary particle with a positive charge

having a mass of about 1 amu.I
Quatity. In radiography, the penetrating power of radiation

and therefore a function of energy. Units are ergs/cma or
/ watts-sec/cmS. Often expressed in terms of half-value layers

of copper, aluminum, or lead.

Quantum. The smallest quantity of energy constituting a
photon of electromagnetic radiation which can be associated
with a given phenomenon.

Rad (rad). The unit of absorbed dose. It is 100 ergs/g of any
material.

Radioactive Equilibrium. Among the members of a radioactive
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series, the state which prevails when the ratios between the
amounts of successive members of the series remain constant.
Secular Equilibrium: If a parent element has a very much
longer half-life than the succeeding ones, so that there is no
appreciable change in its amount in the time interval required
for the later products to attain equilibrium, then, after the
condition is reached, equal numbers of atoms of all members
of the series disintegrate in unit time. This condition is never
actually attained, but is essentially established in such a case
as radium and its series through radium C. The half-life of
radium is 1,622 years, of radon 3.82 days, and of each of the
subsequent members, a few minutes. After about a month
essentially the equilibrium amount of radon is present, and
then for a long time all members of the series disintegrate
the same number of atoms per unit time, Transient Equi-
librium: If the half-life of the parent is sufficiently short, so
that the quantity present decreases appreciably during the
period under consideration, but is still longer than that of
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successive members of the series, a stage of equilibrium will
be reached, after which all members of the series decrease in
amount exponentially with the period of the parent. An
example of this is radon, with a half-life of 3.82 days, and the
successive members of the series through radium C.

Radioactivilyo Spontaneous disintegration of an unstable nu-
clide with emission of a particle or a photon to form a different
nuclide.

Range (of a or P par!icles). The distance a particle \\-illpenetrate
a given material before all its ionizing power is spent.

RBE Dose. The product of the absorbed dose in rads and an
agreed conventional value of RBE with respect to a particular
form of radiation effect. The standard of comparison recom-
mended by the International Commission on Radiological Vnits
and Measurements (ICRU) is X or ~ radiation with a LET
in water of 3 kev/p delivered at a rate of about 10 rads/min.
The unit of RBE dose is the rem. The RBE dose in rem=
rads XRBE.

Reactor, Nuclear. A device in which nuclear fission may be
sustained and controlled in a self-supporting nuclear reaction.
The varieties are many, but all incorporate certain features
including fissionable material or fuel, a moderating material
(unless reactor is operated on fast neutrons), a reflector to
conserve escaping neutrons, provision for removal of heat,
measuring and control elements, and provision for personnel
protection.

Relalive Biological E~ec/iveness (RBE). The appropriate value
of biological effectiveness of the radiation in question rela-
tive to that of X rays with an average specific ionization of
100 i.p./p in water for the particular biological system and
effect under consideration and for the condition under which
the radiation is received.

Rem (rem). Rem= radsXRBE.

Rep (rep). Obsolete unit representing the amount of ionizing
radiation that will result in the absorption in tissue of 93
ergs/g, The rad is now used in place of the rep, their nlagni-
tudes for monitoring purposes being the same.
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produces in air ions carrying 1 esu of quantity of electricity
of either sign.

Scaler. An electronic device that produces an output
whenever a prescribed number of input pulses have
received.

Scatlered Radiation. Radiation whose direction has been a
by an interaction with matter,

pulse
been

tered

Scintillation Counfer. The combination of a phosphor (converts
ionizing particle energy to light pulse), a photomultiplier
(converts light pulse to many electric pulses), and associated
circuitry for counting the electric pulses.

Secondary Radiation. Radiation, electromagnetic or particulate,
originating as the result of radiation attenuation in matter.
Ezarnples; Seco?~dary cosmic rays, photoelectrons, recoil pro-
tons from neutron-proton collisions, and bremsstrahlung from
radioactive isotopes.

self-A b80rption. Absorption by source material or material with
which the radioactive atoms are closely mixed.

Sew”live I’olume. The portion of a counter tube or ionization
chamber that responds to a specific radiation.

Specific Actiw”ty. The total radioactivity of a given isotope per
gram, given in c/g or d/s-g.

Specific Ionization. The number of ion pairs formed per unit
path length of an ionizing particle passing through a medium.
For example, i.p. /p of tissue, i.p./cm of air.

Surjace Dose, The dose measured at the surface of a body. It
is the sum of the air dose plus the dose due to backscatter
from the object.

Tenth- l~alue Layer ( 7’1‘L). Amount of shielding material
required to reduce radiation level by a factor of 10. One
TVL is equivalent to 3.3 H V L.

Tis8ue Dose. Absorbed dose when the irradiated medium is
tissue.

Tissue Equivalent. Material which produces ionization essen-
tially equivalent to that characteristic of tissue when irradiated.

Track. hficroscopically visible manifestation of the path of an
ionizing particle in a nuclear emulsion.

Tn”tium (T or , Ha). A radioactive isotope of hydrogen having 1
proton and 2 neutrons in the nucleus.
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Triton (i), The nucleus of a tritium atom, Mass about 3 amu.
L’nif (?nddll) . For shipping regulations, 1 mr/hr measured at 1

meter.
\ran de Graafl Generator. An electrostatic generator which

employs a system of conveyor belt and spray points to charge
an insulated electrode to a high potential.

Wave Length. The distance between any two similar points of
two consecutive waves. Expressed in several units including
Angstrom units (~) and cm.

X l?a~, (1) -Penetrating electromagnetic radiation less than
about 100 A produced by electrons striking
rise to bremsstrahlung (continuous X-ray
Transitions of atoms from orbital energy
energy states, giving rise to characteristic
from ‘y rays of similar energy only by origin,

a target, giving
spectrum). (2)
states to lower
X rays. Differ
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